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The Big
Business of
Skiing
' '

s now Summit Ski
Reson is investmg $3
million in improvements for the 1992-1993 ski season, all designed to improve the
skier's eJtperience." said Snow
Summit President Richard C.
Kun. Kun added, "We spent over
$3 million in 1991-1992 for Chair
II, new ski runs, snow-making
and other projects, and we are
doing it again. This year's projects had to be financed enti rei y
by borrowing, but our commitment to improving our ski area for
our guest's environment made it
necessary."
Snow skiing, which began
locally in the late 1940s and early
1950s, as pan of the post-World
War 11 promotion of Southern
California, has developed tnto a
multi-million dollar business for
Pl~as~ Su Pag~

48
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1993 Economic Forecast Conference
he Third Annual Inland
Empire Economic Forecast
presented by the Inland
Empire Business Journal featured
10 outstanding projections.
KVCR-TV (Channel 24) will present an hour-long recap of it on
Wednesday, March 3rd at 9:00
p.m. The following is a short consensus of each speaker's forecast.
STATE SENATOR BILL

T

Desen"
"The economy of the high
desen is driven by the freeways that lead to jobs somewhere else, by the money
that comes here to develop
housing, and by the local
eJtpenditurcs of the commuters.
"We are forecasting that
home sales on the high

LEONARD (Mod- --<======d::e::se::n::n::e::Jt~tyear will be 30%
erator),"Governto 40% above
"In this new year,
what they were
ment is reactive. It
is slower than busiwe must regain our this year.
"Industrial
nesses to respond to
consciousness.
development in
changes in the real
We must look at
the high dcsen
world.
will be focused in
"It is your chalour economy, not
Adelanto, because of
lenge to usc this
only as an insider,
their proactive poliinformation to edubut also as one
cies."
cate government
leaders to become
who would see it
HANS DuBACH,
more responsive to
from the outside."
"Economic Forecast
the economic needs--<=========>- for the Coachella
of businesses in
Valley"
"The Coachella Valley used to
California."
ALFRED GOBAR, Ph.D.,
be defined as Palm Springs ... now
"Growth Potential for The High
we have nine incorporated cities,

each with its own personality and
needs."
Per capita retail spending in the
Coachella Valley is extremely
htgh.. 50% higher than Riverside
or San Bernardino Counties, and
almost 30% higher than California
as a whole.
"We are in a prime location to
to reap immense benefits from
PleD.$~
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Wednesday, March 3rd at 9 p.m.-Inland
Empire Economic Forecast Conference
on KVCR-TV Channel 24
Ask.mg Net and Gross Lease Riles

Office Space Glut-Bargain Prices

On Existing and Under Construction Office Buildings
City

by Bill Ruh
he recession, bank foreclosures, lack of
capital, an overbuilt marlcet and consolidation of businesses have created a glut of
office space going for bargain basement prices.
'The state of the market can best be described
as bumping along the bottom. Lease rates bottomed out in late 1991; and although a rebound in
rates is not imminent, it is obvious that a support
level has been established for the marlcet," commented Richard M. Lee, vice president for CB
Commercial Brokerage.
The once white hot Inland Empire office mar-

T

INLAND EMPIRE
Banks: A Future and a Put

13

Inland Empire West
For Lease {Net Rates)
Average
Low
High

•
For Lease (Gross Rates)
Avenge low
High

ket, which in its peak saw prime Chino
1.34
1.23
1.45
0.75
0.45
1.65
Fon~aa
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.84
030
1.00
office space at a premium, has Orurio
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.43
0.65
2.00
135
1.55
1.29
cooled. Effective lease rates are RlllCho Cucamonga 1.45
0.80
1.55
Askmg Net and Gross Lease Rates
now averaging 20% less than their
On Existing and Under Consuuction Office Buildmgs
Inland Emptre East
climaJt in 1990. Lease rates for
For Lease {Net Rates)
For Lease (Gross Rates)
class "A" office space are averag- City
Average
Low
High
Avenge Low
High
1.00
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1.23
0.45
1.50
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1.17
ing S1.35 • $1.55 per square foot
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per month.
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0.96
0.70
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0.39
1.55
1.11
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Rtverside
Presently the existing office San
BemJRdlnds 0.82
0.85
1.03
1.19
0.92
1.40
market base consists of 10.81 mil- Buildmgs: 10,000+- S.F.
Resource: CB Commercial Real Estate, Inc.
lion square feet. Of that, 2.5 mil- ...__ _ _ _ _ _ __ Market
_ _Research
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.
lion square feet is vacant, which represents 24%., region, the Inland Empire West has office vacanIf these figures are broken down according to
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Snow Valley Becomes
Hot llcket for Southern
California Skiers
now Valley, Southern
California's largest
ski area has become
the big hit of this season
with local skiers. This
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resorts to Orange County
and San Diego , is in the
midst of having its best year
on record. "We have
focused on making Snow
Valley distinctive from other
resons by raking the hassle
out of skimg and putting the
e;w;citcment and fun back
into it," commented Benno
Nager, vice president and
gencrnl manager.
Snow Valley boasts some
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Entcnainment Guide
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16
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of the most innovative
restaurants and bars of any
California ski area. Margarita Beach is definitely for
the pany crowd. Situated in
the back country, one finds
a menu of fish tacos, fajitas,
and burgers. While seated
in beach chairs and listening
to the disc jockey 'rock,'
skiers can watch Body Bag
contests. Or skiers can get
PktJSI! Su Pa11e 22

Castle Amusement Park
25 ~es of 3amily 3un !
• Group Packages Available
(Resenrations required)

• Gift Certificates
• Birthday Parties
(Reservations required)

• Buy At Your Wholesale Cost

• 30 Rides and Attractions

• Save Your Cash- Use BXI

• Four Sculptured Miniature
GolfCourses-72 Holes!

• Network With World's Oldest and
Largest Trade Association
• 1000's of Other Southern
caJifornla Businesses

• Arcade with 400 Video
Games

Csi/NowFor
More Information
(BusinBss Ownet5 Only)

(714) 592-7727
(800) 649-1229

PFF S &L Assoc.
Purchases Three
Union Federal Bank
Offices
arry Rinchan, president and
CEO of Pomona First Federal
announces that the Office of
Thrift Supervision. the regulatory
agency for savings institutions, has
approved the purchase of three
branch offices of Union Federal Bank
in Alta Lorna, Chino and Ontario.
At the end of business, Friday,
March 19, 1993, Union Federal
Bank's Alta Lorna and Olino offices
will close and each account will
trartSfer to Pomona First Federal 's
Rancho Cucamonga (6644 Carnelian
SL) and Olino (12801 Central Ave.)
offices. Accounts held in Union Federal Bartk 's Ontario office (333 N.
Euclid) will remain there. That office
will re-open Monday. March 22,
1993, as a branch of Pomona First
Federal. 6

L

Queen of the Valley
Hospital Joins Inter
Valley Health Plan
nter Valley Health Plan has added
Queen of the Valley Hospital in
Covina to iL~ network of accredited community hospitals. The hospital
joins Inter-Community Medical Center in West Covina, Huntington
Memorial Hospital in Pasadena. Santa
Teresita Hospital in Duarte and
Pomona Valley Medical Center in the
HMO plan.
The network has contracted Associated Family Physicians Medical
Group, a new firm comprised of more
than thirty doctors in private practice
throughout the San Gabriel Valley.
AFPMG offers five language choices
for patients besides English.
IVHP President James E. Taylor
has also announced an e;w;pansion of
IVHP services available with the
Magan Medical Group of Covina.
Through Inter Valley's contract with
Inter-Community Medical Center, all
family doctors at Magan Medical
Qinic are now available to provide
services for Inter Valley members. 6

I

• Quality Family
Entertainment in Colorful
Pleasant Settings, 365
Days a Year!
3500 Polk Street • Riverside • {909) 785-4141
(OfT 91 freeway between La Siena and Tyler)
WINTER HOURS:
lliltiDIMn Golftwl ArCIMU Df¥11 dDUy 10 amt 10 pm. FriMy & SDtwdoy to Midni11t1
RIM Pt~rll. Df¥11 Frit/4y 6 ptrt to I I pm. SDtwdoy ,_to I I pm. SlllldaJ 1100nto 8 pm
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Workers' Compensation May Force
Closure of S 8 Factory
By Bill Ruh

wenty-two year.; ago, Simeon
Prophe t. a 25 -ycar-old
entrepreneur. began what
would become Sorrento Coats. Now,
the San Bernardino-based clothing
manufacturer may be forced to close
due to an increase in worltcrs' compensation.
·'These people arc my family,"
said Prophet. "Some of us have been
together from the stan. We have seen
graduations, weddings. and births
together, and now we could lose it
all."
Workers' compensation problems,
which had begun last year due to a
series of stress-related claims, have
quadrupled Prophet's weelcly insurance costs from S1,300 to $6,000.
Last year. Sorrento Coats paid insurance premiums of $50,000; now, for
the first three weeks of 1993, Sorrento Coats has paid $16,000, and that
amount could skyrocket to as much
as $300.000 or more by years end.
"What is stress anyway?" asked
Prophet. "When I don't know from
day to day whether my employees
will work, that is real stress."
In some ways, Prophet's dilemma
mirror.; that of other small California

T

clothing businesses. Soaring workers ' compensation costs, tied with
competition from illegal sweatshops,
and low-cost offshore manufacturers
from Ceylon. Me;w;ico. Malaysia, and
other developing nations have ;
squeezed the profit margin until there
is nothing left.
"I can't ask my employees for
anymore cuts" said Prophet, who
c;w;plaincd that his employees average
a minimum of $2 more per hour than
most other manufacturers.
There are some signs of hope for
Sorrento Coats and their employees.
Prophet indicated the union has contacted him in an cffon to maintain
the jobs and livelihood of workers at
Sorrento. 'They have offered to send
in an engineer to sec where we can
become more efficient, to sec where
we can reduce some costs."
Prophet and his attorneys are also
working on an Employee Stock
Ownership plan or ESOP as it is
commonly known. Under this type of
a proposal, all Sorrento employees
would become principal shareholders. Provisions in state regulations
say that principal shareholders do not
need to pay workers' compensation
a~ each principal shareholder would,

I

First-Ever Indian Bonds Issued and Sold to
Finance Spa Hotel Renovation
_
emmcnt guarantee. The ACDA team
riscilla Pete. chairman, ~nd
that negotiated terms and details of
Fred R . Razzar, executtve
these marketable securities in Sacradirector of the Agua Caliente
mento consisted of Pete, Ranar.
Development Authority (ACDA),
Roben Fey, a member of the ACDA
announced that the ACDA has
board; Richard M. Milanovich.
issued $8.75 million in bonds to
Agua Caliente Tribal Council Chair·
finance the renovation of the Spa
man and Michael Harris, an attorHotel and Mineral Springs in downney with Best, Best and Krieger in
town Palm Springs. The ACDA,
Palm Springs.
which is an agency of the Agua
According to Ra7.zar, 'The SacraCaliente Band of Cahuilla Indians,
purchased the property in September I mento office of the BIA was of great
assistance in the negotiations and
from Wells Fargo Bank.
very helpful in securing a federal
The bonds (promissory notes).
government guarantee for a portion
which have already been sold, arc
of the bond issue." Fitch has rated
the first Indian bonds ever issued in
the bond issue AAA, the highest
the United States with an underlying
possible rating. based on the creditBureau of Indian Affairs (BIA} govworthiness of the Agua Caliente's

P

Environmental Design Contest
he Inland Empire Design Institute has
announced a contest and seeks entries
that reflect the theme, "Sharpening the
Edge: Creating Community Identity in the
Fmpire."
I..ugc· and small-scale projects will be treated
equally. Nominations can be mlde for buildinp,

T

in essence, be an independent contractor. Under the proposal outlined
by Prophet, he would rent the building. equipment and goodwill on the
name to the workers who will
become shareholders. These worker
shareholders would continue to
receive their current pay, and funds
would be set aside to pay for worltcr
injuries. Profits from the firm would
be divided among the worltcr shareholders at year's end.
Although this idea may sound like
pure unfettered American capitalism,
legal e;w;perts claim that the worlters •
compensation insurance would have
to be paid no matter what the situation.
Presently, other companies which
have tried this have been challenged
by the state, and the situation is
working its way through the courts.
In the end. Prophet and his loyal
group of employees face an uphill
battle that he summed up this way.
"My company provides jobs for
the area. but this worlters' compensation is making that difficult-it's as if
they want jobs to leave this state and
go elsewhere. The only ones who
make out in the end are the doctors
and lawyers." 6.

I

landscaping, or any processes or programs that
strengthen community uniqueness and cohesive-

ness.
Four winners will be selected from two categories: projects or programs now implemented
and those in the planning stages which show
promise of significant succaa.

and the ACDA.

With the immediate sale of the
bonds, the funds have been deposited. The renovation of the Spa Hotel
is planned to stan after the selection
of a management company and the
subsequent choice of an architectural
firm. These two decisions are
expected to be made later this
month.
According to tribal chairman
Milanovich, "The issuance of bonds
by an Indian tribe has never been
done before. We expect that our
precedent-setting bond issue will be
the model for many other similar
undertakings by tribes across the
nation." 6.

The winning entries will be showcased at
IEDI's spring meeting, May 18. The projects'
creators will ~ive award cenificatcs, and will,
a panelists, discuss factors that affected the outcome of their effons. A keynote ldclrcss durina
lunch will offer a perspective on the theme of
community identity, with breakout sessions
bcinlscbeduled for the aftemooo.
For more informldon aboua the COIIIelt. or 10
participate in IEDI and its proplllll, CODI8Ct
'nllll Merle at (909) 624-8776. A
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Opinion
ommunitie~ acro~s the Inland
sultants lhrmm in foc good mca,urc, do
Empire, faced with the prospect
not seem to Wldcrstand that ra~sing conof Wlprccedcnted budget lo~scs
strucuon tues inh1bits development.
due to California's projected deficn of
This is the very development nccdcd to
S II bill ion have turned once agam to
help oO-setthe deep and potentially disincreasing developer fees, or builder
astrous cull; made in Sacramento. By
exactioos to fuel their thirst for revenue.
increasing development, whether it be
These eJtactions, traditionally the
residential, commercial oc indll~uial, we
most burdensome of all local regulations
will create jobs, the jobs that will propel
have been used by local governments
~ out of our economic troubles.
for decades to eJttract from developers
Keeping all this m mind, it is no comsupport for any number of public sercidence !hal California lost over 300,000
vices and benefits. At one time these
jobs last year, and we arc due foc more
coostruction laltes were used primarily
of the same. Local government should
for infrasLructure and utilities. As a
not stand in the way ol economic prosresult of the statewide revolt led by
perity by in~ing developer fees, but
Proposition 13, the use of these exacshould follow the eJtample set by the
tioos has incrc.lscd.
city of Olino Hills.
Rather than serving as a legitimate
Chino Hills is a new city, having
land-use policy, these construction laltes
been incorporated in 1991, yet they have
have lxxxxne a major alternative to contaken bold action for a city so yoWlg.
ventional taxing schemes. At present,
Councilmcmbcrs, realuing the need to
local goverruncnts require-as a condimaintain_revenue~, decided to reduce
tion for oblaining building pcrrnit.s--tltat
construcuon laltes IITiposcd on developdevelopers and builders provide either
ers and builders in their city. By doing
in-kind or in-money benefits and serso they created an opportWlity for the1r
vices such as museums, horse-trails,/ city to form parLnersh1~ with builders
entry markers, day care centers, parkor developers. Partnerships that will
way medians, city halls and anything
provide the necessary revenue and jobs
else deemed necessary by a particular
to maintam the quality that has become
municipality.
the hallmark of therr community.
Now any fust year high school ecoLocal goverruncnt carmot continue to
nomics student can tell you that conlock the door to the revenue and jobs
struction is what drives our economy,
that development brings. They mll~l end
and it is a univcmlly recognized indicathe inhibiting stranglehold that impact ,
tor for our financial health and wellfees, developer eJtactions and construe-~
being-providing jobs, jobs and more
lion wcs bring about. Failure to do so
jobs. Yet for all this simplicity, our halamounts to nothing more than deck
lowed city halls, filled with B.A.s,
chair rearrangement on a sinking ship.
MBAs, MPAs, MPPs and every combi6
nation of alphabet soup, with a few con-
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ere was a hearing held in November on the New Proposed RECLAIM
2013 rule. After the hearing, I concluded it was time those responsible for
drafting and approving such legislation or rules should be a.\king themselves
these questions: "How clean is clean?" and "How many reports justific.~ accumte
reportings?" and "At what cost justifies new fees or t3Jtes, and doc.' such fees or
t3Jtcs clean up the air1," or j~t supporting the already laq;er than necessary burcaucmt systems?
I think you have to ask yourself all these quc.~tions, as well as others, to determine duplication and what is their effect on local business'! What is their elfect on
the economy? And do the new rules do whal they're intended to do? Or docs it
simply make California business less competitive, with similar business in other
states. Do ~ new rules lose more jobs within the commWlity and move valuable
busincs.s out of California where the laws arc the same, but the business environment is more business friendly?
~ I viewed the new RECLAIM 2013 rule, I a\ked myself all these questions,
and It became apparent to me, that any new rules, such as this one, would do nothing more than duplicate much of which we now have on the books. 1llcy would
also ca~ nothing more than an Wlproductive Cltpen.se for the busincs.\CS that arc
left in Southern California Any new added regulations al this time would make it
economically impo~sible for business to do business or manufacturing in California
The original rca.\011 for the RECLAIM rule wa.~ to allow firms who, from time to
time, exceeded their permissible permiucd exposure levels (due to changes either in
products or increase in production), access to a permit to opemte. When their emission levels did exceed their daily permit levels, they then would be able 10 pun:hasc,
through an Emissions Bank, those emissions they needed. This wa.~ done so that
they '-"'OUld not be required to pay heavy fmes for exceeding their pcrmincd emission levels, by one or more pounds per day. California Air Quality Disuicl5 will
control the EmissiorL~ Bank.
Those who irL~talled the required costly new pollution control systems, to reduce
their emissions to newly regulated level standards, would be able to sell the pounds
or tofl\ saved. Thb way they could recoup a fraction of the cost for such co~tly

hera Tttc:ker
Rebecca GardDa
T...,tl S.ltl!
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__
W_hy Mandated Land Disposal
Charles G Boyd, C G Boyd & AssocwttS

M

.nst all known expcnence, the belief persists: Iocreascd govemmcnt spcndg and reams of new regulations arc the only solutions to the problems of a
lluted planet
As .~ EPA political clout grew, so did its budget. Just m five years, EPA bagged
S4.4 billion annually, notwithstanding its present budget of S5 billion and rising. The
agency has further plans to 00n or resuict various practices tocluding automobile tires,
~ong wtth 58 other measures, at an incrca.'icd cost to laltpaycrs and business of $3.4 bilhon yearly.

The federal EPA and Cal-EPA of California is widely known for creating environme~ legislation wit.lx>ut wasting money. But the crusading environmental California
le~lalor and the California Air Quality Management Agency has no incentive to
we1gh the costs of such laws agairL~t the benefil5. "When you're carrying out a crusade
you don't ask what's the cost of the religion ?"
'
Those in charge of the politically driven approach to our garbage glut substitute the
actions of a relatively small number of bureaucrats for the actions of tens of millions of
freely acting iOOividuals: thus losing its marketing ability to gather valuable information
that's needed to solve such problems.
However, when the public's choice is fed with half truth, inaccurate information
individual. choice is circumvented, and the abuse of the poliucal systems continues t~
grow am mcrca-;e the cost of solid waste disJXlsal to the people of California during the
nc)(( half century.
\\.\:11-meaning though they may be, govemmcnt solutions to the garbage glut arc
almost always long on costs and short on benefits. When the amendments to the California Solid Waste Act were implemented, the cost to wpayers and business of Southem Cal ifom.ia was another S5 billion, 110( considering the cost in intcrnatiortal trade
conp:tition.

Oh. of course, the politicians, can cile the polls. Several recent polls show thai most
Americans would pay high taxes for c1eanc:r ~ a .. the COil m a cleaner

I.E.B.J. Close-Up:
IEBJ: In your supenisorlal race, you
were out spent S-1. How did you do so
well with those odds?
Buster: It was a grass IOO!S eiTcrt. We
began walking door to door m all of the
neighborhoods, mectmg the voters, listening to their concerns. What we did
added up. We had a lot of energy It is a
b1g district, with a lot of territory to
cover, but we went to the people, we
went into their communiucs, and I found
that many of them shared the same
views I did. The rcsidcnl~ of my disuict
arc engaged and act1ve cnizcns, they arc
not interested in only one issue, but
rather they arc interested in many
issues---the social issue.~. the land issues,
the economic tssues and the environmental issues.

A closer look ...

IEBJ: Well, what made a citrus

Full Name: Robert Anthony
Buster

rancher decide to venture into the
political arena?
Buster: As a native of the area. I had
always had a commitment to the people,
you know my friends and neighbors, and
I had been active throughout the community. I served on the Riverside City
COW1Ciltwice, because there were some
things that I wanted to sec accomplished.
IEBJ: Why the run for supenisor?
Buster: I believe that I had accomplished what I had wanted to achieve at
the city level, yet there were some items
that were still unresolved. The more I
looked at them, the more I rcahzcd that
there were items that could only be
accomplished from a OOWlty standpoint
Riverside COWlty had some major issues
that needed to be addressed, and those
issues directly related to the type of communities that all of us lived in, and what
we wanted those communities to look
like.
IEBJ: What are some ot the concerns
that you heard?

Age:

48

Occupation: Riverside County
Superv1sor 1st District, Citrus
Grower
Family: Married
Hobbies: Swimming and woodworicmg
Last Ilook Read: "The Power
Game" by Hcdrik Smith
Favorite Restaurant: The Mission Inn
Favorite Vacation: Hiking in
the mountains

~~===========:::;============~~

of community events and activities that
Buster: Everybody we met was conmake people want to become a part of
cerned about growth. Our area has
their cornmuruty, where they feel a congrown tremendously over the last severnection to the place that they live in. At
al years, especially the residential scctoc.
the same time, we need to protect our
It was not a question of pro-growth or
anti -growth, but rather looking at what , existing amenities.
had occurred and determining where we
were going and what we wanted.
IEBJ: It sounds like a tall order, do
you have some specifics?
Buster: We should take advantage of
IEBJ: In other words, shape growth?
opportunity when we can, am right now
Buster: Something along those lines.
The people know that growth is a fact,
with land prices going down, we have
the opportunity to acquire some beautithey want growth and jobs, and know
ful p1cccs of land that we can set aside
that you can't match jobs and housing
for the future, and in some cases, work
over night. They want to know that we
have a diverse revenue ba.<;c, and a revwith right now. I also want to see some
important projects made a reality. Take.
enue bao;e that can support the infrastrucfoc eJtamplc. Lake Elsinore. I would like
ture, the schools, the roads, the parks and
to make certain that there is enough
cultural amcniues.
water there so that we do not have to
suffer through the dry season, and
IEBJ: What type ot cultural amenienough to maintain and atlr3ct tourists to
ties?
the area.
Buster: The things !hal make communities livable for the residents. From a
IEBJ: Many residents of your district
better selection of restaurants, to the type

Why Mandated Land Disposal
Coflli~UUd From Pag~ 6

environment am our garbage problems are not ~Ito the p!blie,thell' dec1s1ons arc left
to trose we elect As a result, a few powerful political or activist operatives, who bend
and sway to pressure groups lobbying within goverruncnt agencies, arc left in control.
Environmentalists, many of them old-time business-ba~hers, like to blame environmental despoliation on corporate greed. To resolve this paradoJt, market-oriented
economists have long agreed thal the state, as Adam Smith wrote in The Wealth of
Nmion.s, has a "ooty of erecting and maintaining certain public worlcs and certain plblic institutions," which can never be foc the interest of any individual or small number
of individuals.
One should do so in such ways that the prcfcrcnccs and ck:sircs of self-interested
individuals will oot be trampled by an omnipotclll state apparatus. Setting overall standards and then le?ting business prevail, would free the state from an ~ble task:
"the ooty of superintending the indus?ry of priva:e people. and of directing it towards
the in?erest of society."
One of the grea:est naws in the current regulatory sys1em is that the new s:mJards
must be met by the entire populace of Southern California, even tlxlugb pollution levels v-.y from area :o Rl. county to coun:y, city 10 city. And IIIOlher publem with cu

commute great distances to work.
What can be done to ease that commute?
Buster: We need to look into things like
the commuter train, and how something
along those lines can serve the people
We also need to dctennine what types of
jobs can be brought mto the area.
IEBJ: Any proposals?
Buster: I'd like to mventory what
presently eJtists, then look to see what
could eJtist, and what is logical and
viable. After all that is catalogued, we
should begin working to attract those
that make a good match to what the people want, and what will worlc in our area.
Look at what IS likely to come here and
go after it
IEBJ: How could this come about?
Bw;ter: It will mean cities fcrnling joint
partnerships, working together to help
create new opportunities. It will mean
the county working with cities in real
cooperation for a common economic
strategy. In toogh economic urnes, we all
must wock smarter. In the past we have
been re-active rather than proactive. ~
now need to anticipate change and take
the appropriate steps to our best advantage.
IEBJ: Would you suggest that this
extend to Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties working together?
Buster: Anything and everything ts
posstble. It makes good sense to have
jomt efforts. With the mobility of the
population, San Bcmard.ino and Riverside COWltics have a lot in conunon. and
we should pursue and investigate any
combination of efforts that will work. I
believe that our people are willing to
work together-after all, they have the
real Slllke in the region. l:l

setup is every envirormcntal agency in the state often mandates which technologies
must be used to achieve a given pollution-reduction standard. Aixl our garbage must go
to the city oc county larxifills.
The goverruncnt srould work with iroustry to set reasonable achievable standards,
to set up in-plant recycling and waste minirnurnization p-ograms. then police business
activities to ensure that t.lx>se starxlards arc met Aixl the business of R & D-leave it
to those with expertise in it-corpocations and entrepreneurs.
The govcrruncnt should be an encouragement to private inlustry and business to
come up with new solutions to pollution ~lems by creating markets for envirormcntally beneficial goods, such as recycled paper. If all the paper suwliers were maOOaled
to use 25% recycled materials in their products. a powerful market for recycled paper
would be created overnight
How would such an amngerneltl work? 1lrough ecooanic i.ncentivcs and disincentives set up to ensure that a pro<ilct bears its social cost as well as its product COSL
Offending materials-whether it's pesticides, plastics, oil or disposable diapersimposes cleanup and disposal costs on society. Wouldn't it make sense to eliminate
laOO disposal and cleanup by recycling as a way 10 eliminale tbe rous?

Why the Problem
City, courty and Sllle-<mii'OIIc llncf'lll ~ COlli - ~ chmllically,
thal*s to the fact that most llncf'llls • ghiDCd and new 011e1 • ciflicull k> sile. ~
P,__S.Pf11C62
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By s~fllltor Bill uonard

I

present the first Golden State
Fleece award of 1993 to three
Southern California-based
"medical mills": Wellington Medical Corp., American Psychometric

"Thess 'medical mills'
are being sued for mors
than $1 million In damages for convincing
three former smployees
of Tlcketmastsr, Inc. to
submit phony workers'
comp claims for
Injuries that never
occurred."
Consultants Inc., and Beverly Hills
Multispecialty Group. These three
medical clinics deserve this award
for committing a multi-million dollar worlcers' compensation scam.
These "medical mills" are being
sued for more than $1 million in
damages for convincing three former employees of Ticketmaster,
Inc. to submit phony worlcers' comp

claims for Injuries that never
afford to defend themselves. He
occurred. Not surprisingly, all three
said, "Insurance companies or
·
c Iwms
were stress reIaled and were
employers can afford to pour unto ld
filed after the employees had been
dollars into these cases, but few
fired for deliberate violations of
individuals can come up with that
company policy.
kind of money." It appears that Mr.
Ticketmaster is fighting back.
Rowe, a lawyer sworn to uphold
The company had con.~idered relojustice, thinks it is right to let fraud
eating to another state because its
go unpunished if the perpetrators
workers • compensation premiums
lack-{)r claim to lack-the money
to defend themselves. That is not
quadrupled because of such unmeritorious stress claim awards. Fortumy definition of justice and allownately for California and Ticketing such an attitude to prevail is
master employees, Ticketmaster
part of what enables people to get
decided to pursue this case and
away wi1h ripping off the taxpayers
prosecute the mills-<========)-- and job providers of
that coaed the
~s~g~~~
~~~
employees to file
As long as there are
are attorneys and
claims on non-exisattorneys and doctors
tent injuries.
doctors who
who believe that they
Mr. Lloyd Rowe,
believe that they
can get away with
president of the
can get away with
defrauding the workCalifornia Appliers' compensation syscant's Attorney
defrauding the
tern, abuse will continAssociation should
workers' compenue. These people may
share this Fleece
sat/on system,
believe they are not
Award with the
abuse will
hurting anyone because
three mills. Mr.
a company is paying.
Rowe has said that
continue."
But what they must
realize is that they are
these types of lawsuits are unfair because the clinics
devastating everyone in this state.
and workers may not be able to
When businesses leave this state

because they cannot afford workers'
comp coverage, they take jobs with
them. That means fam•·l.·es w•'thout
food on the table and that means
greater demand for state programs.
That then shifts the burden to the
taxpayers of California. By suing

predicament. The former natives
found what they had sought for was
a place that had the same qualities
as California of about 20-30 years
ago.

he Slaff of a new small business located in Southern
Oregon have all been part of
a growing exodus out of California.
Southern Oregon Active
"Ws wsrs born and
Research (SOAR), consists of former, native Californians who were
raised In that
just fed-up with the growing
wondsrland of
unfriendly business atmosphere and
opponunlty; a IHNiutltul
congested living and working conarM
With per19ct W9ath·
ditions. The Golden State was
once considered by them to be the
er, a great placs to
ultimate paradise region.
raise a family, and a
"We loved Southern California.
prime
placs to run your
You just simply couldn't beat it,"
business. But what
says one of SOAR's editors. ..But
that wu 20 yean ago. We were
was once th9 Calllomla
born and raised in that wonderland
dream, bllcsme the
of opportunity: a beautiful area
Calltomla nlghtll'lllf'9. ,.
with perfect weather. a great place
to raise I family, and I prime place
They feel they are intimately
to nm your business. But whal was
once the California dream, became acquainted with what other dissat·
isfied Californians seek to acquire.
lbe CaJitomi1 niJ!awe."
From a business executive's
After exhaustively researching
m111y different areas. they feel they
aa.ndpoiDt. Califomll had become
have ftnally found the ideal place
lbe pill. 1bey bad been lepallled
to dealb by JOvemment, special to move not only a business or 1
1a111n11 JftJUP1 aad • ever-burdeo- plaaned start-up, but the entire
t.illyawdl.
inJ worten' compensation

T

"When we saw there were many
others in California that felt as we
did and confided, 'we know it's
bad, but where can we go?' we saw
a need for pertinent information on
what we had found to be made
readily available to others as well.
Some of the readers do not know
just how bad their homeland has
gotten until they compare it to
other areas."
That is when they went about to
collect reams of the information
necessary from so many different
sources, and condensed it into one,
informative, easy-to-read handbook
called, The Executive's Relocation

Handbool: for the Southern Oregon
Region. The book compares the
drastic contrasts of costs of living
and doing business in both states'
regions.
Here is a sampling of the book's
comparisons: A car costs $450 a
year to register in California. costs
$39 in Oregon for two years. Auto
insurance costs about one-third less
than California does. The total cost
of buying 1 house in California,
including loan interest, equa1a 2.4
lima lbe COlt in Orqon.
UdUty nra COlt I dlbd lela ID

R

ecently there has been
increased interest by borrowers in obtaining SBA financ·
·
ing. The following is a QUICk pnmer
in SBA financing.

Direct Loans From SBA

"When businesses

SBA's preference is not to lend
money direct to borrowers. Direct
loan funds are very limited and generally available only to certain types
of borrowers. such as businesses
located in high-unemployment areas
or owned by low-income or handi-

leave this stats because
they cannot afford workers' comp coverage,
they take jobs with
them. That means tam/-

~s~~oWfu~oo~

qualifies as a small business based
on the average number of employees
for the preced.mg 12 mon ths or on
sales volume averaged over a threeyear period. Some criteria are as follows:
• Manufacturing: Maximum number of employees 500 to 1500
• Wholesaling: Maximum number
of employees 100
• Services: Average annual
receipts not to exceed $3.5 to $14.5
million
•Retailing: Average annual
receipts may not exceed $3.5 to
$13.5 million, depending on the

industry.

Collateral
SBA reqmres
· you to Pledge sum cient assets, to the extent that they
are available, to adequately secure
the loan. Personal guarantees are
·
required from all the princ1pal own·
ers and from the chief executive offi•cer of the business. Liens on personal assets of the principals also may
be required.

General CredH
Requirements
A loan applicant must:
• Be of good character.
• Demonstrate sufficient manage-

ment expertise and the commitment
necessary for a successful operation.
• Have enough funds to operate
the business on a sound financial
basis. New businesses will be
required to invest from their own
funds one third to one half of the
total assets needed to launch their
new business.
• Show that the past earnings
record and probable future earnings
will be sufficient to repay the loan in
a timely manner.
To apply for a SBA loan, check
with your local SBA community
bank. 6

~~i~~i~als.~~~~~~============±=~~~~~~~==~~~===========~

veterans or disabled veterans.
Loans are made by private lenders,
usually banks and guaranteed 80%
to 90% by SBA. SBA can generally guarantee up to $750,000 of a
private sector loan. Local SBA
offices can help determine if direct
funds are currently available.

table and that means
greater demand for
state programs. That
then shifts the burden
to the taxpayers of
California."

IT DOESN'T
HAVE To

Parties to SBA Loans
these mills, Ticketrnaster is telling
these scam artists that the people of
this state will no longer tolerate
being robbed because of their
greed. 6

Book Review: The Executive's Relocation Handbook
By DQIIQ Calderwood

by Monica McCarthy

M~chanic's National Bank

11

Oregon. While a Southern Californian might pay $54 a month for
water, an average water bill in
Medford may run $58 for the whole
year! Electric rates in California
average 9.3 cents per kilowatt hour;
while Oregon charges only a rate of
4.9 cents per kilowatt hour.
Oregon's workers' compensation
rates have declined 10 percent for
the past two years. California's
premiums rates still soar out of
sight, and show no hope of a recovery. One of the major pluses in
Oregon is it has no sales tax!
Other highlights include history.
growth and livability features
which attract so many Californians
to this spectacular Southern Oregon
region. The Beaver State puts the
great outdoors and vast recreation
opportunities right at their
doorstep.
Interested readers may obtain a
copy of The Execlllive's Re!:;::ation
Handboolc by sending $29.95 check
or money order to: Southern Ore·
gon Active Resean:b (SOAR), 890
Biddle Road. •101, Medford, OR
97S04.A

There are three principal parties
to an SBA guaranteed loan: the
SBA. the small business borrower,
and the private lender. The lender
plays the central role. The small
business submits a loan application
to the lender for initial review. If the
lender fmds the application acceptable, it forwards the application and
its credit analysis to the nearest
SBA office. After SBA approval,
the lender closes the loan and disburses the funds. The borrower then
makes loan payments to the lender.

Loan Maturities
Loans range in maturities from
seven years for working capital
loans to 25 years for the purchase of
owner occupied real estate. Interest
rates on the guaranteed-loan program are negotiated between the
borrower and the lender subject to
SBA maximums. Generally, interest ~tes for loans cannot exceed
2.75% over the New York prime
rate. Interest rates on direct loans
are based on the cost of money to
the federal government and are calculated quarterly.

Loan Eligibility
1b be eligible, a business generally must be operated for profit and
fall within size standards set by
SBA. Loans cannot be made to
businesses involved in the creation
or distribution of ideas or opinions,
such as newspapers. magazines and
academic schools. Other typeS of
ineligible bonowers include businesses engaged in speculation or
inveslmcnt in rental real estate.
SBA determines if your buslnesl

COST

A LOT!
•

CORPORATE VIDEOS

•

INFOMERCIALS

•

VIDEO NEWS RELEASES

•

CABLE

NETWORK COMMERCIALS

Partial Client List:
Air Canada, American Airlines, Budget Rent-A-Car, Bu~locks ..
Choice Hotels, Jr's Rolls Royce.Ixspa Sportsw~ar. Malaysta To~nst
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Manager's Bookshelf

Managers, Computers and Other
Interesting Thinas

By Ray Maghroori, Ph.D .. Associat~ D~a11, GradwJt~School ofMa11ax~mu11
Ulliversiry ofCaliforflia, Riv~rsuu

TI

The 1980s saw the evolution of the
lnfoonruion Imovarion and Suppon (IlS)
era The advent of personal computers
and advancement in telecoiJIJlunications
iocreascd the use of mformauon ta:hool~
gy in the a-ganizations.
"Individuals exploited electronic spreadsheets, laptop computers, word processmg. and desktop publishing; groups and
depanments exploited electronic mail,
local area networks and shared data
rcsourccs; busmcss units transformed custorrer service. CornjXUlics embraced IT
as a way to just-in-time everything-<lnline ordering, computer-integrated manufacturing, JIT inventory; the list
grows."p. 20.
Arxl finally, Keen examines the current
period: The Business Integration and
Restructuring era (BIR). During the
1990s, we have seen two treiXls in the use
and management of IT within business
organizations. On the one hand, there is a
tendency for central coordination of key
IT infrastructure within organizations.
Yet, at the same time, we have witnessed
increased au10oomy and deceolralization
in regards to the use of applications within

deJXllllllents Other lrCnds in recall. years
include development of "standards" so
that different pieces of equiprrent COUld
be connected witlun a system to provide a
desired fuoction AL<;O, there is a movement for improving compatibility amorag
application programs within and across
different hardware platforms.
In the second pan of the book, Keen
provides a very useful glossary of key
terms and concepts. Here are a few
examples: Architecture, Backbone Network, Chargeout and Allocation, Conncctivuy, Dectsion Support System, Integration, Local Area Network (LAN),
RelatJonal Database, Wide Area NetW(Xk

workplace of the 1990s is quite
Sdrol. He has publislx:d widely in the
fferent than thirty years ago.
(WAM).
field of mformation leehoology.
There are new issues, new actocs
Terms such as those above are
The book wm review docs an excellenl
and new c:oocerm. As a result, there have
explained in detail and with clarity
job of introducing the non-technical perbeen growing demands on managers,
throughout the glossary. As the author
soo 10 the furxlarnental ideas of the field.
both in the JXiVate as ..veU as in the public
points out, these ICrms do oot have to be
The book consists of two partS. The first
sectors, in terms of what they have to
memorized. However, one should be able
part of the book (26 pages long) provides
know and the issues they have to deal
an overview of the field of information
to look them up quickly when there is a
with. An area of growing impc:xtanee to
need. For $16.95, this is a great investtechnology; the remainder of the book
IJl3n3l!erS is the field of infoomtion tcch(I 40 pages) is a glossary of terms and
rnent in remaining current with infonnaoology m1 its ~on organiz.atioos.
ideas.
tion technology and for being uJ>-{0-date
Beginning with the 1960s, canputers
The strength of this book is that it is
in one of the roost wide-spaming fields of
began to influence many aspects of the
management_ 6
oot sirJ1>ly a dictiomry of lcrmS and conworkplace. However, for a long time,
cepts; because, as Keen correctly points
general managers felt that they did not
out "The problem with a ~I"C!r.mive
bave to keep up wiih amputcrs m1 their
glossary of IT terms is that it does not
application because lOOse were technical
help managers son out whicb terrrts are
By 1/lTfis M. Plctldll
issues which could be delegated to tedi!ikey to their activities and which terms
have ever made any kind of plan? Have you
cal people.
ut 15 years ago, the Bank of
they can ignore." p. 6.
made a plan that says where you owantiO be
In tbe last few years. however, there ~
America commissioned a study 10
In the first pan of the book, the author
in five years? Thn years? Wlnt you wart 10
been an increasing recognitioo that inforlemline the reasons small busitraces the evolutioo of the f1eld and evaluaccomplish in your business? When you
mation ledroJogy bas becane an inlegral
nesses wentlxmkrupt. It was obvious why
ates its ~ on the professioo of manwant to retire? How much money will you
pan of the workplace environment.
they did the sllldy-they were losing money
agement.
need? Do you want a multi-location busiTherefore, managers need to have some
by giving kxms 10 businesses that were desAs Keen points OUt, the field began in
ress? Do you want your business 10 be drivtined 10 fail Th: S1lldy was by far the best
blsic IIIXIc:rstaldin of the field. c:oocepts
the 1960s. An era which is usually
en by the needs of the cus10mer or by the
and idta That is, in a:ldition to having
done on the real reasons small businesses
koown as the Data Processing (DP) era
poducts or servi:;es you offer'? How big do
fail.
une familiarity with finan:e. accounting.
During this period, the major use of comyou want to be? Where do you want 10
Th: OOnk coocludcd that the seven main
lunan resources. and marteting. a roodpulerS in the business environm:nt was in
locate your business? Do you want 10 have
reasons
small busiresses fail were:
em manager needs to keep up 3W with
the payroll and large-seale clcrical areas,
many employees or a few employees? What
the field of infcnnatim ledrology.
I) RcckJcss spending. 2) Failure 10 plan. 3)
that is, lOOse activities that could easily be
kind of employees do you need? Whal kind
As my colleague, Dr. Erik Rolland,
Igrxrilg the need for ex~ 4) Misll'ie
automated. During this time, business
of rnarlcct will you seU your jJOducts or serof time, 5) lnelfcctual marketing JX'O&f3ITlS.
assistalt professa- of ManagemeJt Informanagers had very liUie inletaction with
vices to? Whal is the future of that I'Tl.'lrlcct?
6)
Mishandling personnel, 7) Failure to
mation Systems at the Gra:luate Sclxx>l of
the DP departments or staff. That was
10Cre are oountless questions that need 10 be
assume the proper role as the company
Mamgemen at UCR reminds me everyusually delegated 10 lower level supervianswered before one should even consider
day, informati:xt tedmlogy is oot a fadsors. The attitude toward DP activities grows.
going into busiress. Th: key step is 10 m:lke
Th: first five reasons given for failure
~ aoo the changes thal they have
can best be de9Jibed by the rtmarks of a
sure that you lcrow every SICp along the way,
really faU liiXkr the category of 'Failure Th
inlroduced inro the wOOcplace are here to
Fortune 100 CEO, Keen quotes on page
where you should be.
Plan.' If lxlsiness owners would simply make
sray. Tllls, it is ~e for every man12, "I am proud to say that I have 'lml'ked
No one can J100ict the future accurately,
ager to develop some understanding of in every single area of the company a areful <ttailed plan for how tlx:y're going but those woo rake the time 10 set forth mea·
kl 0JrZ31e the business, oow they're going kl
the field. Indeed, in some areas and in
c:Acept computers and that will be true
surable goals, esp:rially five-year goals and
market tlrir jJ'Oduct or service, and rake aU
some industries, a manager can not be
when I retire."
objectives, are bound 10 make better deci·
the other necessary actions, that would
effective unless he or w bas l:llsic uOOe:rThe 1970s saw a shift from data prosions. It js djlfuJJt k! make good s/gt-tenn
negale the first five~
SlaOOiog of the field's main I:XllapiS n1
c:esUlg 10 designing m1 OOilding systems
Q:cisjom wi!IX>ut
W-ICml oojcctiyes,
It's unlikely any of us would go 10 Europe
idea ~the fiolamcrals d the
to meet managers' infonnation needs.
Th: key Slep that you've taken when you
wiiOOut preparing a <ttaiJed plan of where
dis:ipme ttJJS is a prm.qumte fa' managThe operating rationale of this period,
build a plan is you've made a really good
we're
going to stay, where we could eat.
ing change and survival in the next
accooling 10 Keen, was "to organize and
map 10 get you frool poilt A 10 B. It's just
what we oouJd see_ and oow rooch we oouJd
decade.
present ...data to managers, assuming
like calling AAA and ~ them 10 pqllfe
spe!XI.I!
B very unlkly that aJy of us would
In this cotex~, it is a plea.ue 10 read
almost by defmition that the more data
a travel plan for you 10 ckive from lr.re to
Perer G. W. Keen's Evc:r:x MaDam's they bad the beuer." p. 13. Yet most lake a 111> frool our IOWn 10 SOOie Olher city R~ New Yort. If you lell them lxlw
acm;s the country wilhout gelling hold of
Guide 10 Ipfgrgptim Tcdmplogy; A
major imovation occurred outside the
many days you W8lt 10 spend. what you'd
SOOie lllaiB so lhat we could get lim. Why
Glpay d Key 'RmB agl Cqpaa fa'
MIS dqatnlCiti and nsually wirbin the
like kl see along the way, they'll put klgelher
kn 00 business peope ~ cnDrt
'Ihdl)''s Bpsjrp r C*kr. Dr. Keen is the
finlnce and the marlceting departmenrs
a plan to make your lrip more enjoyable.
oo
a perilous journey in opening up a new
aecudve director or the Inremational
w~KJJ liD advnage or the newty aa~That's just will )W'Ie ~ b )'011' busibusiness widlout getliw a wry <baled rmp.
Qdcr (« hlfiMiiWiPI ~ lfe
ncss.A..,clpllawtl~you!Deand
cd
JliCb8es. Dims
wbi:il
is ally a detailed plan, ., ~ ftlll
has lelved Oil lbe faculties d IWvll'd
money, aedlce , ......... and irmae
Keen poilu out. "MIS sllff rarely underllqfleway'!
.Bulilless SdxJol, MIT's SJom Sclxlol d
b Klievilg )'OUr cftams and
lbld the business ani few bllinels CU~C
How mmy or )'08 w11o OWDa a.iaea . . A
M-n~r•a•, IIIII lbe SIIDfon1 Busilal
IIIM:s lDieralod MIS." p. 14.
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Planning for Profit
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IN A STATE WHERE FAlvlE AND FORTUNE ARE FLEETING,
EDISON FEELS BUSINESS DOESN'T HAVE TO BE.
• Comply m g "'-' ith the s tri c t new a ir quality regulations whdc

, WfCftn

NfLD

CH.!Jf~~IH.
1·800-3-EDISON

rernallling l·ompctittvc has presented a unique challenge to businesses

I
in California. 1\t Edison, our Business Retention Consultants arc dedicated to
helping companies do just that . • \\'orking in partnership with state and local

governments and economic development organizations enables us to provide answers to many

of youc cconom;c and cm·;conmcntal need,. •

Th"'c an,we"' ;ndudc financ;ng

asststance, education and training support, and permitting services. \Ve also offer a wide
variety of energy solutions such as energy e!'llctency rebates and incentives, rate options, free
energy audits, and more. At our Customer Technology Application Center (CT1\C) we can
demonstrate solutions that will help you meet strict emission limits while improving
your productivity and energy clliciency. • Our confidential services are ollered free of charge to all
businesses in our service territory. So ifyour company could usc a little help in the
search l(>r fame and fortune, give our Energy Experts a call at 1-800-3-EDISON.

~tiLl
Southern California Edison

CREATIVE

ENERGY
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The December Surprise

TI

By D Unn K'ilcy
fall, both R~ Perot an1

past

II Clinton referred to the
December Surprise."
The "Surprise" was the prediction,
fllSI made by Perot ani la!cr by Clinton,
that between 1,000 and 2,000 banks
would fail during December 1992.
These predictions were lxlscd on the new
banldng rcgulatioos which became effcclive December 19 and provide for the closure of banks whose capital falls below
2% of assets. Prior to that date, capital
had 10 be complcrely depleted before regulaiOrS could seize ani close the irulitu·
lion
Well, as of mid-January, there have
bcen only two OOnk failures in an industry
with 11.590 instirutions!
1b: REAL Dccembcr SWJrisc is that
the U.S. banking Industry turned in the
best year ever in 1992. The illlustry will
report ret eamin~ in excess of $30 bil·
lion, surpassing the previous high of
$24.9 billion by more than $5 billion.
Earnings will exceed 1991 earnings of
$18.6 billioo by nue than S12 billion, Cl'
0/'fo. These results arc in stark contraSt
to the dire predictioos of a year ago, arxi
10 politically-motivated predictions as
rex:cntly asIa<;( fall.
Last year wa<i 1101 only a record year in
earnings-it represented a dramatic
turnaround from the gloomy forecasts of
just a year earlier. In .Dcccrnbcr 1991, the
bank insurance fwxi wa<i supposed to be
b"oke and getting worse. The Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation lobbied
Congress for authority to booow $30 bil·
lion from the Treasury to fund the grim
fCRC3SioflhousandsofbanHailures.
Congress approved the borrowing at
tremendous cost 10 the industry. F'1rst,
there was the FDIC Improvement Act,
with a string of new regulations that
couJd cnu banks S4 billion Cl' nue yearly 10 irq>lc:mell. besides the Sll billion
the industry pays eacb year 10 comply
with existing regulations. In addition,
FDIC insurance premiums were
iocteased, along with other regulatory

dlqcs.
The irony is that the FDIC is very
IDICb solveD: not a penny 1m been used
from the S30 billion aeditline, aOO there
is not even a hint of taxpayer exposure.
Thcre never really was taxpaya- risk, in
my opDon. hl there were sone people
wOO Mmlt:d )'OU 10 belieYe there ~ fCI'
lbcir own JUPOSCS.
sn:e the FDIC~ Act~
liped in December 1991, the banting
iDduslry 1m t.f recml proliu. irDtascd
capital to all-time highs, increased
reserves and has begun to see real
ilqawinloancplily.
Pedcal Ratne ao.d Gowuu JoiD
Laware probably AUDJDed it up beat
wiD be llid, ~ il not a ailil.lurt-

Jt ~~~~30~):s~n~&:~ I ~C:~y~~~~~~::o:·f~z;;:

.•
I ing out there. The banking system as a
woole is m better shape than it has been
mtwenty-fiveycars."
Unfortunately, this good news is not
uniform throughout the country. Banks
in the Northeast and the West continue to
suffer froot the effects of rcccs.~on<;. The
earnings of these banks have continued 10
decline due to n:urowcr net UllCrest rmrgins and an incrc.asmg number of troubled loans. While the majority of these
banks arc reporting earrung.-, gaill', more
than 15% arc slx>wing lo:;scs,
California lxui:s arc the principal contributors to the weak showing of banks in
the western region. Burdened by the
sluggish national recovery, ongoing
defense cur.OOcks and soft real C.\tate rmt·
kcL~. statewide employment has declined
by 650,000 jobs since the middle of 1990,
contributing to an unemployment rate
25% higher than the national average.
The ccoooouc downturn in CalifOOiia
is renccted in the large losses of the
state's banks in 1991. These to~ were
reversed in 1992, but 00n1c performance
lagged far behind the ~vcm::nt of the
national average, with 1992 returns on
assets of 0.54% and 0.99%, respectively.
Perhaps roost significantly, nearly 25% of
the Califom1a bank~ reported losses,
while just 6.4% of the banks experienced
losses nationally in 1992.
The six Southern California counties

em California, 24% state11.ide and 6%
natioowidc reporting los.'iC.~.
The national ecoo.wy began recover·
ing mld-1991, followed by a banking
recovery in 1992 that set new highs for
banl.. earnings and financ1al strength.
Califomi3, in general, and Southern Cali·
fornia, in particular were late going
mto-and coming out of-the recession.
We expect to sec evidence of the recovery
in Southern California this year, leading
to improvement in the region's banking
sccl£1' in 1994.
Healthy banks are rnakmg loans to
creditworthy borrowers now. Unfortu·
natcly, there arc fewer real thy lxmks and
fewer creditworthy borrowers now than
there were a few years ago. Despite fre·
quent reports about the "credit crunch,"
the "crunch" has a lot more to do with a
lack of qualified borrowers and reguJato..
ry pressures than it docs with the avail·
ability of fwlds.
The good news b that Southern Cai.Jfornia is entering the recovery phase of
the business cycle, and there will be more
healthy banks to support iL After all,
banks generate most of their earnings
from interest income on loans. So they
arc eager to make ~ to qualified bor·
rowers who can repay them
The economic expansiOn, business
growth and an incrcao;c in bank lending
will lead to slightly higher interest rate.~
on some loans later in the year. The

Banks: A Future and a Past

I to 72%, and 30-ycar rrongage rates ll.ill

adjust upward from the current 8% to
8.625%
Capital strength will be king during
the 1990s. It is fundamcrual to a OOnk's
lending capacity, to meeting regulatory
requirements and to a bank's overall
financial strength. Meanwhile, financial
pcrfonnan:e is as important to a bank as
it is to any other business: it is equally
important to banl.. customers: a healthy
bank can focus on its customers, since it
IS 1101 preoccupied with internal operating
dilliculties.
In concluding, I believe we see and
hear all too much in the media arxi other.
wise about everything that is wrong ll.ith
everything. My experience is that childrcn get better when parents do, students
get better when teachers do, employees
get beuer when managers do, business
gets better when business people do, and
government gets beucr when the people
who govern do.
And yes, banks get beuer when
bankers do. I believe that is exactly what
has happened in the lxmk.ing industry durmg the JXlSI few years. The results have
been record performance.
The same thing can, should and will
happen locally. Our cornmiuncruto conccrurating on the positive rather than the
negative; taking advantage of our
strengths and opponuniucs--....ill lead 10
record achievements and result~ in the

have lost more than 520,000 jobs since r~p~rime~lraf.te~Wl~·;;u;;incr;;;;c:t~·sc~
· ;;b~y;;I%;;;;;;;;,f:;;ro;;m;;6;;%;;;;~lnl~and~~Fm;;p~irc~.~~;;;;;;;;;;~;!it;;;;~
mid-1990. This 80'fo of the 650,000 ~
recently lost statewide has created
~®©lliJUOW@ f.F.>Il@~00@
tremendous pressure on banks in Southern California.
This is rcnccted in drug use,
Given the severity of the rccessioo in
moral standards, unwillingness to
Southern California, the exposure of
..--rncome
and
loves
being
woric
hard, demise of religious
corrunmity banks to local economic coninvolved
with
them
in
a
working
relaand
gang
graffiti and violence."
ditions is particularly importanL These
Bom in Pomona, Mel1..cr has
Melzer says her goal in life is
banks have only limited ability to diversilived all her life in Southern Califor" ... live with integrity where I am,
fy geographically. Consequently, their
She attended Linfield College in
whatever my surroundings or circumfortunes arc directly tied to the fortunes of
McMinnville,
OR
after
graduating
stance."
their customers aoo the local communifrom Polytechnic High
Melzer has been
ties.
School in Riverside. She is
married 28 years to husband,
Southern California banks have expeDan, who is in engineering
rienced the greatest pressure oo earnings
management with TRW
as the number of troubled loans have
Norton Air Force Base.
surged. Problem real estate loan ratio
Melzer has three adult chi!wa<i above 7% for the c:OOre year of 1992.
Return on ~ ~ 0.26'fo fCI' COOilllJ·
Melissa, who with Brian's
nity banks in Southern California. This
wife, Tracy, operate Minute·
COil1l3fCS with 0.6J'fo fCI' Northern Calisolution for every problem,
man Press with her.
fomia, 0.7I'fo fCI' the Central Y.llley ani
anything can be accomplished and
She enjoys traveling. reading, hors0.54'fo for the stale as a whole. Problbly
that
everybody
can and should do their es, dogs, cats and pu7.7Jes in her spare
the roost telling sign of the ~ 00
well.
time. She resides in Wildwood
Southern California banks is lhar nearly
Melzer
thinks
the
Inland
Empire
Canyon
in Yucaipa
mare losing IJXftY.
h~ a unique blend of casual, country·
Her affiliations include co-chair·
There are 28 banks headquartered in
lifestyle comiXncd with "a wonmanship of the Economic Develop·
the Inland ~ 14 each in Riverside
derful
level of !Upbisticatioo." On the
ment Conuniuee and vice presidency
lnl Sm Bernardim eow.ies. with a lOCal
hand, "My greatest concern
of the Lorna Unda OIIIDber of Com·
of S2.S billion in assets. Their average
to
affect
our
whole
countrymerce.
Sbe ia ~ of the
relllm on assets for 1992 was 0.67'fo.
lack or caring and penooa1 comlinda Liolll Cub lnl a member of lhe
11* cuqaa fi¥Oiably wilb 0.26 b'
1m;._.,. by individuals fOr the comAmerk:8ll Coasuuction Inspector's
Soadlem California ml 0..54.. for the
.woctllim.lnland ~ Clllp8.
moo
FOCI
of our..-.. aad ill people.
stare. However, 12 of the 28 lnlaDd

Special to 1~ In/Wid Empve Business
Journal
By William II. Brandon. Jr., American
Banlcers As.tociation. President & Prl!.'il·
dent and Chit!/ Execwive Officer, First
National Banlc of Phill1ps County,lltlt!·
na, Arkan.ms

be worth banking on.
This outlook can
change, and the ABA
is commined to maktape and papermg it change. We weiwork for the bank·
come the support of
Jng industry now,
our friends and allies
e can talk about the future
m other industncs as
and let bank manf or banks - what t he
we urge the Congress
economy will be like in
agers manage, the
to stop regulating
the year 2000, how many banks will
future won 't be
banking into obhvton.
Unl
we can c h ange th e
be tn business, where they'll be
ess we cut govworth banking on."
allowed to operate, and what services
ernment red tape and
future for banking,
they'll offer - but one clear obstacle
paperwork for the -<========!- but, first, Congress
banking industry now, and let bank
must be willing to join us in putting
William II. Brandon, Jr.
stands in the way of banking's future,
its past. If the business of banking
managers manage, the future won't
the past squarely bclund us. t,.
President
continues to be burdened by the .-L-------------~-------------....L...--A_me_n_·ca_n_B_anJc_ers Association
mounting costs of government red

W

"Bankers, virtually
without exception,
agree that government overregulation
is slowly killing their
Institutions, sometimes not so slowly."
tape and paperwork - in other
words, if the future holds more of
the same- we're in trouble.
Bankers, virtually without excep-

mone y that would be
beller spent on jobs and
growth. A s ltold Prcsi·
dent Oimon at his Lit·
tle Rock economi c
conference in December, just a four percent
i ncrease in tendmg
could make another
s86 billion available
for new loans.

"Unless we cut
government red

Quality ... ('ompet itiur... Succf's~(ul... J>mfilflhle .. . Giz·es l!xcellent Service . . .

· ... Financially Stahle... Dependable... C:ood Reputation ..
.. . Afanuftctlm', Sell or Scrz,ice Quality Products. .. Professional... Quality

If these words describe you or your business,
you need a bank that meets your standards.
We believe

(li
..

California Does!!!
State Bank

lion,agrccthatgoverrunentove~g

ulation is slowly killing their institu·
lions, sometimes not so slowly. Each
year they get more and more regulations, and each year it costs the
country billions of dollars in direct
costs and billions more in jobs not
created and opportunities losL
How much are we talking about?
The American Banlc.ers Association's study of the regulatory burden
estimated that banks spent 59 percent of their 1991 profits- $10.7

"Government red
tape Is siphoning bll·
lions of dollars from
banks and local communities, money that
would be better
spent on jobs and
growth."
billion - on goverrunent regulation.
And the Federal Financial lnstitu·
lions Examination Council, a government agency, estimated that
banks spend between $7.5 and $17
!billion a year on regulation. These
studies confirm that government red
tape is siphoning billions of dollars .
from banks and local communities. i

• As one of California's financially strongest banks, our Capital to Assets
Ratio is over twice the Regulatory Minimum - you can count on us
being here tomorrow.
• As one of only a couple of banks in Southern California designated a
Preferred lender by the SBA, our borrowers can get funded first.
• CSB has ten branches strategically located throughout three counties,
serving both the S.C. Valley and the Inland Empire.

.. . SBA . .. /numtmy ... Receiuables. .. Working Capital... Comtruction .. . Real Estate...
... Persorzal or Business

If you're looking for a Full Service Commercial Bank
that will meet your standards,
call the office nearest you today for an appointment.
Sernor VPiManager
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Manager
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Paul Russ
VICe President/Manager
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Senior VP!Manager
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Manager

Manager

81819 I5-4424
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8181289-9254
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John Marchesi
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Quality in the '90s: The Patient's Perspective

perform SO!Ilt son
ehavcallbecnpa!iertsarmws
Survet'to<bainfcrotm:.
~in our lives. We stan our
Asthe cmcq>t pertains to OOspitals, the
lives as palients, sm most <ius
follo"''lll8 represents a defmitioo of "qualit
waelxxninamedi:alfacility,aiXImostofus
scrvice"fiOOlthcpaticlt'spcrspeajve:
Y
~ end our lives requiring Dne SCI1 of med• Providing the majaity of hospital serical C3'C. It is fairly evidett thai a significara
vices in ~lose proWnity to where they live
amoont of healthcare is required lhrwglntt
aiXI•to thcD' families
011' li
A .,....
YlllliU.lellldconvcniau ;-~'6
nn..l-inn
llld ves as l'CJI'CSCillfd by the high-'-·""'
uuu•n1
cost of healthcare which now anstmes
• Coovcnicoce clld ease of the 3!kn.issim
an e
.
aiXI ";.....,_
. ver-mcrcasing
ponion of spendable
uxnn
There
•~-6"
Sensi JI'OCCSS
. e.
have been many anempts to
. tive :rxl Cling hospital personnel
morutor, measure and ensure "qualityn in
who provide axnfoo aiXI amnunication to
health::a'e.
the paliett aiXI help to alleviate fe:rs
th1il now, most <i the focus has been
. • Ease and ~ in ~YnrP<:cino health
the..,_,_,_,
... ~'6
01
""""uwu" IXIl1pOncnt of quality, which lml.l3lceclaim foons
• NUiritious Mid appealing qxi<m of food
represents the "quality care" aspect of
medicine. Those effons concentrated on
•. Easy~ timely access to emergency
ensuring thai JXI)Viders of hcalthcare 31 all levmedical SCtYICes (WlaVoidable relays should
els of medicine, iocluding nurses, medical
be canmunicated to the patieru in a timely
techniciaJs, ~ysicials clld medical facilities,
mamc').
have the necessary training slcills, ~""~u....
,_..,..,,...
• As the cmcqx pertains 10 ph""ician
·-I"
.....
llld klOis kl provide the safest, most m00e:rn
VlCCS, the following rqx'eSeniS a deflllitioo of
bcalth care aoo lbe best possible OUUXIne for
~~ serviccsM fran the pllicnt's perspec-

~· This effoo has been cootroiJed by
lia:nsing aoo mmitaing ageocies very suecasfully. Therefore, most patients assume
dill quality care will be rrovided when they
m anoed hcalthcaeserviccs fran amedical irNilutim or beal!hc3'e provider.
The literalre llld periodi:als 100ay ~
to be reflcaing a l'l'2leWed 8Wll'l'.DeSS ofquali• scvx:cs
. llld .....v~...... 1n my --'y da""
ty m
.1"~
e<sJ
•
1
of lbe "aljilabet soop" <f managed bealthcare
(HMO, PPO, IPA, EPQ ll1d otlm), the indic:ali<m were thai soo:ess ~driven by the

live:
• A large selection of physicians from
which to choose, in close JI'OWnity 10 their
loneorwaic
• Courteoos, sensitive aoo caring offiCe
SlaiT llld l1ledCaJ pcrscme1
• Ea<ie in scheduling aw00umeru
• Ea<ie in cllecking in 31X1 0111 for offiCe
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Benchmarking: Do you really know how you measure Up?
n.~ n
..- w'
that many comJXlllies only thinJc of it in ,_

1

n Deumber, we hit on the basics of
benchmarkino buJ, unfio-·Mn•~iy. a ~~·
..,
""'~
"'.f
Illustration was madv•rtenJ/y
t..r.t
•
...
,. ow.
Thus, this monJh wt wiJJ try and c/orify what
wt said fast~ and add some addilional
depth 10 tht l'nOft advanced applicaJions if

good bencJ.~.+;"n.
···~"'"6
In the classCal e:wnple ofbeochmalbng

a COITljlllly's JI'O(h:t. a p00.1ct map is used
to visually lt!JI'CSCill where your poduct sits
relative 10 thc competilion. Product lll3pi can
be eithcr two dimensional or three dimensional. In the example below, a market
fCSC3rCh survey was conducted to detenniB:
a). how various JI'O(Itx:ts were p:rceived by a
Your
Competrtor's
Product

§:
.,

g

~

a:

of how it can be used to benefn them in- ..diea
,.,_
f•'-'· bus
lW"'-< areas o u.....
lllCSS (te~ in~
· comJXUisons). Laa
customer, compelitor
lllOil1h. 1 shared jist a few polentCI iOOiJtoQ
berelils. Allow me to JI'Ovide just one lint.
In the early. l98(b. Ford. Mour Canm...
, _1

was on a map cost cutting camJllign. AI
dqnrttnents were under inlense scrutiny.,
cut costs 10 the lxloe. The Accounts Paf<ll*
Department was 110 exception. The N0!111
AmeOCan oper.uion employed over 500 p:o.
pie and had been given a goo! 10 cut COSII
m (or 100 people). Now, if your buss.._
,,.
setagoolofaW%costreduclion,howrnaJy
of you would come OOdc aiXI fCCOilUlleOO

1

6

Q

"
.ll

• Appointrnett availability, p;rtiQJ)aly for
same-day illnesses with their primary care
physicia't. Many l1ledCaJ ~have limited

0

0

Your Customer's
•Ideal" Product

-

Q.

Your Product

3
Ps: JXice, jXia: llld pice. his evident 1M the
availatllity which results in patients being
Low Cost
Solid
Base of
All the Bells
~ c:L the ·~ is still inllueoccd by
~ in urgent C3'e centcrs by different physiConstruction
Use
& Whistles
IXJCC; however, the 3 Qs of quality, quality
Cl3llS rather than by thcir own physicia!
cross-section of CIISIOmers and b), wha1 the
75% redJction? The Ford Aa:ount.s Payali
llld ~ty are troxning mon: ilqn1au to
• Timely Mid ~ referrals 10 spedernaiXI might a: if "an i<rar )rOduct exist_
Head <W. Why? Because, unlike many JlC&
cnsure coosumer satisfactioo and loyalty 10
cialisls Mid speciahy jiOCCdJres
ed for them to buy. Comjllrison against an
pie in a similar situation, he dial't just and
JIO(b:lsllldserviccs..
• Shon wait times in doctors' waiting
ideal standard is a relatively new twist that
the JI'Oblem from the single pmprive o( a
In healthcare, there will always be the
l'()(Xm llld eun rcnns (Wl3Voida!ie delays
has often provided some very interesting
finaocial
dlallenge. He OOci<kd 10 anb:t a
need 10 ,IXOVide quality care. Some of the
can be mon: ~e to patients if timely insights.
beochmar1c
study.
~in medicine n truting lbe ~
aoo ~are canmunicatioo is provided
Looking fD'St at the COITiplliSon between
What
he
found was abiolutely astoundc:L "quality owxxnrs" as a rneawe of ~ty
by offi::e or medical p:zsamcJ)
''you(' jJ'Oduct and the comJX.'{irors, it would
ing. While Ford was operating with 500
in the fUIUre. I feel that quality outcomes
• One-slq> slxJwing. Availalllity of most
appear that the customer prefers yours
accounts payable clerks (and still overalways have llld always will be ilqn1au in
medical services near or in me fmty
beause of its relatively lower cost, yet slill
worked}, Mazda's ENTIRE ORGANIZA·
medicine, particularly for those patients
• F~ of assistne with health insuraoce
moderalely solid construction. Th: size of TION had FlVE PEOPLE! Even adjustina
mJUirin8 ~ a with si~ illnesses. payments llld claim foons
your citle, vs. the competition, ret1ects row
However, thc ability k> "lneasuue" quality ow• Continuity of care. Many medical much bigger your smre of the mat1cet is. Th: for the sil.e differem:s of the two <rganizations, something was suspiciously wrong.
ames with any level of validity, reliability
grrups aiXI Slalf mOOeJ HMOs have nrnover position of the competitor's circle suggests
Afrer
a tlnoogh examination of the Mazda
and accuracy would require considerable
of p!ysicia!s resulting in a lld of cmtinuity
~ altlx>ugh there ~ a ma1tet for a higher
model,
Mazda became thc benchmaJt foc
~ ax1 0011ars lDI pcdJaps DMr will
c:L C3'e for the IWn.
pX:cd. mon: solidly consllUCted JI'O(luct. that
Ford.
Mal.da
had simply designed nmsivdy
a;lieYe a1J5001e validity. relialility llld m:uAs there is no one car or one store that
market io; Jmi.n If the SlUVey SkJWed here,
efOCient systems that enabled the ACCOUIIIS
lliC)'.
medS evcyme's 1m:1s llld W3IIS. the imporyou might walk away with the imJX'CSSion
Payable Department to function with five
The vma mapny c:Lbeal!hc3'e ammers
~a~a: <i ea:n <i the above sezvice
will
that your JI'O(b:t was the ji'Cferred croi:e of
times fewer people. The Ford executive
cb na ~~a have si~ illV1rf fa ea:b pllimL Howevc-, the suxessyour CUSklmers.
could have met expectations with a 2()11
nesses. Rr dnle millDis rl pcq>1e, the most
ful healthplans and pbysiciarv1lospital netlmlead, by JIObin& pofertial customers
reduction, but his depanment (operatin&
impMm &1pCCl c:L cpllity can be <tfined •
Wilts will noed kJ a: 3Wll'e of llld lkldress as
about lhcir "ideal" JI'O(b:t. the &I3Pl srows
under the old, inefficiert sys~em) would have
"quality service" wben they need a desire
many of these quality of service factors as
there would be an even ~ market for a
been even more handicapped. Instead,
medical CR. The lasl 15 <i my 26 yen in
~ Sane types or models <i bealth:2e product that was easy to use AND solidly
because of his benchmarking exercise, the
JatbcR have bcm il the~ side r1
delivuy systems have certain .tvaruages or
construcled. In faa. lhey would even be willCOil1pllly was ccslalic, he was a hero and the
IIBliJCd br:alllx3e. ~ I was rcspoosib1e lilllilllm axnpared 10 others in thcir lblity ing 10 JllY more fa such aJI'O(b:t. This, by dqxutrneft greatly improved its elflciesq
fCI' povidiDg tbe JatbcR deliYety sys~m~
to adlms aoo resolve the "quality SO"Vice"
poperly benclwnaltilg your CUSiorrlel; you
A
b IIBliJCd c:e popns. ~ ~y
aspen <i mtdX:ine. his evidelt !hal the defi..
have discovered a poemlially lua3live new
olaioed fec:da::k 1ian pllicm &110 wbetbcr
nilim <i "CJ!ality" in lbe ~ aiXI be)uxl is
direction in which 10 expand your poduct
we lii'CRIIIDCiin& Ita ~eliJIO"''IS lrld will be dcfo:d !ian lbe plliat's pcnpcc- ~
8111 DeedL Vhiiiiy aldie '""'ffau today
liYe • "QUAUI'Y SERVICE." A
The only Jld*m - bclldliiiDc is
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Full Name: John D. Manrerino
Occupation: Lawyer
Ann Name: M:mncrino & Briguglio
Short Biography: Age: 43, Born:
Uplaro, California, Reared: Ontario and
Uplaro area
Education: Upland High School, 100%
member of California Scholarship Federation and Gold Seal Bearer; U.C.LA.,
~helor of Ans Degree in PoliiJcal Sc1ence, cum laude with special honors
from the political science department;
Loyola University, cum laude, with a
juris doctorate
Family: 1Wo children, John, age 14;
Nicole, age 9
Hobbles: Hunting, shooting, scuba diving, motor'Cycle riding
Last Book Read: "Jurassic ParK'
Favorite Drink: Zinfandcl
Last Vacation: Pheasant hunting in

of Casa Colina
Hospital Foundation: Director
of thc Board of
Directors of
Prado Tt' ro
Foundation; Director of the San Antoru'o
Community HomtaJ
.,... Foundation
Presently: Director of the West End
YMCA; Director of thc Board of Directors of Rancro Cucamonga Community
Foundation; General counsel to and
director of the Rancho Cucamonga
Chamber of Commerce; Chainnan of thc
Board of Directors, Rancho Cucamonga
Community Foundation.
Personal Accomplishments: Played
saxophone professionally; acting in the
community theatre.
Best Thing About the Inland
Empire: Progressive growth and plan-

Nebraska
Favorite Sport: Scuba diving
Favorite Restaurant: Cask N Cleaver,
Rille's, Pasta. Pasta
last Movie Seen: "A Few Good
Men"

Greatest Concern: Lack of apparent
governmental support for busines.~.
Thoughts About the future: The
Jl'l)file of thc Inland Empire will change
to one of stable refinement of existing

Residence: Rancho Cucamogna
Major Accomplishments: Past president of th e western san Bernardino
County Bar Association; President of
Rancro Cucamonga Chamber of Commerce; Director of thc Board of Directors

conmercial envirorwnent.
Favorite Quote: "When I was 17 years
old. I thought my father was the dumbest
man on eanh, but was amazed at how
much he'd learned by the time I turned
21." -Samuel Clemens

chance to learn more about the

able in the L.A.
economic
advantage plus the commuting JJUblem (to
LA or Orange County) will provide the
correrstone for future growth-a supemr
lalxlr face."
PelerSOn's management style, he says,
are "Consensus and team-oriented-let's
all hit singles, and we'll win the
game."
Goals in Peterson's life include
providing financial security for his
family and excelling at his job.
Peterson is mamed with three
children aged '1:1, 24 and 21. A
member of Red Hill Country Oub,
he is an avid golfer with a 14 han(hcap.
Peterson is a former Big Brother, soccer
and baseball ~h. He is also a piSt JI'CSi·
dent of the Southern California Chaplcr
Robert Morris Associates, a banker's asso-

ning.

;

TI

business world is what brought
Donald G. "Don" Peterson into
banking. "Each day you deal with different industries, companies within those
industtics and,of course, different people,"
he says.
Born in Philadelphia, PA
and raised in Scranton, PA,
Peterson is currently vl:e )l'CSi·
dent-team leader of the Union
Bank-Riverside/San Bemanlino
regional office in Riversi<k.
A favorite job responsitllity
finds is "Selling. Union
Bank has excellent commercial products
and fining them with the needs of customers aJXl prospects is enj>yable. Meeting new people and challenges each day is
also fun."
Inlarxl Fmpire businesses are generally
.. smaller to mid-size companies who
not only capital but also thc added
value of an experienced OOnker's perspecThese companies will grow and
become larger customers in the future," he
opines.
He considers the Inland Empire area
overbuilt commerciaDy, but a(kJs ·that
is the ooly affordable~ avail-
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Announcing the Inland Empire Business JournaJ's 1993
Annual Book of Lists. The special resource publication
Inland Empire's top executives keep and
use all year long.
Toreserveyourcopy,call L.•!!~AND EMPIRE

(909) 391-tots.

Name

:

1 Address
I City

1
1
I

I
I

years, Walli. "From this event grew a

1

I
I

I
I

poo needed for my career." Second most
important may have been the day he

1
1
L

scored a "Hole in One" on the 15th hole at
Red Hill. a 189-yard uJiilll par thrtt, with
a5wood! A

--

.......

- ... - -

........ -- - - ......

Zip

State

l~oo

I

...

Title------

:Company

ciation.
The most imponant day in Peterson's
life was thc day he married his wife of 32

"

I
DUS~ness puma

r.-------------------,

great family, a life-kq friend aJXlthe SIIJ}'

-
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SUBSCRIBE

0 .YES! I want to join today's wirmers. Please send me the next 12
issues of the Inland Empire Business Journal at the low introductory rate of $24.

1993 Book of Lists
0 .YES! I would like a copy of the 1993 Book of Lists.
$27.50 + 2.50 for P/H = $30.00
ADo( lhe Inland F.mpi"'"• major

SPEOAL.....,..

1

will be ...,._..t

0 .YES! I would like both the 1993 Book of Lists and subscription.
$45 (savings of $6.45).

Mau chedta peyable to: ln!Md Empn aua~neu .JourMJ

------------------305 Secramento PIMle • Ontario, CA t17M • (lOt) 311·1015

I
I
1
I
I

I
I

1
1
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Moat Pt.atlgloua Wlnert.a•••
• Jorct.n Vlneyarda
. • Tretethen Vlneyarda
• Schramaberg Vlneyarda
• Ridge Vlneyarda

Serving Riverside lll"'d San

Bern.rdlno Countlea

1-800-859-3001

This column is written for the
business person who finds travel a
necessity, as well as for those who
believe that eating a fine meal with a
very pleasam wine is a reward of
travel and even life.

I

fare; he uses nearly a thousand per
week. The wine list features California selections, with the primary
emphasis on the Napa Valley, along
with imported Champagnes and
l!yJuryD. M~ad
domestic
sparkling wines. The Aca/ N
993
POTPOURRI
- This is
apa Valley, world famous
for
great wines, is the set-~ cia Pinot Noir, with its gleaming
kind of a cheater column. While
•
ruby color, smooth. light body and
tmg for Auberge du Soleil,
posing as a sort of beginning to
full varietal flavor, is a perfect comequally noted for hospitality and
1993, it is actually an ending to
plement to this 'place in the sun'cuisine. Casual by day and elegant
1992. There is still the odd item
Auberge du Soleil. 6
by night, the restaurant sits at the
floating around on my desk for
top of the gracious Auberge du
which I never found just the proper
Auberge du Solei/ is located at 180
Solei) complex. The French
column to drop in. And the tasting
Ruthuford Hill Rd.. Rutherford. Reser·
Mediterranean-style dining room
vations can bt made by calling (707)
notes around which I could not build
963-1211.
and resort are a tribute to interior
an entire column, yet which
designer Michael Taylor. Nestled in
a 33-acre hillside olive grove near
the vineyards of Rutherford, the
restaurant has set a high standard
since it opened in 1981. Chef Chef
David Hales is from the Culinary
Academy in Vermont. At Auberge
du Soleil, he adeptly incorporates
fresh California ingredients into
French haute cuisine. The lunch
menu consists of an a Ia cane selection of dishes. The dinner menu is
prix fixe ($45) and offers light and
creative fare. Cornu is partial to
fresh game and fish and also lilc:es
to incorporate quail eggs into his

I

..., 619-776-1578

Auberge du Soleil
I

I

rn!Uiij::imiP:iiiiiii~~·· 7
I

Cetch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurent reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24
the Inland Empire's PBS station:
Teble for Two Is the only restaurant review show of Its kind on
television. The show airs •••

6:30p.m. on Tuesdays
end 6:30 p.m. s.turct.ys.

1

January8
to
Marcb 28
The ln/OIId Empire Symphony Association
is pleased to present

The 1992-1993 Season

G
deserved to see print . As my very
first resolution of 1993, I'm going to
see to it that no such items fall
through the cracks th1s year.
Lakespring Update - This Napa
Valley winery never fails to have
several wines in its line-up that
appeal to my palate, the only thing is
it isn't always the same wine. One
vintage, it's the Merlot that tickles
my taste buds most. Next year, it's
the Cabemet, or maybe the Chardonnay. This time around it's the Sauvignon Blanc that blows me away
Lakespring 1991 •Napa-Yountmill Vineyards Sauvignon Blanc
($8.50) Already the winner of two
gold medals and likely to win more
at early-in-the-season competitions
like Dallas and the New World International. A fine wine every vintage,
it seems this 1991 is special for its
emphasis on grapefruit-citrus flavors, with a hint of spice and a pleasantly herbaceous undertone. If
there's any wood influence, it's subtle. This wine is about fruit. Rating:
92/88
Lakespring 1990 "Napa"
Chardonnay ($10) I guess it's my
year to favor Lakespring's white
wine releases, and this one's a "Best
Buy" to boot. Fresh citrus is the flavor base, with rich, tropical overtones and a perfect oak-vanillin
statement. Loads of flavor while
staying lean and refreshing. A great
companion to many foods, the first
thing that comes to my mind is
broiled swordfish. Rating: 88/90
Lakespring 1989 •Napa Merlot
($14) Pleasantly tart, relatively

Saturtkfy, November 28, 1992,8:15 p.m.

Mozart: Tht! Marr~age of Figaro Ovt:rt~~re; ButN:NetL Symphony No. 8
D"orak. Cello Concerto. CeUist to be ONIOIUICed.

. . .

Saturday, January 2, 1993; 8:15p.m.

An E"t!N"' m Vit!IIIID Nt!W Y&u's Ce~braJionfealwing tht! msuic ofJolwnn StraiUS including
81~ DanMbe Waltz, Emperor Walllt!S, KIUISI~r QIUldril~.
Taks From tht! Vimna Woodr and otht!r fawJrius.

By Bill Anthony

TORRES
Penedes Gran Coronas
Black Label Mas Ia Plana
Reserva 1987..................$33
ROUND HILL
Cabernet Sauvlgnon
California 1989 .................$6

Saturday, February 27, 1993; 8:15p.m.

no-wo.c...._
Preoiclcol

KodiJ/y; Danca From Go/anta. Bizet: Symphony inC;
Braloms: P141t0 Concerto No.2. Pianist. Jose Carlos Cocarel/i

Saturday, Apri/2~, 1993; _8:15p.m. -All Tclulikovsky Celebration
EMgm 0flt!g~n: Polonai.Se; P10110 Concerto No. I, Symyhony No.4

GOOSECROSS
Chardonnay Napa Valley
1990.••••.•..•.......•...•......•••..$13

S0111iago Rodrigw, pianist.

riVe Coocat. &:nc:a: ~rr;. ~- m. &'25

11rc::e Cocn::rt &::ne.. &15. m. e. m

~ Td:c:ta: &'25. &'JO. $15. $10

-4231 Wmcvi!Jc Jloa<l
Man Loma, Califorrua 91732
(71-4) ~·H76

There's also a 1989 Cabemet in
release, but I cannot recommend it.
The wine has good enough flavors,
but I find it out of balance to the tannic side. I don't think time will see it
soften before the fruit dissipates.
Lakespring wines are distributed
nationally, though in limited quantities and restricted to better wine
shops and restaurants. For information on nearest retail outlet, contact
the winery at. Lakespring Winery,
P.O. Box 2036, Yountville, CA
94599 (707) 944-2475.
Price of Freedom - The federal
bureaucracy is taking a hard line
regarding imported beverages from
what used to be the USSR, and it
may well work a fmancial hardship
on several struggling new nations as
well as inflict some confusion on
American consumers.
An example is what has always
been known as "Russian" Vodka in
this country. Truth is, most of it
doesn't come from the countries of
the new "Russian Federation," and
the feds won't even permit such

terms as "Russian style" or "Russian
type."
You can't pronounce most of the
countries in the federation, and much
of the Vodka is made in places like
Ukraine and Estonia, which are no
longer entitled to use the Russian
designation.
Will American consumers buy
products with nations of origin not
seen here before? Would they buy
Estonian Stoli, for example?
One can only assume that ATF
(bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco &

Firearms) will make similar rulings
on other national splits. Slovenians
and Croats would not use the name
Yugoslavia anyhow, but what about
the recent split in Czechoslovakia?
I'm not suggesting the government is acting improperly. The truth
is the truth. But might it not be more
fair to both these emerging nations
and American consumers to permit a
phase-in period of a few years when
a term like "Russian style," along
with the new national name, might
be permined? 6

lr=======================::::;I Burback Installed 1993 President of NAIOP ,,
.

_

t the historic Biane
Winery in Rancho
Cucamonga, the
Inland Empire chapter
NAIOP, the commercial real
estate organization, rcccntl y
installed its 1993 slate of
officers.
Leading the 70-member
chapter this year is David S.
Burback, CB Commercial
Real Estate Group senior vice president in charge of the firm's Riverside
office.
Also installed were Skip Morris of
Chevron Land & Development Co.,
vice president; Mike Theis of Mira
Lorna Space Center, secretary; and
John Owen of Cushman & Wakefield,
treasurer. Lee Redmond, Birtcher vice
president, was installing officer and
outgoing president.
Burback said that the local NAIOP
chapter goals in 1993 included

A

improving the quality and
quantity of chapter membership, hosting more
meaningful workshops of
educational value to members, taking a more active
role in legislative affairs
impacting the Inland
Empire's commercial real
estate industry; and
strengthening alliances
with similar trade organizations as
well as those devoted to the area's
economic developmenL
Burback noted that the Biane Winery location was selected for the
group's installation activities in recognition of the winery's early economic
development activities. Established in
1832 at Monterey, the operation relocated to Redlands in 1883. The Guasti
site is the location of Bonded Wine
Cellar No. 1., the first to be bonded in
the United States. 6

Wine Selections and
Best Values

. Saturday, October 24, 1992; 8:15p.m.
TchaiJ:ovsJcy_: Francesco do Rinuni, Paganini: Violin Concuto No. 1
Saml·SOLns. ~Y"'f''!<>ny No.3 "Organ SymphonyH
VIOiiNst to be announced

intense, basic cherry flavors. A fmn
spine with just enough tannin to see
it through 5-10 years of bottle aging.
Pleasant now with turkey, veal and
some chicken and pasta dishes, and
bound to be even better with six
months or so in the bottle. Rating:
86184
Lakespring 1988-ReserveCabernet Sauvignon ($16) Bold,
firmly structured red wine, with clas·
sic Cabemet flavors, highlighted by
black cherry and a very complex
earthiness. Rating: 86183

SAINTSBURY
Chardonnay Carneros
1991 •...•.•••••..........•.•••...•••.$15

To rc::quc&. a brochure or order tickc:ta. pbooe: ('IU) 381-5388
FRANCISCAN
Chardonnay Napa Valley

Oakville Estate Reserve
1990.................................$16

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

BONNY DOON
Malvasla Blanca Vin de
Glaclere Monterey
1991 .................................$15

Kitchens • Fireplaces • Cable 1V • Heated Pool

RAVENSWOOD
Merlot Carneros
San giacomo 1990 ......•..•$20
CLINE
Carlgnane Contra Costa
County 1990 ...•••....••.••....••$9
CLOSDUVAL
Semlllon Stags Leap
District 1989 ····-······--··· $10

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

Call for Reservations and Information ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418
23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325
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presidential post throughout fiscal
of banking experience including
year 1992/93.
of branch manager of first 1ntcrstare
Joining Pry on the 15-member
Bank and operations officer for
board arc fellow officers Vice Prcsi·
Security Pacific Bani.., both in the
dent Bill Bauman, retired, and TreaLos Angeles area. 6
surer Roben Dufour.
"This is a very rewarding time for
Rancho Cucamonga to
all the volunteers and long-time
Dedicate Jack Benny Drive
board members who kept this orgacity of Rancho Cucamonga,
nization going until it was strong
conjunction_ with the Jact
enough to incorporate," said Pry.
Benny Mcmonal Committee
The mission ot TAlE, which
will dedicate Jack Benny Drive 0~
maintains a staff of 54 uniformed
Sunday, Feb. 14.
volunteers manning booths at
1llc street was named in recogru.
Ontario International Airport, is to
lion of the popular comedian who
aid travelers experiencing situations
immortalized "Cucamonga." Benn~
which require assistance and/or help
who died in 1974, brought world~
to meet their immediate needs.
attention to the city with his famous
Urgent services include shelter, food,
train station call - ''Train leaving on
transportation, medical aucntion and
Track 5 for Anaheim, Azusa and
referral to other appropriate agenCooo-caa-monggaa!" The call was
cies. l\
immortalized on both his radio and
television programs which aired durDixie Escrow Forced to
ing the 1930s through the early 197~
Expand
making several generations familiar
his past year's increase in
with the town of"Cucamonga."
business volume has forced
Jack Benny's family will be repre.
Dixie Escrow Company, Inc.
sented by Dr. Michael Rudolph,
and its accommodator subsidiary,
Benny's eldest grandson, a physician
Joyceco Services Inc., to expand its
in the Los Angeles area. The evett
operations.
was scheduled for Feb. 14 in order 111
1llc finns' accounting and admincoincide
with Jack Benny's bi~
istration departments have moved
date.
into additional office space at 43Jack Benny Drive intersects wi
645 Monterey, Ave., Suite B.. immeRochester Avenue. Rochester, w
diately below their former offices.
was played by Eddie Anderson, w
The locally owned firm presently
the
name of Jack Benny's sidekick
employs eight full-time escrow offithe
"Jack
Benny Show." l\
cers plus support staff.

dean of University of California,
Riverside Extension and Summer
Session. Azzarello, 46, succeeds
James Hartley, former dean, who
~tired this summer. Azzarcuo began
his new position on Jan. 25.
announces the
"The campus is pleased and forappointment of
tunate to have John Azzareuo as the
Paul Godfrey,
new dean of Extension and Summer
M.D. as 1993
Session," announced Everly FleischChief of Medier, executive vice chancellor. "With
cal Staff. A board cenified surgeon
someone with his experience and
in private practice in San Bernardienergy, our extension program, espeno, he has been a member of the St. cially in it~ move 10 its new location,
Bcmardine medical staff since 1977.
can continue to offer outstanding
Dr. Godfrey received a Bachelor service to the community."
of Science degree in Physics from
Extension is in the process of
the Massachusetts Institute of Thchmoving from Bannockburn to a
nology and his medical degree from
newly-purchased building-the forthe University of illinois College of
mer Holiday Inn-on University
Avenue.
Medicine. He completed both a surgical internship and residency at
Azzarello formerly served as
Rush-Presbyterian St. Luke's Medidirector of the Institute of Public
cal Center in Oticago.
Service, Division of Extended and
Dr. Godfrey is a member of the
Continuing Education at the UniverAmerican Medical Association, Calsity of Connecticut since 1989. l\
ifornia Medical Association, San
Bernardino County Medical Society,
VIneyard National Bank
American College of Surgeons, and
Announces Promotion
Tri.County Surgical Society. At St
Cathy RobinBemardine, he is currently chairman
Under the guidance of the Coo!>son has been
of the Bylaws Committee, and in the
ers, Dixie has tripled in size in the
named corpopast has served as chairman of the
last three years. Tom Cooper has
rate vice presiDepartment of Surgery, Tissue Comthe company's growth to a
attributed
dent/chief
mittee and Quality Assurance Compersonal commitment of providing
financial officer
mittee. In addition, Dr. Godfrey is a
quality service to customers. This
at
Vineyard
member of numerous committees at
service is enhanced through the use
National Bank
the Medical Center and served as
of state-of-the-art technology which
of
Rancho
Secretary/Treasurer of the medical
is used for tracking and maintaining
Cucamonga, according to Steven
rtaff in 1991 and vice president in
escrows,
enabling the officers to proSensenbach, president of Vineyard
1992. He serves on the board of National Bank. Mrs. Robinson was
cess each escrow more efficiently. l\
directors of the Blood Bank of San
previously vice-presidenl/controUer
Bemanlino and Riverside Counties,
Valley Independent Bank
at Vineyard. A
IS weD IS the Sin Bernardino CounNames Mike Savage Managty Medical Society. Dr. Godfrey is
Travelers Aid Elects Lora
er of Coachella Branch
also active in chun:h and community
Michael Savage, promiPry President of the Board
programs.
nent Coachella banker, has
ravelers
Also serving on the executive
Aid of
• been named vice president
committee of the medical staff for
and manager of Valley Independent
t h e
1993 1R Edward Semls, M.D., presBank in Coachella, formerly The
Inland Empire
ident-elect; Steven Beutler, M.D.,
(TAlE) has
First National Bank in Coachella.
~~ and PauJ WhiteSavage will work with Alice
elected Lora
side, M.D., past president A
Lowery, a vice chairman of Valley
Pry, director of
finance and
Independent
Azzarello New Dean of UCR
administration
Bank and senior
ExteMion and
for the Greater
officer in charge
of customer ~la
Seulon
Ontario Visitors and Convention
tions for: the
ohn F. Azzaretto, a senior Bureau, to serve a one-year term as
Coachella ValldminiJtrMor IDd extaiSion ~ president of the board of directors.
ley.
f'ellor II tbe Univenity of CooPry, who played an inJqnJ role in
Savage has
aec:dcut, bu becD DIIDed the new
the ~ incorporation of the nonover lhirty year~
profit Olpnization, willaerve in her
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Gerard Brown Elected to U o
A Board of Trustees
rard S. Brown, the execu~·
ice president of adminis
on. general counsel and cor:
porate secretary of Pinkerton's Inc.,
has been elected to the University o
Redlands Board of Trustees for lj
three-year term.
He is the newest member of a 39member board overseeing the operations of the university, a private liberal
arts institution with a resident enrollment of 1,500 students and a strong
adult learning program. l\

G

David Patterson Named San
Bernardino CVB's New
Director of Sales

D

avid Patterson has assumed
the duties as Director of Salesl
for the San Bernardino Coovention & VISitors Bureau (SBCVB).
He joined the bureau this past Octoberl
coming back to San Bernardino frornj
the Palm Springs Hilton where he~
been Director of Sales & Marltetingj
since 1990.
PaaerloD eamed hia Bachelor of
Sdeace clellee from the University of
Novllda Las Vegas College of Hotel
A.tmW.Miun. A
!

Workers' Compensation System Needs a Face Lift
tate Senator Bill Leonard proposes
to save lhe state's worker~' compensation system S3 billion annually under Senate Bill 55. The following
criteria outline SB55 and, he believes,
would serve to accomplish these objectives.
Causation Standard: require employee
JXOOf thai employment was lhe pre<k>minant cause of any inJury in order for it to
be compensable.
Post-Termination Claims: disallowed
unless the injury was reported prior to

S

tennination.

Liberal Coostruction: would apply only
to injuries that are specific and serious.
Psychiatric Claims: prohibit compensation unless lhe employee provides "clear
and convincing" evidence thai the mental
injury was caused by a "sudden and
extraordinary" employment event
Employer Rights: allow the Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board to approve
any compromise and release agreement
between employer and employee
• require insurance companies to
notify employers when a claim fonn is
filed against them and a loss is antici 1-

ed

worlc evaluation-$! .<XX>: education and

• allow employers to revtew claim
files upon request
• relieve e111>loycr liability for medi·
cal-legal evaluauons performed pnor to
filing a claim
• StiJX!late thai physician's reports are
admissible only if made under penalty of
perjury.
Vocational Rehabilitation: exempt
employers from providmg vocational
rehabilitational benefits if lhe employer
offers modifted or alternative worlc. for at
least one year and the job wage is within
15% of pre-injury salary
• offset payment of any maintenance
allowance against any permanent disability indemnity due to lhe employee, and
limit the maintenance allowance 10 a
total of 26 weeks
• prohibit referrals between vocational rehabilitation facilities and insurance
carriers
• prohibit out-of-slale vocational rehabilitation plans and separate attorney fees
for vocational rehabilitation services
• limit vocational rehabilitation fees
as follows: counselor fees-$2,000;

traming-S5,000; job placementS1,(XX).
Litigation: Require lhe irutial dcterrrunation by the treating physic1an, for all
medical issues. In any dispute between
the treating physician's determination
where the employee is reJXescnted by an
auorney, require the parties to attempt to
agree on a medical evaluator. If they can·
not agree, one will be crosen from a fivemember panel of Qualified Medical
Evaluators (QMEs). When the employee
JS no1. represented. one raroomly selected
QME will be assigned to address the
issues in dispute
• hold the employer liable fIX' the cost
of only one evaluation, unless the
employer chooses to obtain an additional
evaluation, in which case the employer
will be liable fiX' an additional evaluation
for the e111>loyee as well
• exempt employer/ell1'loyee liability
of any medical-legal report unless it is
submiued with a billing form and signed
under penalty of perjury
• prohibit referrals between physicians and QMEs/AMEs unless there is
no alternative provider or facility available within a 50-mile radius. Any person
who refers would be required to disclose
any financial interest and IWTIC/address
of the nearest facility.
Managed Care: authorize an employer

pany, Hinrichsen is director oC Performing Arts at Citrus College in Glendora, is
on the Board of Directors of the San
Bernardino Coonty Arts Foondation, and
is a IDeiOOer oC the Western Alliance
Administralm and Performing Arts Pre-

As a kid, he says, "I was constantly involved in the backstage eleoC theatre jX'Oduction at coomunity theatres and in school." His goal in
life now is "NOT TO MISS ANYsenters.
TiliNG-and to enjoy the process!"
What he enj>ys about his business and
As production manager for Griscivic affiliations is the many talented
wold's Caldlelight Pavilioo, Greg has his
people he gets to wOO: with, the flcxibiliaeative hand in every musical jX'Oducty and variety of new "challenp" daily,
lion that ~ presented at the dinner lheaa.
and the c:haoce to be involved lllrougtnl
Greg says 1m managenrnt style is to
a crealive process that results in m utiencourage-to prod-and to congratu- ence enj>ying lhc:m<Jelves.
late. "I seldom fmd myself r---'---"1 Regarding the Inland
working with folks wOO doo't
he sees "an iJ!creagng desire
want to do their besl-my job
people to stay close to
is to give them an atJroSphere
and as one who spends a lot
in which to do it"
time oo the freeway, I undersland
The Sound of MJLSic, runit"
ning curmuly at the Candleligbt Pavilion through March
marts the 19th production dial Hinrictulen has directin various capacities over the last
fiX' Griswold's.
years. liinricmcn's wOO: has been acen
Hinricmen has been associaiCd with
on stages at Magic Mountain AIDISCthe CandleJight Pavilioo since ils incepmat Park, Curtain Call Dimcr 1bellre.
tion in 198!5.
In addition, he is founder and owner La ~irada Civic Theatre, American
The 1bealer
a CuD-service Musical Thealre, BackSiage Repertay
'I'healle. md Ale« Dilar Thellre.
tbealrical rental company in Upland.
Hinrichsen is 111 avid prdeller and
Slllled in. aaic in 1974, The Thealer
I CollllillllY now services over 200 ~ has line "often neglected but nonelboless loving beagles. I'm a big fan
tioos throughout the United SlaleS each
time spent on a beach in Hawaii, md I
year and has over 80,000 costumes in
sneak out to as many cum:nt films as
SIOCk.
possi)le."-1
with owning the 'Ibealer Con-
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JrOVider

• permits employees to opt out of a
MCO afiCl one year.
Benefits: create a Workers' Compensation Cost Evaluation Commission to
develop and verify the cost impact of the
statutory changes. and certify the savings
generated from the reforms. Effective
1/l/96, 25% of the savings cerufied by
the commission would be used to
increase maximum weekly amounts in
permanent total disability and temporary
disability benefits
• use 25% of the bill's savings to
iocrease permanent partial disability payments. where the fmal disability rating is
25% or greater, effective l/1/96
• increase permanent disability and
temporary disability payments by 5%
annually thereafter, provided thai the cost
of the increases would be fWlded from
one-half of OOcumented savings and the
increases do not exceed 150% of the
state average weekly wage. l\
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Griswold's Theater Weekend Package
FRIDAY 8 PM · MYSTERY CAFE
SpenJ n fun ev•nn'l..,'lvmg • mur.J,r "h•l• you <nJOY
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SATURDAY MORNING
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shopo AI Gnswold'< Okl 5<-lk••lhou'<'
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wollin- for <h•"Grand Fin~h-·

SATtMQIIY 11 AM· DINNER THEATER
No" you're ready (Of our sp«t...::ul•r
Broadway Mus>col Product>on 11 ct..
C'andkhflhc Pov>IIOI\ Oinnn Thc-oc<r
Rd.. co tho soh muooc ol tho Horptot

wh1le wr snvt you an rxquwtt
champa&n< lunch. "What a Wondnful
Way to End tho Ooyl"

em.uy.
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or insurer to contract WJth a managed
care orgaruzauon to provide health services to employees. Employee would be
required to obtain treatrnenl through lhe
MCO with which the employer or insurer has contracted with. except where an
employee has given pre-inJury notice of a
per.;onai physician
• puhib1t MCOs from discrimmaling
against any category of health care

• $116.00 per penon
• $194.00 per couple•

•wtm_..... o1 to ... ....,.-.
( rbw.*.il

<\~

w..,

Tho Gnawold'o Thntn Wodtmd
Poch.. p<ke includn: Ruom &. tox •
~yscny Dinner .rcox &. potulty •
S Musaul Dinner Thn<n,~tox &.
pocutty • Port•:

Ent~r•••nmrnt
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f ""h II llh-d. Oo.......,..., CA QJ711

For racrva!lono or more lnfonnalion call (909) 6Z6-Z411 nt. J66 ot' Z lJ
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Desert Business Journal

Hospital's Quality Program Wins National Award

city permit at a $10 cost. At that time,
The Living Desert is
ate foreign language and area studies
city officals will inspect the golf can
grants
fellowships,
and
3)
university
located
at 47-900 Portola Ave., Palm
Stouffer Esmeralda Resort
to make sure cart and driver meet the
to create and improve foreign lanDesen. It is open every day from
Lands Top Industry Execuminimum requirements before a perguage and area studies programs. The
Sept. I through June 15 (except Dec.
tive as New General Sales
mit is issued.
Board
will
be
chaired
by
the
Secretary
25)
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., last admis.
Man
Palm Desert- which has a high
of
Defense.
Pat
lis
is
one
of
four
peosion
4:30 p .m . Tic kets fo r the Icc
ndustry vete ran Robert Lander
number of golf carts per capi ta
ple from the private sector selected by
Cream Caravan are $ 12 fo r adults
has been named general sales
already- was a likely city to pioneer
the President.
and $7 for children and include regu.
manager at Stouffer Esmeralda
this alternative transportation method,
Pattis
is
president
of
NTC
Publishlar admission. Admission is $6 for
Reson in Indian Wells, it was recently
said Palm Desert Environmental
ing
Group
of
Lincolnwood,
Illinois
adults,
ch ildren (ages 3-1 5) $3,
announced by r---~---.
Manager, John Wohlmuth.
and is a winter resident of Rancho
seniors (over 62) $ 5.25. S pecial
Tim Tata, gen"Palm Dcsen has also been in the
Mirage. He is a member of the Board
group rates, private party facilities
eral manager of
forefront of Riverside County with a
of
Trustees
of
Ei
senhower
Medical
and
"Live! from The Living Desen•:
the reson.
number of innovative environmental
Center. ll
wildlife
programs are available with
With over 15
programs, such as curbside recycling
advance reservations. Call (6 19) 346years of hotel
and drought resistant landscaping and
Eagle
1 Ar
5694 for more information. ll
sales, ma.rl<eting
is designated one of California's eight
he
Living
Desen,
a 1200and operations
Healthy Cities," he said.
acre endangered species
Palm Springs Faces Chalexperience ,
"The city, with 23,000 permanent
breeding center, wildlife and
lenge of Energy Audit
Lander brings
residents is an ideal laboratory for this
botanical park, will open its new
1 nts
to Stouffer Esmeralda Reson a wealth
kind of experiment," continued
Eagle Canyon exhibit Saturday,
omeowners planning to add
of knowledge and innovative ideas. In
Wohlmuth. "With its newer streets
March 13. Events include a VIP rilr
square footage to their prophis position, he will be responsible for
and developments, we are able to
bon-cutting ceremony at 10 a.m. and
erties
now face two chaloverseeing all sales effons and develdesign in golf cart use." ll
an "all you can eat" Dreyer's/Ben &
lenges-energy
audit requirements
oping key ma.rl<eting strategies. LanJerry's Ice Cream Caravan featuring
and new rules effective Jan. I requirder will direct a 10-person sales team
special flavors like " Mountain Lion
ing more stringent R-values (ability
New Palm Desert Chamber
in their effons to achieve individual
Mocha" throughout the pari< from II
to
resist heat transfer) for added glass
Executive Named
and hotel sales goals as well as implea.m. until 4 p.m. Guests will be
and
new air conditioners and furment uniquely-designed packages and
entertained by musicians, contests
naces.
special events in order to attract the
and family games.
The city of Palm Springs' Build, individual traveler to the reson.
The impression g iven by the
ing Division has information that can
The Stouffer Esmeralda Reson is
26 ,000-square-foot exhibit is of a
save homeowners as much as $350.
located at 44-400 Indian Wells Lane
real place populated with wild aniState regulations require an energy
in Indian Wells. For information
mals. Invisible barriers and state-ofaudit
to be performe d whe never
and/or reservations, please call (800)
the-art elements permit unobstructed
space
is added to a res idence.
468-3571 or(619) n3-4444. 6
vistas and even "face-to-face" con"Either the overall energy consumptact with animals.
tion has to be reduced or the addition
obert J . Leo (right), new
Palm Desert Arst In Nation to
Eagle Canyon visitors can walk
itself has to comply with specific
Palm
Desert
Chamber
of
Test Golf carts on City
safely through rugged terrain inhabitregulations," explains Gary Angel,
Commerce executive direcStreets
ed by mountain lions, badgers, bo!}.
principal
plans examiner.
tor,
is
welcomed
aboard
by
Chuck
an. 1, 1993 ma.rl<s more than just
cats, javelinas (peccaries), Mexican
Homeowners " .. .were complainDavis (left), incoming chamber presianother new year. It also ma.rl<s
wolves and ringtail cats. Other resiing about having to pay as much as
dent and Ella Manor, outgoing presiwhen Palm Desert becomes the
dents include kit foxes, jackrabbits,
$350
for... (an) analysis." That initial
dent.ll
first city in the United States to begin
caracals, fennec foxes and springcost
was
discouraging homeowners
a five-year pilot program to test the
haas. Two huge aviaries house goldfrom
improving
their properties,
use of zero-emission electric golf
en eagles and a variety of desert song
S. William Pattls of Rancho
Angel said.
cans on specified public streets.
birds.
Mirage Receives Presidential
Angel and others in the Building
Residents will be able to drive
Many of the animals in Eagle
Appointment
Division often heard homeowners'
street legal golf carts to downtown
Canyon are threatened or endangered
complaints and decided to do somebusinesses, sbops, parks, schools and
species that are becoming rarer
thing about them. "We wanted to put
governmental offices, thus expanding
Friday,
because people and technology consomething
together to simplify the
the use of golf cans to more than golf
the
White
tinue to appropriate and alter their
typical
addition,"
Angel stated.
and recreation. California Assembly
H o u s e
habitat. The response of The Living
After
reviewing
the state's energy
Bill 1229 authorizes the city to
announced the
Desert and other zoos and gardens
manual, Angel developed a "cookadminister the pilot program for the
President's
has been to build an "a.rl<" of animals
book" that helps homeowners comnext five years.
appointment
and plants that would not be swept
ply
with energy regulations.
However, certain requirements to
of S. William
away by development. Birthing dens
The
information specifies what
drive golf carts on public streets
Pattis to serve
for species that are part of breeding
types of insulation, roofing, glass and
include openi!Ors having a valid drivas a member
and study programs are included in
shading will be needed for additions.
er's license. Golf carts must have
of the National Security Education
Eagle Canyon. The goal is to build
These
features can be incorporated
minimum modifications to become
Board.
up endangered species' numbers and
into the plans for submittal to the
street legal including brake lights, a
increase their chances for survival.
The Board will carry out the mis-Building Department without having
parting brake, front and rear tum sigsion of the National Security EducaOne of The Living Desert's major
to perform an actual audit.
nals indicator lights, rear and sideobjectives is to foster, through its
tion Act that created a $150 million
Owners can request the "Energy
view minors, head lamps, rear lights
international education trust fund
interpretive exhibits, programs and
Cookbook" at the counter of the
amd reflectors that conform to the Calpublications, awareness of and
which will provide 1) scholarships for
Building Division at City Hall. 6
ifomia Vebicle Code.
appreciation for the animals and
undelgraduate SIUdy abroad. 2) graduOperaaors must obtain a two-year
plaDta of worldwide cc:osysaems.
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by Marcia J. Williams
Redlands Community Hospital

n innovative risk management program that uses a
team approach to ensure
patient safety, reduce malpractice
claims and cut employee injuries in
half has earned Redlands Community Hospital (RCH) top honors
among U.S. hospitals for overall
risk management.
The 203-bed, non-profit community hospital was awarded the 1992
Award for Excellence in Risk Management, sp on sored by Modern
Healthcare magazine and the MMI
Cos., Northbrook, IL. Greg Hartman, RCH vice president of quality
m anagement, was also honored as
1992 National Risk Manager.
T he n a tional panel of judges
cited the hospital's innovative team
ap proach t o risk managemen t
including increased use of continuous quality improvement principles,
an emphasis on edu catio n a nd
aggressiv e cl aim s ma nagem e n t.
The nati onw ide 87 entries we re
evaluated on integration ac ross
organizational lines, efficient and
effective u se of resources and

A

impact on the organization.
Although RCH and most other
hospitals implemented risk management plans eight years ago, Hanman began Redlands' innovative
program two years ago.
RCH initiated the programContinuous Quality Improvement
(CQI)--because of its desire to provide high-quality health care at the
most reasonable cost. The philoso-

"Quality" Is sometimes
difficult to measure.
Not all services are
tangible or measurable-they dangle as
perceptions In the
mind.
phy of the CQI program is to not
only meet but exceed the community's expectations while improving
the processes by which RCH provides health care.
Und er CQI, every thing from
daily housekeepi ng dut ies t o the
most complex medical applications
is monitored and evaluated-all

with the goal of cont muing to
improve the quality of the hospital's
services.
" Quality" is sometimes difficult
to measure. Not all services are
tangible or measurable-they dangle as perceptions in the mind .
Quality care begins the moment a
patient arrives at the front door of
the hospital or the emergency
entrance. Quality care is maintained for an hour or a month, and
ends when the patient leaves the
hospital. The patient's impression
of the quality of care received, however, continues indefinitely.
Through analyses of past performances, CQI looks for ways to
improve quality while seeking to
p revent potential future problems
before they occur. Ongoing monitoring informs hospital staff of the
quality of services as they are being
provided.
The hospital is not the only winner of the Risk Management award:
R CH staff believe the community,
including the hospital's employees,
are the ultimate winners.
The CQI prog ram con sis ts of
many components. The teams of
physicians , employees, volunteers

II

and board members allow RCH to
look at every aspect of the hospital's operations to ensure that
patients receive quality health services.
Under the team approach, six
hospital departments report directly
to Hartman, including quality management, risk management, safety,
medical staff office, medical
records and case management.
The team-building approach
included the participation of
employees in the injury prevention
segment of the program, which
reduced the number of employee
injuries since 1990 by 50%.
The hospital staged a fashion
show for employees in which fellow employees modeled the back
supports which were part of the
successful reduction in employee
injuries.
Significantly, the hospi tal's liability premiums were reduced by 12
percent during the past two years.
"By providing efficient and caring services through our risk management program," stated Hartman,
"our patients and the community
benefit by receiving quality care."
ll

1992 Economic Forecast Conference

II

CofllituUd From Page 3

tourism , and the baby boomer ' s
needs for recreation, and I firmly
believe, the best is yet to come."
BARBARA RIORDAN "Jobs or
Flies... "
"The bullish forecast for the
Inland Empire depends on us balancing our economic needs, our
environmental needs, and our
human service needs .. . and I am
concerned that we are losing that
balance.
"We need to again require an
economic impact study for each
endangered species listing at the
federal level.
"In order for the California
economy to thrive, we need to have
a balance between our environmental interests and the cost of those
interests, in order for us to have the
quality of life that we would like to
enjoy in the Inland Empire."
JACK KYSER, "Southern California is Not What it Used to Be."
"We're going through one of
the worst periods since the Great
Depression. We are in a recovery,
but it's very non-traditional...and
when we emerge, Southern Cali-

fornia will be a very different
place.
"The year 1993 will be difficult.
In 1994, we '11 see improvement,
and California can come back leaner and meaner and able to hold its
own."
LEE GRISSOM, "Economic
Health of California "
"How did we get here? Some of
it, quite frankly, is the product of
years of callous disregard by govemment over the need to support
our economic base and our business community.
"Quite simply stated, California
government had developed, at best,
a complacency, and at worst, an
antagonistic, adversarial attitude
towards business.
"There is no time to waste...
there is no time for ' politics as
usual,' there is no time for partisan
finger-pointing, and there is no
time for self pity."
JULIAN NAVA, "The Free Trade
Agreement and the Inland
Empire."
"Clearly, we face global competitian of a nature that we have

never before faced in our history.
"Both Canada and Mexico need
us as much as we need them ...
North America is our destiny, economically speaking.
"Most of what Mexico buys
abroad, it buys from us; so, Mexican prosperity favors our economic
well being."
D. LINN WILEY , " 1993- The
Year of Settlement "
"The real ' December Surprise'
is that 1992 was the best year for
the U.S. banking industry in the
history of the business.
"The U.S. banking industry
spends $15 billion a year, just to
implement and comply with existing government regulations.
"We have a strong , healthy
banking industry, which is ready,
willing and able to support the economic expansion of the country,
and in our local communities."
SANFORD GOODKIN, "Is There
Life After Death for Real Estate?"
"What is real estate? It is simply supply and demand of a commodity, that happens to be called a
house, or a shopping center.

"Demographics will change the
marketplace, and the lender must
change along with it-but the
banker won' t change, because he's
never learned from the past. He
thinks that money is sophistication-but he must change, or there
is no hope.
"The public and private pension
funds are looking seriously for the
first time, at residential real estate
investment."
ROBERT FUNARI , " Health
Care"
"We haven't made up our minds
about what we mean by universal
health care. Are we talking about
the Canadian or German model, or
our own version-that combines
the efficiency of the Post Office
with the compassion of the IRS?
"Health care costs are going to
continue to outpace the consumer
price index , until we reset the
incentive structures that drive the
health care industry.
"Today, health care is looked at
as a right in this country. The big
issue is, what does this right consist of?" ll
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Word Processing
Several major problems are
encotmtcred wben engaging in techDical writing. Fillt. wilb most word
processors. ~ is no way of knowing bow a documeD1 will loot like
before it is printed or pre-viewed.
For example, if you are writing an
equation using WordPerfect, the

e'fJation appears • •

empty box on
lbe ICR!Cil. A priat JR-v.iew mip.
beJp WwaUzinJ die OUipUI. but lbe
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ith the numerous word
processing packages
available for microcomputers today, it can be a major task
selecting one that properly addresses
your word processing needs. In a·
previous anicle, we reviewed
Microsoft Word for Windows. Word
for Wmdows is an all purpose word
processing package, satisfying most
word processing demands. This
month we will take a closer look at a
special purpose word processor from
TCI Scientific Research Inc.: Scientific Word.
Scientific Word is an advanced
technical word processing package
that runs under the Windows enviromnent As lbe product name suggests, this word processor is a tool
primarily addressing scientific writing needs. Those of you who have
been faced with writing a technical
repon with typeset-quality formulas
and equations, know that the standard word processor does not have
the proper tools for handling this
task. Scientific Word is here to fill
that void.

The Problem with Technical

Another New Rui8
and New Fees
ContinuM From Page 6

EriJ: Rollmtd
AssisttJIII Profos.sor of Manageme111
lt(ormatiott Systems
Gr~ua_te School ofManagemelll
Ulllvt:rsuy ofCalijontia, Riverside

Text and math- ...__ _. ,_ __,

one would have to type the followematical notation flow freely, where
ing TeX command in the document:
mathematical notation can be kept
S\sum\limits_ {i= 1}"rut_i= 1 S\forall
What Happened
in-line with nonnal text
Nn I$. That is a lot of typing, where
The public hearing did reveal that
Another major feature of Scientifthe text does not resemble the final
bureaucratic interest did not include
ic Word is that mathematical sym~utput Scientific Word changes this,
polluting
the public. It did not include
bols are stored as intelligent objects:
m that it provides a standard WYSIi.e., numerator and denominator of the problems of business. which ia
WYG (what you see is what you get)
required by law also, nor did it include
fractions are centered, and the length
display.
the impact such a new rule would ha\oe
of the fraction bar is adjusted as you
The technical symbols can be
type. Such features are not found in on the social economics of the COillJIIU.
selected from a tool bar, and are
nity. It did, however, include the
nonnal word processing packages.
properly displayed on the screen:
amount or revenues it would create for
Numerous frequently used documathematical expressions appear on
their agency and sustaining of their
ment styles are distributed with Scithe screen as they will print on
entific Word. These styles include own structure, a newly created depart.
paper. The internal storage of Scienment cost, and the new sta1J of
formats for University of California
tific Word is still TeX. so that one
needed to run such a depanment
theses, common exam formats, as
does not have 10 forego the typesetmonitor the revenue from such a
well as numerous letter, memo and
quality print resulting from this lanposed rule.
fax formats.
guage. In shon, Scientific Word
This agency was looldng for a~
Being in its first version, Scientifcombines the best from WYSIWYG
to reap their percentage of the profit
ic Word is not free of bugs. I experiword processing and typeset print
enced problems when performing !hal would be realized f1001 the sale
quality.
REa..AIMED pollutants. This will be
print previews: the program reponed
Conlu..-1 From Page 6
to be out of memory, and then con-

s

The Main Features of

Scientific Word
The installation of Scientific
Word on my 386 PC proved easy, as
with most Windows programs. A
useful feature, which I have only
seen with this product, is that the
installation program confirmed that
all disks were DQ1 used during installation. The installation further confirmed that the disk space was suffi-

cient
Scientific Word's interface is
clean, with the mathematical and
formatting symbols available from a
tool bar. This tool bar is customizable, which enables the individual
users 10 put their most used symbols
tbere. No word processing package
is complete without a spelling

cbcckeJ: Sciendfic Word's spelling
cbecter proved adequate, and executed quickly compared 10 that of
my normal word processor. Like
most m:eut speDiDg cbec:ters. it also
provided suggestions for misspelled

WOlds.
When writiq a long document
witb DUIDeiOUS equations, the equation numberiDJ becomes a major

illue: eiJ)eCiaUy wben revising lbe
cloraaca Sciemfic Wonl addressa dds problem by introducing autolllldc equation .IJUIJiberinB.

Other ueful features include

....

. . . . . lflldnl for mathematical

DOIIdon. and pmper pllcemeat of

Hadllll1JUDd m...._lfk:ll UJI~III

tinued to produce a text window
scrolling error messages. This error
reponing did not stop unless I exited
Windows. TCI reponed that this
error is being fixed. Another weakness is that Scientific Word does not
use the Wmdows multiple document
interface feature (MOO, limiting the
user to keeping only one document
at the time. The MDI functionality
will be added in version 2.0 of Scientific Word.

Recommendation
Scientific Word is an excellent
choice for technical writers making
frequent use of mathematical notation. For current TeX or LaTeX
users. Scientific \\brd is a must, as it

will reduce lbe document production
time. Moreover, your Macintosh or
PC LaThX files can be imponed successfully into Scientific Word, malting lbe transition a smooth one. .1
~ infclnnlmon:

Ta SoitwlR Rcararch Inc.
1190 Fmrt.r Rd.
1M Cnas, NM 88001-3731
odr:r JftJne: (1100) 874-2383 «
(50S) 522-4600. Fax: (50.5) 522-0116
List Price: $595;
ll*lemic pEe: $476

ladwaancl SoftWIR Recpaem&Jis:
mM-PC m- 100 peRlellt a ..
fm86

,.illle,

«lliJbllriJIOCIBID

Had.....
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involved in a lock and load snowbd
fight, panicipate in a 2 on 2
volleyball game or a myriad of other
activities.
The newest innovation at SD01l
Valley is Deer Meadow Terrace,
outdoor restaurant that Jc 1nu.1111. 1
usual ski area faire in addition to
full-service deck restaurant
on the deck you can watch
shredders coming off the half pipe
skiers from all directions. Wme
the king at Deer Meadow with
of the most balanced and invitinJ
wine lists at this altitude.
Snow Valley also is host to tbe
very first McDonalds restaurant It
an American ski reson, and this one
is special. Snow Valley's MeDonaids serves pizza
"Besides the fun things we are
doing, we have made efforts to make
this resort as convenient as possible.

Our large partting lot eliminates the
need for off-premise parking sbut·
des. All services are within a few
hundn:d yards of each other in the
area, so getting on lbe slope is quick
and easy," c:onunenred Mr. Nager.
Snow Valley has hit the t•rft!t·i.•
with
this year.
Por

Pediatric Immunization Update

-

improvements. If they could not buy
the new equipment, or lease sucb
equipment... well, they will face tbe
possibility of having to close their oper.
ation or face heavy fines.

(909}
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By Stefan J . Orr, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Arrowwest Medical Group

n the last 30 years, childhood
immunizations have been successful in eliminating many
diseases so rarely seen today that
they are all but forgotten. However, newer vaccines, which hold the
promise of potentially ending a
host of other illnesses which commonly afflict our children, arc
becoming available. This discussion will focus on a few.
Available and administered for
more than 20 years, measles,

I

weakness for weeks, but can
remain in your blood after recovery, leading to liver disease causing death or the need for a liver
transplant.
Worst of all, many people can
carry this virus in their bodies,
feeling otherwise well. Females
may transmit the virus to their
unborn children, who if infected,
may also require liver transplants.
Fonunately, a new vaccine that
immunizes against Hepatitis B
virus now is available-called
Energex. Best of all, this vaccine
can be given to newborn and

young infants, protecting them
against this virus for a long time,
perhaps forever!
This vaccine is usually given
to pregnant women who are carriers of hepatitis B virus, I. V. drug
users, professionals who have
come in contact with contaminated
blood products and our Oriental
population. Soon, it is expected
that a mandate for universal
immunization of infants, and children against Hepatitis B will take
affect adding to the other routine
vaccinations already given.
These advances may be excit-

ing, but they will not work if certain practices are not maintained.
First and foremost, immunizations
must be universally received by all
children at the proper times.
A danger of complacency
exists that develops because as
immunizations succeed in eliminating these diseases, their effect
on our immediate lives decreases.
Soon we forget these illnesses
except in name only and become
negligent in timing the immunizations. You must not let this happen! ll

mumps and rubella vaccine h~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
like the initial immunizations I
mentioned above, potentially
eradicated these not always
~,............benign diseases from our children's lives. The key to successful immunization, however, lies
in universal reception by the
groups we are trying to protect.
In 1989, an outbreak of
measles occurred in Los Angeles.
Studies following the outbreak
'Ve at Arrow .. c-lOt 01ake It pol!ll!llble for you to
revealed two problems. Primariaccc-IIH traditional Dlf'dlcal eare aear where
) ' OU u ... e. 'Ve ai!OO Dl&ke It pol!ll!llble for yoa
ly, children were not receiving
to Helect a plan and hospital near wbethe vaccine, called MMR, at the
you ll't'e to c.-ompllment your eholee or ••
recommended age of 15 months.
Arrowwel!lt family pbyl!llelaa. Coa•alt ;roar
Secondly, it was learned that a
henents~aanager, lnl!lu-aee b-kererplaa
reprel!lentatl't'e for an Arrowwe•t pb1alelaa
second MMR immunization was
PH0108YWJW KlltiBll:
near you.
probably required, suggesting
that the first immunization had
worn off, therefore requiring a
booster dose.
Arro-est Medical Group a Coordinated Health Care ~
In the last five years. a new
parCielpatlng In the foUowlng health plansa
vaccine which has many names,
was developed to vaccinate chil• Aetna Health Plans of Southern California
dren against one type of a disease
•
Aetna's Senior Choice
called meningitis. The most
•
Aetna's Select Choice
feared type is caused by bacteria;
• Amerimed HMO Plan
in children older than two months
and less than two years, the kinds
• Care America
of bacteria responsible for almost
• Cigna Pri"Vate Practice Plan
all the meningitis is called
• FHP, Senior HMO Plan
Haemophulus influenza.
• FHP, Commercial HMO Plan
Almost half the children
• Loma Linda Health Plan
infected with menengitis occur
• Metropolitan Life HMO Plan
below one year of age and is
• Mountain Valley Health Plan, Medical Group
caused mostly by Haemophulus
Influenza. However, now a new
• Pri"Vate Health Care Systems LTD.
vaccine, called PedVax or Hib
• United Health Plana
titer, given in multiple doses, has
Commercial HMO Plan
begun to eliminate the incidence
Medi-Cal HMO Plan
of this disease from our children.
A number of other viral diseases frequently attack our chil·
dren and cause significant illness
and suffering. New vaccines
ARROWWEST PliYSICIAN ASSOCIATION
have been or are being developed
MEl>ICAL GHOUP INCORI'ORATED
1455 W- Uif;hland Avenue • Suila 117
for these diseases. The most danSan Bornanlino., C.Womia 9241)
gerous cue occurs in Hepatitis B.
m•Uins ..Jd..,.: P.O. Dooc ll160
s- a..m.nlino, C.Ufomi• 9li406
'Ibis virus can not only cause
1-800-339-AWMC .,..1-800-339-~
an acute severe illness resulting
... C7f4) 1180-6004
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Environmental Cleanup at Norton Air Force Base

a recent joint presentation to the
Inland Valley Development Ageny and the San Bernardino Interna-

E

tional Airport Authority, Alan Hun
from the Norton Air Force Base (AFB)
Disposal Agency provided an update
and overview on the Installation
Restoration Program.
The historical perspective began
with a review of almost 50 years of Air
Force operations at Norton AFB.
Some of the resulting actions are the
basis for today's environmental concerns.
Prior to the establishment of stringent state and federal regulations, and
laclc of appropriate knowledge regarding health hazards of various chemicals
and mechanisms of environmental pollution, several different types of activities were performed which connibuted
to environmental contamination of the
base. These activities were primarily
associated with aircraft maintenance
and repair which required the use of
petroleum, oils, lubricants, solvents,
protective coatings, various types of
paint and polychlorinated bephenyls
(PCBS)

Potential radioactive contamination
has been a major concern. Thus far,
speculation revolves around two potential sources. The first potential source
was the use of radium paints, a
radioactive element, which was painted
on early day aircraft instruments, so
they would glow in the dark during
night flights. An initial records
research and interviews with past base
personnel indicate that the radioactive
waste associated with radium paints
may have been at the existing golf
course area
The second suspected source comes
from atomic test fallout residues. Preliminary reports suggest that airplanes
from Norton AFB, and other Air Force
bases, flew to support various atomic
testing activities at the existing Nevada
proving ground, possibly including
atanic cloud sampling, weather otl>ervations and aerial pOOiography.
Some of these test planes are
believed to have been washed at a site

at Norton AFB to get
himself and Councilman Ralph Herto S60 million. It srould be noted that
rid of radioactive fallout
incorporating compliance activities
nandez.
de(Xlsited on the aiicraft
will increase this figure. Time estiHolcomb's efforts for their removal
swfaoes. Some suspect
implied that both Councilwomen
mates to effect a total environmental
that portions of this
cleanup, including groundwater, could
Estrada and Miller were responsible
radioactive residue may
take 15 to 20 years, and perhaps as
for a giveaway of annexation and tax
still be present in the
long as 30 years. I!.
revenues in the formation of the San
soil at this former airBernardino International Airport
craft wash-<iown site.
Arst North American Serial
Authority.
The Air Force conRights-opinion
Political trickery by Mayor Holducted several investie continuing political saga surcomb sidestepped the issue. Holcomb
gations to locate potenignored the facts surrounding the forounding the conversion of
tial radioactive waste
Norton Air Force Base into a
mulation of the aif(Xln authority which
burial sites and potential areas of viable economic benefit for the entire
was due to litigation initiated by the
radioactive contamination at Norton
Inland Empire has been rife with politicity of Redlands and Highland. Sitting
AFB . This included groundwater cal dissention since its very ince!Xion.
as C<K:hair on the LVJJ.A., it was San
radionuclide sampling and geophysical
San Bernardino's Mayor Bob HolBernardino's own Mayor Holcomb
investigations at the suspected lowcomb has been the focal point for
who entertained the motion to approve
much of the tumultuous political ziglevel radioactive waste burial area at
settlement which gave a voice to east
the golf course. 1b date, radioactive
zagging in attempting to wrest control
valley respondents.
contamination of the soils and groondover the airfield and its surrounding
Recent overtures by the federal govwater at Norton AFB have not been
ernment concerning site selection for
infrastructure.
confirmed.
Recent disruptive political maneuregional accounting facility has caught
vering by Holcomb has reverberated
Norton's environmental investigathe attention of local as well as other
governmental officials. Norton A.F.B.
into a major shakeup within the ranks
tions are under continuous coordinahas the space to accommodate the
of the city council. Removed from
tion and review through a Federal
4,000 jobs which would be created. In
Facilities Agreement with the U.S.
representing the city of San Bernardino
speaking to a spokesperson for Rep.
on the Inland Valley Development
Environmental Protection Agency
Authority were Councilwoman Esther
George E. Brown, Jr. (D-3frCA), con(EPA - Region 9), the California EPA
cerns were expressed for San BernardiEstrada and Councilwoman Norine
Department of Thxic Substances Conno's unsettled political atmosphere.
Miller. In what some could very well
trol and with a Technical Review
Conceivably, disruptive political condibe termed a chauvinist political coup,
Committee.
tions could affect the government's site
Mayor Holcomb garnered a 4-3 vote,
The base environmental restoration
selectioll I!.
thus replacing the two women with
process is performed in standardized
stages. The process is initiated with a 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - - - preliminary review of base activities
and historic records (site discovery)
followed by a detailed environmental
investigation (remedial investigation).
Various possible remediation options
are reviewed in a feasibility Sllldy. The
preferred remedial options are presented in a proposed plan. The proposed
plan is used to solicit public input on
the selection of remediation teclmol<>gy. The final remedy selection is documented in the reoord of decision.
Of immediate concern is the
Trichloroethylene (fCE) Plume lnvestigatim The plume as defined in this
context is a contaminated body of
9lanesfyle <J>ersonal S1itention
groundwater containing one or more
'lJecisiDns made .£oaJ1y
chemicals above the acceptable regulatory concentrations.
9<~le
fmployus
Since November 1990, 150 monitoring wells have been installed along
with 500 groundwater samples, 260
'\l
soil borings, 1,200 soil samples and
Courier Service
.
170 soil gas samples.
&consuuction Loans
·1'U Deposit PfOCCSS\1\&
Hun, the Installation Restoration
•
Real_
Es~
Professional
Loans
• Payto\\ Service
Program Manager, indicated that the
• Busm
r Loans
• SBA Loans
• consume . Loans
Air Force's comprehensive efforts at
Estate Loans
.
• Home Eqmt)'
\
CUibing off-base migration of contami-
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nants will be successful as well as base
cleanup. Hurt stated that thus far costs
have reached $7 million and soon
could reach $15 million. The ultimate
cleanup efforts could cost between $50
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P Sponsors

s

1or Olympics in Pa
Feb. 12-21
HP Health Care, one o~ the
nation's largest health mamtenance organizations (HMO).
is the title sponsor for the third consecutive year of the Sixth Annual
FHP Senior Olympics, to be held
Feb. 12-21 in Palm Springs.
The Senior Olympics are open to
anyone over the age of 50. The registration fee is $10 per entrant plus an
entry fee ranging from $3-$300 for
each individual event. Each registered athlete will receive an official

F

tion. Athletes may
enter
as ..._......~~~:::.:.:~!!!.(
many events
as they like.
1be Mizell Senior Center in Palm
Springs is the host and registration
site of the event. The individual
sporting events will be held at van.
ous locations in Palm Springs and
Palm Desert. For entry or spectator
information, call Mizell Senior Cen.
ter at (619) 323-5689.
This year's events will include

;;;;;;============-------------_.:..._ __J_.:..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....._,

Time counts. So does knowledge Knowing what the symptoms
are and what to do con save a life, maybe even yours Our
comprehensive chest pain information kit is free for the asking.

CALL 464-8603

CHEST
PAIN
CENTER
CHINO COMMUNITY HOSPI11\L

basketball free throw, bowling,
golf. horseshoes, lawn bowling,
race walking, shuffleboard, soft.
ball, swimming, track and field,
tennis and a lOK run. There is
residency requirement and
and female athletes can compete in
any event
Medals will be awarded to the
first, second and third place win.
ners in each event and age division.
The top three winners in each quaJ.
ifying event will be eligible to
compete in the National Senior
Sports Classic in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, June 12-18.
Broadway and television star
Sandy Duncan and Kevin Carlisle,
multi-award winning producer·
director-choreographer, will be
Honorary Chairpersons of the
Olympics. Duncan and Carlisle star
in the "Five Minute Workout," a
6{}-minute instructional video with
exercises and five-minute worlcouts
designed especially for seniors.
The two will appear throughout the
week at various events and senior
olympic functions.
FHP employees take an active
roll in the Senior Olympics helping
as event volunteers. Employees
and their family members volunteer as time keepers, lap counters,
registration staff and other support
during the week.
Throughout the Inland Empire,
FHP sponsors and participates in
many senior and business events
ranging from health fairs and
Chamber of Commerce functions
to sporting events and school partnerships. "FHP has long been an
advocate of promoting healthy
lifestyles. We salute the many
seniors who are participating in the
Senior Olympics that haven't let
age prevent them from being a
competitive athlete," states FHP
Region Vice President TIID Brady.
FHP wishes each senior athlete
the best of luck as they "go for the
gold." ll
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LOMA LINDA'S NEWEST
NEIGHBORHOOD

1

1
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lamd~ . 'i~H Concordi.t I lome·~
Ill'\\ e~t

l.mda

he name Lorna Linda has
become synonymous with
the health care industry.
While this health care oncntauon
continues to attract related business, in 1992 the city witnessed an
emerging diversity m its economic
base. New businesses arrived m
the community to take advantage
of a number of factor:;, including a
prominent day time populal!on,
heavy service and product
demand, economic affluence and
freeway access . Together, these
factors contributed to making 1992
the start of a future with exciting
and diverse economic opportunities.
The recent arrivals taking
advantage of the opportunities in
Lorna Linda truly are diverse .
USA Golf Center, a recreational
facility offering a driving range
and professional quality golf
instruction, opened in November
with an excellent response from

the community. Comcast Cable
Company, a cable television service provider, recently located its
operational facility in the Corporate Business Center, the city's
largest industrial/business park, in
order to take advantage of freeway
access. Empire Quality Noodle, a
food processing company, set up
operauons off Redlands Boule·
vard. In the field of finance, First
National Bank of Lorna Linda, a
community-minded institution, has
prepared all year for an early 1993
opening. Finally, while reSidential
construction has virtually halted
elsewhere, Concordia Homes is
building 76 new homes adJaCent to
a new school and city park.
The city's mainstay, health care
and medical technology as represented by the Lorna Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC),
also continued to attract business.
Blue Shield, a medical insurance
provider, opened a branch office in
the Corporate Business Center.
Also in the Corporate Business
Center, Stericycle, a medical waste
recycling company, opened for
operations, converting plastics and
fiber that would have been classified as infectious waste into useful

products. Similar high-tech businesses will undoubtedly follow
with the opening of the new Children's Hospital at LLUMC and the
federal government's selection of
Lorna Linda as a site for a medical
technology testing lab.
Along with new business
arrivals, several established businesses nourished. Camper Shell
Depot, a manufacturing and sales
facility, more than doubled their
existing showroom space with the
assistance of the city's Redevelopment Agency. Hose Man,an industrial supply company, also moved
up to larger quarters. And in fairly

new quarters in the Lorna Linda
Auto Park, Spreen Saturn exhibited sales of a celestial nature.
All in all, despite economic
times, the city's influx of new
businesses is encouraging to the
city's economy. Most important of
all, the emerging diversity symbol·
izes greater prosperity and opportunity in the future . The business
community, local leaders, city
staff and the Chamber of Commerce have formed a partnership
to welcome and nurture this blossoming economic vitality. tJ.

l1L'Ighhorhood 1n l.oma
\'\ 1'\D\OR CHI'\ I

John Bernardi, City Manager
Thh ~tunning colkllion of tradJ[lonal
~t\ le one- ar~d l\\'O-~ton home~ ''ill offer ~omething for
e\.ef\'orw You ''ill d1~cc;, er four and fh e bedroom homeo,
ofler.mg up to 2,610 of II\ ing ~pace l't:aturing cu~tom det.tib
~udt a~ '.ntlted ceding~, ~padou~ gourmet kuchen'>, and j-car
gar.tge~. I uxurioth ma~ter ~uite~ hoa~t double door entrie'>,
romantiC flrepl:tce.., ( mo'>t plano,), garden tub.., '' ith ~epa rate
ttle ~ho\\ er, and large '' .tlk-in do~et'>.
The communtt\· of l.oma Linda i" known for it'> qu.tlny of life:
and !.oma l.ind~t io, knc)\\ n not only for n ... quality of life hut for
It'> otlt'>tanding l'ni\ c:r'>Ity and ,\ ledical bcilit1es.
\Vmcbor Cre"t - ,t ne\\ family community '' Hh the quality
feature:-. and \\ orkmano,h1p expened from a premier builder
'>lll'h a~ Concordi.t !Iomc:s.

t is important to stimulate the lo~al economy. There is a demand for particular services in the community. lt is the city's intention to define the needed services and p rovide
incentives to attract businesses that will provide
these services. Many Lorna Linda residenL~ shop out
of town. Because of the large daytime population,
restaurants and retail stores are in high demand.
Other businesses like auto dealerships, hotels and medical related businesses would be supported by the community." Bernardi outlined the following incentives for businesses:
"

PRICED FROM THE LOW

$200,000'5
<,,tJe., Offtce Open Daily
10 am. to '5 p.m
For more mformation call:

(909) 799· 7321

I

• Freeway Auto Center Space Available
• Medical Related Support Services Needed
• Demand for Retail, Restaurant & Entertainment Services
• Fast-Track Approval Process
• Commercial/Industrial Office Space Available
• Prominent Daytime Population
• Vacant Lots & Redevelopment Opportunities

Mayor Robert Christman
"

A voucAN
~ SHARE

l.:JTHE DREAM

T h e local economy of Lorna Linda needs to
be improved. Patronizing local merchants
in the community will assist in accomplishing this. We need to buy local and usc l~al services. We are focusing our efforts on boostmg the
current economic base by centering effortS on retail
and commercial developmenL City officials, together
with staff, and the Chamber of Commerce arc committed to a partnership of assisting the establishment of new businesses."
(Exclusive interview with the Inland Empire Business Journal)

"The Earth needs our help ... Recycle!"
Mikey Blinci
1st Grader, Lorna Linda Academy

Over 13,000 school children in Lorna Linda, Grand
Terrace, and Redlands have been introduced to the
MOBIUS Recycling Education Program.
This environmental learning tool was developed by
teachers to educate a new generation of recyclers.
BFI Waste Systems is proud to be a part of this
effort.

Celebrating two years of successful
curbside recycling.

1:?!'1 Waste
IIU Systems··
BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES
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Movers and Shakers

oe Hernandez, Redlands Feder-

al Bank, Lorna Linda branch
manager, describes the economic status
of
Lorna
Linda:
"Lorna Linda
is a very
unique community in
that
its
nucleus is
the
Lorna
Linda Medical Center and its surrounding medical facilities. As major employers,
they continue to provide economic
stability despite the problems in
surrounding areas. As a member
and past president of the Lorna
Linda Chamber of Commerce, I
have seen the tremendous growth
of business membership (from 37
members in 1987 to 217 at the end
of 1992). I think the business community in Lorna Linda refuses to
panicipate in the current recession
by concentrating on the high-level
of service to its residents. These
same members have taken advan-

tage of the Chamber of Commerce's wealth of free resource
materials and advenising opponunities. In my capacity as banker and
as a member of the Lorna Linda
Chamber of Commerce, I feel that
1993 will be a year of challenge
and opponunity." L'i

C

huck Brammer, president of
Hallmark Southwest Corporation, discusses how the
political ...--~!""""---,
leadership
effects the
commercial
industry:
"Government entities
can either
create
a
healthy business to function in, to develop
products and services which are
better and more efficient for users,
or they can throw-up obstacles, at
every turn, which have the net
effect of discouraging even the
most enterprising people.
"California is heavily burdened
by the latter in too many
instances-but San Bernardino
County, as well as the city of Lorna
Linda, has been blessed with local
politicians who care about the local
business environment, who listen

and get involved. This has particularly been Hallmark's experience
with San Bernardino County Supervisor Barbara Riordan, Lorna Linda
Mayor Robert Christman, and
Lorna Linda Mayor Pro Tempore
Aoyd Peterson. They are excellent
listeners, who care, take the time,
and make the effon, personally, to
ensure that their areas are healthy
environments for businesses to
effectively provide products and
services. With such high-quality
political leadership, local businesses can effectively do what they specialize in doing. Hallmark salutes
those political leaders for that and
offers a toast to 1993!" L'i

T

impleiiiCIIl ~lmology trlnlfer."

This laboratory is designed to
employ experts from the defense
and aerospace industries located
in Southern California, such as
TRW, Hughes Aircraft, Canon/
DEC, General Dynamics, Rockwell International, McDonnell
Douglas, Texas Instruments, and
Northrup to work closely with
the medical center staff to develop prototype health-care prod-

W

R

ucts.
"We will use high technologies developed by the defense
industry to fight a different
enemy and help Americans with
disabilities become more independent," states A. Douglas
Will, M.D., dean of the University School of Medicine. Technology that can help disabled individuals become more independent can also increase the person's sense of self worth. Technology originally designed to
help some pilots aim their

weapons (a sensory band around
the head and across the forehead)
can now be used to help
quadriplegic patients (patients
who are paralyzed from the neck
down) control their environment.
This device provides a psychological benefit to those patients
who would normally be totally
dependent. One of the first
patients to test the technology
replied, "This is the first time I
have been in control of something since the accident.
"This technology can not only
be used to assist disabled
patients, products are also being
developed to manage information. It will be possible in the
near future, for example, for a
patient to carry up to 800 pages
of medical records and x-rays in
his wallet. The information will
be optically stored on a card the
size of a credit card. The information can be updated during

Southern California."

Lorna Linda's Proton
Treatment Center

illard Stewan, propeny
owner and owner of
United Property Management, describes what Lorna
Linda has to offer businesses looking to relocate:
"When, given a choice of communities,-------ichard Chilton, district
the Lorna
manager for BFl/Loma
L i n d a
Linda Disposal, talks about
foothill sethow Lorna Linda is willing to lead
ting, housand
the way in - - - - - - - ,1 ing
this area:
accessibility
"Lorna
to
travel
Linda is a
routes offer
very progresevery oppor- _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
sive city in
tunity for the future. The internaenvironmentional flavor of its residents has
tal awarecaptured interest and envy throughn e s s
out the Inland Empire. When your
BFI/Loma
goals correspond to a total commuLinda Disnity, your future security and values
posal was awarded the contract for
are strengthened." L'i
the first citywide curbside recycling

each hospitalization or visit to
the physician's office. When this
technology is developed into a
product that can be marketed to
the health care industry, it will
reduce the excessive amount of
time the health care workers
spend in creating and evaluating
medical records and thus help
reduce the cost of health care
itself.
Dick Schaefer, Lorna Linda
University Medical Center
describes the current status of
this new technology. "What has
been developed to date can be
compared to a toddler's first
steps: sophisticated in its ability
to process vast amounts of useful
information, yet simple compared to its potential. Lorna
Linda's Advance Technology
Laboratory will become the
"Super Lab" coordinating product development from six to ten
aerospace laboratories around
1"-S..P. .JJ
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program by a private company in
the Inland Empire. We recently celebrated the two-year anniversary of
this recycling program, where over
700 tons of material that would
have gone into the landfills has
been recycled into new products
and materials . Thi s success is
attributed to a community that cares
about its future." L'i

Health Care Continues to Grow
he health care industry
remains strong in the current economic climate.
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center is in the process of
expanding and will open a new
Children's Hospital in the fall of
1993. It will be the second
largest in California. In addition
to this expansion, the Medical
Center has been awarded a $5
million grant from the United
States government for the establishment of a new medical technology research center. Congresaman Jerry Lewis has estimated that this facility will create an estimated I ,500 new hightechnology jobs over the next
five years.
Tbe $5 million grant received
by Lorna Linda University Medical Center shall be used for the
establishment of a National
MecUcal n,cJmoloJY Testbed to
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he award of a $5 million
grant was based on Lorna
Linda University Medical
Center's proven ability to transfer technology from the United
States Department of Energy's
Fermi National Acceleratory
Laboratory, the nation's most
powerful physics research laboratory, to the Lorna Linda Proton
Treatment Center. This $45 million facility, producing 250 million electron volts of ionizing
radiation and weighing 100 tons,
stands three stories high. The
proton accelerator is used to
destroy tumors without damaging surrounding tissue. It can
administer killer doses of protons, traveling up to 335 million
miles per hour, to tumors within
the body, with an accuracy to
one millimeter of precision and
without the negative side effects
usually associated with radiation
therapy.
Lorna Linda has the patent
rights to the accelerator (called a
"synchrotron"), and to its computer-controlled proton guidance
system. Feasibility studies are
now being conducted in 20 sites
around the world by major medical institutions wanting to build
reproductions of the Lorna Linda
Proton Treatment Center.
As technology continues to
progress, within a year, the oneof-a-kind cancer treatment facility, spearheaded by James M.
Slater, M.D., professor and
chairman of the Department of
Radiation Medicine, will be able
to treat more than 100 patients a
day. Dr. Slater and his colleagues have been working on
the project for 22 years. Dr.
Slater has won international
awards in dosimetry and in computer-assisted radiation therapy
planning. His team has made it
possible for scientists from
around the world to send their
patient's computed tomography
(CT) scans to Lorna Linda by

T

Earth satellite. Lorna Linda has
the technology to receive those
scan s, to implement treatment
planning by computer simulation- in three dimensions and in
color- and to send those scans
back by satellite. These scientists
will be involved in deciding who
comes to Lorna Linda for proton
treatments.

Newborn Heart
Transplantation

N

o endeavor at Lorna
Linda has captured the
interest both of the scientific community and the public
as the infant heart transplant program, developed by Leonard L.
Bailey, M.D. and his multidisciplinary infant heart transplant
team. Dr. Bailey is chairman of
the Department of Surgery and
surgeon-in-chief of the new
Lorna Linda University Children's Hospital. He is a professor of surgery in the School of
Medicine at the Lorna Linda
University and directs the residency training program in thoraci and cardiovascular surgery
based at the Lorna Linda University Medical Center. To date, 148
babies under six months of age
have received new hearts at
Lorna Linda-the tiny hearts
weighing only about one ounce.
More than 80 percent of those
children are alive and well today.
All would have died without the
delicate surgery. Approximately
100 people are involved in a successful infant heart transplant
surgery, most of them behind the
scenes.
~-·:i®'AARL~: m~::m:an
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Fighting
Osteoporosis
avid J. Baylink, M.D.,
distingui_shed prof~ssor
of medicme and chief of
mineral metabolism at the Jerry
L. Pettis Memorial Veterans
Hospital, is leading the battle
against osteoporosis, one of the
deadliest diseases among the
elderly. It literally destroys the
body's skeletal structure leaving
bones porous, brittle and weak.
It affects 20 million women and
several million men in the United States alone. "Osteoporosis,
contrary to common belief," says

D

Dr. Baylink, "is not only a preventable and treatable disease,
but also one that can be accurately diagnosed."
Dr. Baylink directs a large
basic-sciences research program
that is influenced largely by the
problems observed in his clinic
patients. He has linked the treatment of the disease with "growth
factors," chemical substances in
the body that, like hormones,
help regulate the growth of tissue, especially the growth and
renewal of bone. Bone, he says,
is the body's main storage depot
for growth factors .
Dr. Baylink is also the director
of one of the largest and most
productive bone and mineral
research laboratories in the
world. Fifty people are
employed in this laboratory,
many of whom are trainees from
the United States, Asia and
Europe. This research group has
made exciting new advances in
both the development of diagnostic tools for osteoporosis and
in the therapy for osteoporosis.
Dr. Baylink is the author of 350
scholarly papers and director of
the Lorna Linda University's
Osteoporosis Clinic, one of the

r
i

largest clinics of its kind in the
world.
With all of the existing
research and technology centered in one location, Lorna
Linda is clearly at the forefront
of the health care industry. New
discoveries take place every day.
Lorna Linda is a community not
only dedicated to improving the
quality of life in its hometown,
but striving to enhance and
enrich the quality of life for
mankind through the health care
resources.
In addition to the new Children's Hospital and medical
technology lab at Lorna Linda
University Medical Center, two
new medical-related businesses
have recently located in Lorna
Linda. Blue Shield of California
moved into a highly visible corner lot at the Corporate Business
Center located along the I-1 0
Freeway. Stericycle, also a new
tenant at the Corporate Business
Center, brings a new medical
waste sterilization and recycling
technology that is the first of its
kind in California. 6

tfiiiioiYuciiiG
The Golf Academy with Alan Tapie!!

Spend A Day Improving Your Golf G~me
with former Touring Pro Alan Tap1e
(Maximum - 10 Students)
February 20, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Call Now for Your Reservation 9091796-7688!!

GOLF PRACTICE CE~TER
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

State-of-the-Art Golf Facility
Inland Empire's Largest Golf Center!!
Natural Grass and Mat Tees
Teaching Professionals on-site
Group and private lessons available
Youth Golf Program
Putting Green
Effective Night Lighting
High quality range balls

USA Golf Centers
25838 Barton Road, Loma Linda, C4
(Corner ofBarton Road and Mountain Vrew)
909/796-7688
Ope11 Daily
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LLUMC Receives
Approval to Proceed
With Pancreas
Transplantation.
Liver Transplants Also
to Begin Soon.

"

FEBRUARY 1993

orna Linda University
Transplantation Institute
has been designated a
liver, pancreas and kidney transplant center by the United Network
for Orsan Sharing. the national
regulatory agency for transplantation," states Erik Wablstrom. MD,
FACS, the institule's director. Dr.
Wlbl-SbOID. formerly of tbe Mayo

Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota,
said preparations for adding the
pancreas and liver transplant programs to the current kidney transplant program have been underway
for the last six months.
On Wednesday, Oct. 21, the
Southern California Transplantation Society, which controls organ
distribution in the Los Angeles
area, voted to allow combined kidney and pancreas recipients to take
precedence over patients on the
kidney transplant alone list. In
other words, when a kidney and a
pancreas from a single donor
become available, LLUMC
patients will be first in line for the
transplant.

This agreement between all
traosplant centers in the Los Angeles area allows the pancreas transplant program at Lorna Linda Univenity Medical Center to begin.
Patients will be placed on the

THE CITY OF

waiting list during the fllSl part of
November and will be transplanted
as soon as organs become available.
A total of 15 combined kidney
and pancreas transplants are
planned during 1993.
The liver transplant program is
preparing to begin activity soon.
The LLU Liver Center will begin

evaluating liver transplant candidates under the direction of Dr.
Michael Walter, chief of gastroenterology. Liver patients will then
be placed on the waiting list in January or February of 1993. A total
of 10 to 20 liver transplants will be
performed during the flrst year of
the program. .1

Loma Linda Auto Center

L

oma Uada Auto Center
models, it was one of the top
is locMed directly off of dlree leaders in customer satisInterstate 10 Freeway at faction. The Saturn, designed by
tbe Mountain View exit. Direct
General Motors, comes with two
freeway access bas been a major distinct features; dent resistant
contributor to the successfulness
body panels and a color coded
of tbe three current dealerships.
system designed for easy self
In addition to tbe freeway
routine mechanical maintenance.
access, a highly visible sign
All models of the Saturn have
been sold out since August 1992.
advertising each car manufacturOver 100 new car owners are
er was installed approximately
two years ago. This sign procurrently awaiting the arrival of
vides great advertising and a
their new vehicle. Greg Spreen,
owner of Saturn of Lorna Linda,
good landmark that enables conaumen to .tnow wbicb freeway attributes their success to their
way of doing business. "Our
e:dh to use. Tbere are still
viCIIIllOII avUJable to compli- consistent pricing policy offers
customers a nonconfrontational
llllllll tile oxlldna dealen. A
sbopping atmosphere. This puts
our customers at ease while they
lbop and ail of the pricing is up
Spreen Saturn
front." For having only two
atum of Loma LiDda sold
years
of manufacturing experiover 1.200 can last year.
ence.
Saturn bas undoubtedly
Willa Satum'• ab: basic
made a name for itlelf. A

Ramsey McCue
Imported Motor
Cars-Jaguar, SAAB,
Audi
amsey McCue Imported
Motor Cars of Lorna
Linda has recently
acquired a new Audi franchise.
The new Audi franchise is complimented by Jaguar and SAAB
all under one roof. Ramsey
McCue Imported Motor Cars is
the only authorized Audi dealer
in San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties. Ramsey McCue has
been selling, leasing, and servicing quality imported automobiles
in this area for 25 years . .1

••
•

••

LOMA LINDA

••
••
•

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR:
to Dealerships
"Take advantage of our fast
track approval process"
John Bernardi, City Manager

ically Oriented Businesses
Prosper with Loma Linda University Medical Center

R

they house one of the largest
Honda service centers. The service business provides support
for the company during a period
when car sales are low. .1

il Stores
Provide local shopping convenience

rants
Daytime population of liS,OOO Is ....... fot you

"Redevelopment opportunities are available"
Barry Johnson, Assistant
City Manager

rtainment
Demand for local entertainment senkes

S

Spreen Honda

H

onda is one of tbe top
selling car manufacturers iD Southern California. Even tbougb car sales are
doWil chic to tbe decline in tbe

''The large daytime population can
support local busmesses·
Peg Karsick, Chamber of Commerce
Executive Director
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USA Golf Center

U

SA GOLF was established in March 1992.
The company is based

out of Newpon Beach. The company specializes in golf teaching
centers, and their main objective
is to provide quality facilities and
instruction. Allen Tatie, head pro
with 20 years of professional golf
experience, interviews and selects
top pros to teach at their facilities.
The company will be opening two
new centers in California. Westminister and Whittier, one in
Texas, and one in Florida. The
golf center in Lorna Linda opened
in November 1992. This facility
consists of a 15-acre driving
range with a putting green, pro
shop, and PGA pros. available for
group or individual lessons. A

Sterlcycle
1el'lcJcle is a medical waste

S

sterilization and recycling
facility. This will be the
firllt of ill tiDd in California. h
. . . . 11ft pocea of Slel'JiizalioD
widlndio waves i....a of 11e1m
or fire. Stericycle. u the new
COIDpiD)' aud JllVCel* is caDed, is
a boall to tbe cmbcw""''l ll will

a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

Loma Linda Welcomes
New Business
not only sterilize the medical
waste, of which Lorna Linda
medical facilities produce significant quantities of, it will also
make the waste recyclable and
reusable since the material is not
melted. In addition, since it does
not burn or steam the waste, it
doesn't create any air quality
problems.
The operation involves sterilizing plastics, linens, and other
fibrous materials used in medical
facilities. The material is ground
and compacted, to be hauled to
other plants which recycle the
plastics and reuse the linens and
other fibrous materials for fuel
for kilns. The plastics include
such items as throw away cups,
combs, tubing, bottles, containers, and syringes. Throw away
bedding, gowns, surgical masks,

The Lorna Linda branch has over
35,000 subscribers serving Lorna
Linda, Grand Terrace and San

Bernardino. This office provides
sales and installation, and services cable television for Lorna
Linda and the surrounding areas.
Comcast is particularly proud of
seven employees who have volunteered their time to assist and
guide high risk students in a mentor program, who are interested in
the electronic field, with their
future career goals and aspirations. Upon high school graduation, Comcast will encourage
those students involved in the
program to apply for available
positions within the company. A

Focus

bank will focus on the needs of
the community. The primary market will be focused on professional and medical related businesses,
retail business and small businesses. First National Bank will
offer local residents and businesses an alternative to larger banks.
Upscale customer service with a
more professional approach is one
of the bank's main objectives.
The Board of Directors is currently exploring the poss ibility of
offering government student
loans. Roy Lewis, president of the
company, is anticipating the bank
opening in the first quarter of
1993.A
W'WW'W
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Camper Shell Depot
amper Shell Depot is a family-owned and operated company that has been in busi-

C

Comcast
OIDC8It cable Company is
a full service cable company bued in Pennsylvania with 15 California facilities.

C

T

he primary goal of First
National Bank of Lorna
Linda is to offer most of
the same traditional services as
your larger banks; however, this

Mittllliiil~i-· l.,

'*
1111

0111'NIIl aaJea up to a boom$2.5 miWon. Tbe company
1oaJ it to l»ecome one of the
maaufacturera in tbe
UJdred Stales. A

I.,..

H

Ole Man Inc. opened for

business in Lorna Linda
over six years ago. Larry
Veres, owner of Hose Man saw
the opponunity of satisfying the
industrial and hydraulic specialty
bose needs of a broad range of
area customers. Mr. Veres awes.
"I started the .buliDeu Ia 1..cJ1U

in sulated camper shells. Their
unique product provides their own
niche in the industry. They manufacture and sell direct to customers
which allows them to provide a
high-quality product for a very competitive cost. Doubling their sales
enabled them to construct an indoor
showroom two years ago as well as
their current expansion of an additional indoor showroom. ll

allmark is a manufacturer
and wholesaler of sectional
housing, commonly called
manufactured housing (or mobile
homes), factory-built housing, park
model recreational vehicles, and
other sectional/modular structures.
Their product is marketed normally
to retail dealers and developers primarily in three states, California,
Arizona, and Nevada. Occasionally,
Hallmark deals to Utah, New Mexico, Colorado, and elsewhere from its

H

:~

Blue Shield of
California

ness for 17 years. They located in
Lorna Linda in 1980 on Redlands
Boulevard because of the high visibility off of a main thoroughfare and
close freeway accessibility. Camper
Shell Depot is an exclusive dealer of

lue Shield is a Californiabased company with 18
service centers throughout
the state. The company has over
60 years of experience in the

B

processing and disposing waste as
effectively and economicaDy as possible. The company is also involved
in recycling and resource recovery
facilities. All operations are conducted with concern for the protection of
the environment and natural

resources.
single facility in Lorna Linda. The
products are made with great pride
from commonly available building
materials.
Hallmark is primarily an employee-owned California corporation
incorporated in 1976, however, they
have operated manufacturing facilities for other ownerships in the
Inland Empire area since 1969./l

BFI/ Lorna Linda
Disposal
rowning Ferris Industries,
based in Houston, Texas, is
the second largest waste service company in the world. BFI's
primary business is in collecting,

B

The Lorna Linda facility employs
25 people with a vehicle fleet of 19.
BFI/Loma Linda Disposal took over
the company approximately three
years ago. This facility provides collection for over 9,000 homes in the
Inland Empire. This collection
includes refuse. residential CUibside
recycling, commercial newspaper
recycling, and greenwaste collection
programs.
The BFI approach to waste control provides an improved and more
efficient way of meeting customer
needs. BFI identifies the waste bandling problem...determines the best
solution. ..and provides the necessary
equipment technology and persconel
to ensure dependable and economical service. A

Quality of Life
he city of Lorna Linda is
Residential
committed to improving the
Opportunities
quality of life for its residents. It is important to offer qualLoma Linda Springs
ity residential develop- _ _ __,_..~~~-"'!
ments for those residents who may be interested in upgrading their
current living arrangement. Concordia Homes
IOd Lorna Linda Springs
both provide for this
opponunity. New educational opportunities for
elementary school children will be available
Ibis summer. Children
will be able to attend school in
oma Linda Springs brings
tbeir own neighborhood. Improvnew meaning to retirement
ila the quality of life has a differliving. Nestled on a hillside
ent meaning for everyone. The offering magnificent views of the
Loma Linda Lopen Running Club
San Bernardino and San Jacinto
offers a challenging physical
Mountains, Lorna Linda Springs
IClivity for runners and walkers
offers a beautiful, tranquil enviwbo wish to improve the quality ronment. Additionally, its close
of their lives by adopting a healthproximity to downtown Loma
ier lifestyle. Another community Linda is a real plus. Lorna Linda
IIOUP is the Adventist Community Springs offers spacious, fully
'tam Services (ACI'S) which pro- equipped one and two bedroom
tides suppon services for those
apanments. Special features and
teoPle in the community needing
services include: a 10,000-squarellllfltaoce. A
foot clubhouse complete wltb

T

employees, the Lorna Linda office
is primarily responsible for processing Medicare claims. They
also conduct electronic claims
processing, direct data entry, and
provide telephone and correspondence customer service. Blue
Shield of California health care
service is expanding widely in the
Southern California Region. A

J

the Inland Empire for tbe put
oiallt years. Nationwide sales
ad cllatribution have brouabt

Industry

Hallmark Southwest
Corporation

1

First National Bank of
Lorna Linda
and paper sheets are considered
linens. Other fibrous wastes
include tongue depressors, swabs,
and paper which by their use are
required by the state to be put in
with the medical waste "red
bags." This facility will not handle hazardous, chemical. or
pathological wastes. A
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Linda on the Interstate 10 corri·
dor because of the geographical
advantage and freeway accessi·
bility. I now feel very much a
part of the community. I a•
interested in ita future and doilll
my part as a viable business to
mate the community a better
place fOI'

aiL."

L

restaurant. fireplace loUDJe, fit-

ness center, library billiard room
and game room. In addition to the
above, Lorna Linda Springs also
has a picnic area with gas barbecues, two pools and spas, a putting
green and a shuffie board. Stimulating activity programs, induding
educational seminars as well as
festive socials, are also offered.
This is truly a place to call home.
ll
Concorclla Homes
om a Linda continues to
offer quality residential
development. This 76-single-family home development
offers a mix of sinsJ.e-story and
two-story units with floor areas
ranging from 1,940 square feet to
2,610 square feeL Twenty-seven

L

out of 76 homes are sold (35'1).
With three distinct floor plba.
varied exterior finish packages llld
unique an:hitec:tural feablla.. Ibis
tract should be an uaot to tile
neighborbood. 4
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Loma Linda Lopers
Running Club
T

he Lopers running club was
started in 1977 by Don Hall,

a student attending Lorna
Linda University. He chose a class
project that would contribute to the
health and fitness of the public. Mr.
Hall enlisted the suppon of his run-

FEBRUARY 1993
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Community Serv1ces
ning buddies. They selected a name
for themselves, the Lopers. named
after the coyotes they often saw lopping across the road ahead of them
on their early morning runs through
the orange groves. The club has
grown from 70 members, in 1981, to
over 800 runners and walkers. The
club has an excellent reputation for
hosting its own Orange Grove
Marathon, Pigeon Pass Marathon
and recently the City 15K Run. The
club competes in the Honolulu and
Los Angeles Marathons on an annual basis. The club has gained stature
and respect of the community and

peers alike for helping people to
enjoy a level of health and fitness
only dreamed of. Members become
more fit, lose weight, adopt a healthier lifestyle, and enjoy the weekly
companionship and suppon of new
friends. t:.
~:-: . :-:·:-:~
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Adventist Community
Team Services
T h i s is a volunteer organization originally staned by a
group of private citizens to
provide services that correspond to
the interests and values of this com-

munity. The purpose of ACTS is to
help alleviate the human suffering of
ALL people within the area of Lorna
Linda and Bryn Mawr. This organization is sponsored by the University
Church of Seventh Day Adventists.
The University Church community
believes that anyone in need is their
neighbor. When needs of such peopie are brought to their attention,
they feel an obligation to help them
as much as possible by attending to
their physical needs, relieving their
suffering and giving them encouragement and guidance. t:.

Community Profile
Community Service

T

IICCeSS

he city of Lorna Linda
prides itself on the services it provides and the

to information it affords

to all who seek it. Each city
department specializes in hancllilll a specific area of services
for tbe community. One of the
Iaraest departments, Public
Sltfety. is primarily responsible
fW fire protecticm for the comJilllllllly. Other aervlcea they pro. . . include: ftie iupections.
. . eafcm:"emtar, ~ con-

1d. IDiJDal CGIIIJOI, IDCl diilalter
~ TlloltJCODd latplt
ctepartment Ia Pllblic Worts.
11tia departmeDt maintains tbe
city's infrastneture: streets.
cMc buildinp, paiQ. Jaadscap~· etc. If you need building
penaitt or plant checked, tbe

FEBRUARY 1993

community development staff
devotes careful attention to all
applicants. The fast-track:
approval process can help expedite development projects. Utility billing for water, sewer, and
refuse is conducted by the
Finance Department. The
Finance Department also processes business licenses and dog
licenses. The city manager's
office provides citizen's assistance. Department heads and
other officials are more than
willing to meet with concerned
citizens and business people. If
you want to see a particular person, you may want to call ahead
to make an appointment. The
Civic Center is open Monday Thursday, 7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
The phone number is (909) 7992800. A

City and Chamber
Partnership
he city of Lorna Linda
and the Lorna Linda
Chamber of Commerce
have formed an alliance with the
goal of enhancing the business
community. The city and chamber work together to market the
community, welcome new busi-

T
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Loma Linda University
Medical Center

of different patients.
Donors who give blood one or
more times a year also receive
another benefit. If they or their ramiIy members need blood o r blood
components, the Blood Bank will
reimburse the donor the difference
LLUMC Blood Drive to
between the cost of the blood and
Kick Off Feb. 1
what the insu rance plan covers.
orna Linda University Medi"It's our way of saying 'thank you'
to all ou r blood dono rs," said
cal Center, in suppon of the
Blood Bank of San BernardiFowles.
no and Riverside Counties,
Dono rs from the Lorna
has developed a new system
Linda community are welThe actual blood donation takes
in the recruitment of blood
come to donate. They also
less that 10 minutes and Is painwill receive a meal ticket to
donors.
less except for just a little hurt at
For each Medical Center
the LLUMC cafeteria when
the very start. The "mini physical" they give to the LL UMC
department, a representative
hiS been appointed to be the
Blood Club plan.
Includes tests on temperature and
Blood Club recruiter. This
" Our go al is to have 70
pulse, blood pressure and
person will encourage
donors each drive," said Bob
hemoglobin level. The tests are
employees to donate, help
Loder, administrative director
schedule appointments, and
mailed to your home whether or not of the clinical laboratory. I
be a source of information
know...the goal is realistic
your blood Is used.
for misconceptions about
and obtainable. We just need
everyone's help."
blood
donation .
The
just a little hurt at the very start. The
~ters have been equipped with
Appointments for blood donation
posrers, T-shirts, appointment cards, "mini physical" includes tests on can be scheduled with Candy Turner
temperature and pulse, blood presat (909) 824-0800, extension 8610.
fact sheets to assist them with
sure and hemoglobin level. The
t:.
dlcirnew duties.
tests are mailed to your home
The bloodmobile comes to
whether or not your blood is used.
U.UMC the first and third Monday
There are some guidelines for
of every month. In addition to the
Mother Learns the Value
blood donors. Donors must be in
bloodmobile in front of the Medical
good health, not had a cold or flu for
of CPR the Hard Way
one week:, have a minimum weight
be set up in another area to allow
onathan Chaney was in big
of 105 lbs.• be between the ages of
more people to donate.
trouble . His mom had j ust
17 and 70, have their blood pressure
scolded him for jumping on the
According to Marianna Fowles,
and hemoglobin in a specific range,
bed and for pulling his jungle scene
ctirector of recruitment for the Blood
and be off most medications for 48
"Save a Place for Us" bedspread and
Bank of San Bernardino and Riverhours prior to donating. See your
sheets off his bed. But this trouble
$ide Counties, the Blood Bank pro·
Blood Club coordinator for more
was nothing compared to what took
vides 1500 units of blood every
details. If you have questions about
place moments later.
week to hospitals in the San
yoUr ability to donate, see the blood
He started jumping again-imme.emardino area. LLUMC is the
diately after his mother left the room
falgest hospital in the area and con· bank attendant and let them decide.
"I still get nervous," said June
to check on the laundry. Next, he
ICqllaltly uses the most blood from
Wright,
department
secretary,
comclimbed
onto his headboard and
die Blood Bank. LLUMC uses far
munity
relations,
after
giving
blood
jumped,
catching
his neck in the
fMn liood than is replaced by preJan.
18.
But
when
I
think
of
who
loop
of
the
electrical
cord of a
• blood collections.
gets my blood, I try to put aside
vaporizer on an overhead shelf.
On Monday, Jan. 18, only 18
Unable to get a foothold, he dangled
whatever little fear 1 may have and
nits of blood were drawn at
helplessly. Jonathan was a purple
know that because of my unselfish
lLUMC. "Some people have a thegift,
I'm
going
to
help
save
their
color
when Anamarie Chaney
_, 1bat we just tum on a little faucet
returned
three minutes later to find
life."
and blood comes out. Not true,"
her son hanging.
Blood collected must be tested for
said Fowles. Donors have to give the
"I grabbed him and ran for the
lioocl for tbose who need il"
kitchen snatching the cordless phone
on the way," Mrs. Chaney explained. She dialed 911, but "it
seemed like forever until someone
amweRlCI," sbe said.

L

and nothing is reused.
The second reason is that no one
asks them to donate. "We've found
out that posters don't recruit donors,
people do," said Fowles.
Giving blood is simple and easy
and it takes less than one hour. You
can expect to follow four steps: registration, medical history, blood
donation, and snacks. The actual
blood donation takes less that 10
minutes and is painless except for

--c::!:============!::
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nesses and retain existing busibusiness community. For existnesses.
ing businesses, the Chamber
City staff is able to work with
holds monthly mixers, weekly
potential businesses in providing
business breakfasts, educational
assistance through the plan
forums and also recently estabcheck process, in addition to forlished a Business Retention and
mulating financial
incentives through
the Redevelopment
Agency. The city
also markets tbe
community through
direct contacts and a
mailing program utilizing a comprehensive
descriptive
brochure entitled
"Lorna Linda: A City
With
a
Chamber ofComnrerce Prendefll John Rll/fcom
View."
sltowillg offhis go/Jiltg ability at tM Chamber's GolfMeanTOIIT1fllllttfll.
while, the chamber has
worked to market the
community as well
through their own Economic
Development
Council. Additionally, a
monthly newsletter is
published promoting all
aspects of tbe city and

·~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Expansion Network.
"Working with the chamber
and other community interests,
we want to welcome and assist
new businesses in any way pos·
sible," says City Manager John
Bernardi... It is a partnership
which ia woddq well now and
boJdt )lrOIDIIe for die fatale." A

J

class five years ago. "He was so
purple," she recalls of her nearly
three-year-old son.
By the time the operato r
answered, she had started mouth-tomouth resuscitation. "His lips were
cold and limp," she remembers .
Jonathan still wasn't breathing. The
operator encouraged her to k:eep trying and to stay calm. Nellie,
Jonathan's 18-month-old sister, kept
shrieking his name.
After the third or fourth compression of his chest, "he kind of gasped
and I knew he was coming back: to
me," Mrs. Chaney said with relief.
" I don ' t even remember moving
from the doorway to him-I just
knew I had to do something. I kept
screaming •Jonathan!' It was the
most horrifying thing I have ever
done-saving someone 's life-let
alooe my son's life."
As the faint sirens of rescue vehicles signaled help was on the way,
she kept telling her son to "look at
mommie, talk to mommie." Little
sister, Nellie, didn't quite know what
to do, but obediently opened the
door for the firemen at her mother's
request.
They took Jonathan from her
arms and started to work: on him.
Not long afterwards, she heard him
crying. They asked her where
Jonathan's doctor was and to which
hospital she wanted to go. '" I prefer for him to go to Lorna Linda; he
was born there, and 1 just trust Lorna
Linda," she said.
Jonathan arrived in stable condi-

Jonathan wssn 't
breathing, so Mrs.
Chaney laid him on
the dining room table
and started compressing his chest
hoping she remembered the co"ect
technique from her
CPR class five years

ago.

Focus

Focus

u /ness Friendly
Environment

City of
IJJ~I.

model "Xeriscape" median project. The median, which runs the
entire length of Barton Road
through Lorna Linda, is now planted with low maintenance, drought
ConJ~dFromPage41
tolerant plants. After initial
is working to improve the appeargrowth and establishment, the new
landscaping promises a more
ance of both main thoroughfares.
Potholes, cracks-=========>-- attractive comand wear have
mercial corridor.
"Potholes, cracks and
been eliminated
The future
wear have been ellmlof Barton Road
from Redlands
Boulevard with a
also promises
nated from Redlands
new paving for
border to border
Boulevard with a borrepaving which
the entire length.
der
to border repaving
The city has set
occurred last year.
aside special gas
The street, which
which occurred last
tax monies for
runs parallel with
year. The street, which
such improveand directly abuts
runs parallel with and
ments . Staff is
Interstate 10, has a
directly abuts Interalso
working
shiny black surwith the state to
face upon which
state 10, has a shiny
patrons
can
secure a grant
black surface upon
smoothly travel to
for
utilizing
local businesses.
which patrons can
recycled materiOn
Barton
smoothly travel to
als for the proRoad,
through
local businesses. n
ject. Meanwhile,
special funding_·====:;::====-- all
corridors
made available by
have
been
the county's Measure I sales tax,
enhanced with meandering sidethe city has recently completed a
walks and landscaping made pos-

£~~

sible through the formation of a
Landscape Maintenance District.
6

Business Friendly City
Government
ike many businesses, city
governments are faced with
a future of doing more with
less. The city of Lorna Linda is no
exception. The economy, state
budget cuts, and population
increases has taken their toll. Still,
according to City Manager John
Bernardi, "We make things work."
"Making it work" is an attitude
that pervades the organization,
especially in relation to working
with the business community. "We
strive to be business friendly.
Commercial development is needed and we will bend over backwards to provide assistance,"
states Assistant City Manager
Barry Johnson.
Recent changes that stand to
benefit: businesses interested in
locating in Lorna Linda include
the following:

L

Loma Linda Profile
Community Profile

• A restructure of the Plan
Check Process

Labor Profile
Management/Professional

• Set turnaround times for
plan checking
• Fast-Track Approval
Program
• Flat fee basis for plan check

Demographics
19,950
7.8

Square Miles
Number of Households

7,049

Average Household Size

2.48

Median Household Income

• Published Developer's
Plan Check Guide

Median Age
Place of Work: Lorna Linda

Additionally, the Lorna Linda
Redevelopment Agency can work
with interested parties in assisting
the development of major projects.
The City Manager's Office can be
contacted regarding potential
assistance. This assistance can
include financial incentives as
well as fast-track approval and
guidance through the development
process. 6

Median Housing Values:

I

orna Linda Market, conveniently located in the Lorna
Linda Campus Plaza, one
block from the Lorna Linda University Medical Center, is truly
ooe of the west's unique places to
shop. The martel goes much furIller lhan the usual market in offering a wide selection of natural
foods: a large variety of grains,
dried fruits, nuts, organic foods,
and multi-grain flours. Nuts,
grains and flours are available in
bulk at special low prices.
Thday's awm:ness of a bealtbier vegetarian lifestyle and a simpler, more natural way of life is the
primary reason for the popularity
of the market's vegetarian foods
departmenL Vegetarian proteins
are available in a complete line of
frozen and canned products. People interesled in non-flesh. low-fat
and no cholesterol protein will find
it bere.
1be market also carries a large
selection of cookbooks, many featuring meatless food preparation

L

from prize recipes. Fresh flowers,
carefully selected fresh produce
(delivered daily) and fresh breads,
rolls, and pastries, baked daily in
the mart.et's own bakery, are just a
few more reasons to visit the
Lorna Linda MarlteL
For customer convenience, the
market's Courtesy Center offers
several services including check
cashing, money orders, and receipt
of most utility payments.
Manager Phil Carlisle and his
staff invite you to experience the
Loma Linda Market soon. The
marltet, located in a complex that
includes the Campus Store housing a gift and card shop, a phannacy, an extensive bookstore, camera shop. and medical instruments
department, as well as Patio
Pantry, a vegetarian restaurant is
open daily except Saturdays and
holidays. ll

TM Loma Und/J Marlcet
JJ/6 Atulerson Street, Loma Linda
Telephone (909) 79641271

Service

12.8%

Agricultural

.8%

Precision Production/Craft

7.2%

Technical/Sales/Administration

30.8%

Education

29.36
57.6%

New

$249,998

Used

$193,181

High School Graduate

22.8%

Some College

22.3%

College Graduate

28.7%

Loma Linda City Council/ Redevelopment Agency

Robert Christman

John Nichols

Loma Linda Wants You

5.2%

$28,004

Mayor

Floyd Peterson

Loma Linda Market

Operator/Laborer

Population

• Published Developer
Fee Guide

43.2%

Elmer Digneo

Mayor Pro Tempore
Councilman/CRA Chainnan
Councilman/CRA Vice Chainnan
Councilman

Stan Brauer

Opportunities for

City Mgr./CRA Executive Dir.

John Bernardi

Assistant City Manager

Barry Johnson

City Clerk/CRA Secretary

Pamela Bymes-O'Camb

Community Development Dir.

M. Daniel Smith

Finance Director

vacant

Public Safety Dir./Fire Chief

Peter Hills

A. R. Cablay

Public Works Director

• Atrro DEAlERSHIPS
FREEWAY EXPOSURE AND ACCESS
• MEDICAlLY ORIENTED BUSINESSES
PROSPER wrrn LoMA LINDA UNIVERSI1Y MEDICAL CEI'ITER

Major Employers in Loma Linda

• RErAIL STORES
PROVIDE LOCAL SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
• REsrAURANrS
DAYI1ME POPUU.TION OF

45,000

Lorna Linda University Medical Center

4,500

Health Care & Research

Lorna Linda University

1,050

University Education

Jerry L. Pettis Memorial Vetrans Hospital

1,300

Health Care

Lorna Linda Community Hospital

560

Health Care

Hallmark Southwest

270

Mobile Homes

Blue Shield

150

Health Care Provider

90

Full Service Cable

IS WAmNG FOR YOU

• EflnERTAINMEI'IT
DEMAND FOR LOCAL EflnERTAINMEI'IT SERVICES

••••••••

"WE ARE BUSINESS FRIENDLY"
MAYOR ROBERT CHRISTIMN

"TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF OUR FAST TRACK APPROVAL PROCESS"

JOHN BERNARDI, CnY MANAGER
"REDEVELOPMEI'IT OPPORTIJNITIES ARE AVAJV.SLE."
BARRY JoHNSON,

AsslsrANr CITY MANAGER

"THE LARGE DAYI1ME POPULATION CAN SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES."
PEG KARSICK, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

ExEcU11VE DIRECTOR

••••••••
LoMA LINDA WILL ROLL OUT TilE RED ~ FOR NEW BUSINESSES.
WE HAVE DEF1NITE SERVICE NEEDS AND ECONOMIC OPPORTIJNmES FOR

Comcast Cable

El'ITERPRISING BUSINESSES TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF.
COME TO LoMA LiNDA AND CHECK IT OUT.

CAlL AsSisrANr CITY MANAGER,

BARRY JOHNSON AT

799-2810

FOR FURn!ER INFORMATION ON OPPORTUNmES IN LoMA LINDA.

.----------::
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Concordia Homes

~~®IF{P)®IFrolc~ JFIF®fffill~

FOCUS

"Commitmen.t to Community, n Quality
contribute to Firm's Success

Their market
base
spans
Riverside, San
Bernardino,
Orange and
San
Diego
or more than 15 years,
Counties.
Concordia Homes has
"A sense of
been building attractive,
community
is -.Jr:71. •
"A sense of commuquality homes, while seeking to
what
we
desire
nity Is what we desire
create the kind of safe and tran.:1(~~
for each homequil neighborhoods where famifor each homeowner
owner
who
lies want to live. Whatever the
who moves Into a
moves into a
price range, from first-time buyConcordia
Concordia home."
ers to those who want to move
home," said
up to larger homes with more
Hall.
arneni ties, Concordia's focus
Inland Empire. From acquisiConcordia is
has remained constant-to build
tion to construction, from sales
dedicated to
quality-crafted homes and
to customer service, customers
providing
" ... excel in the kind of customer
benefit from the skills of its quality homes
service that attracts and keeps
staff, citing its more than 118
at below-marsatisfied hornebuyers," said
years
of ket prices in
combined
areas of high
experience
demand, says Committed to Community: Concordia's corporaJe office has
preserved a San Bernardino landmark.
in
senior
Hall.
rn a n a g e By continuing
representatives from the city of
rnent.
to build homes families want, at
Lorna Linda. Windsor Crest
Since each
prices they can afford, Randy
prices start in the low
buyer's own
Hall and the entire Concordia
$200,000s. Three plans ranging
family and
team believe they can take wellfrom 1,942 to 2,610 square feet
their future
deserved pride in the homes
are offered in nine elevations. 6
are their top
they have built, homes which
priority,
are destined to serve families
prospective
for generations to come.
homeownConcordia's corporate office
Proud President
The team of Concordia Homes and To~ Y~elnvest~nts at the ers will find
may be contacted at (909) 884oncordia Homes' presirecent Windsor Crest grand opemng Ill Lema Linda.
no
better 8681 for additional information
dent
0. Randolph
Concordia president Randy
place to live and plan that future
on any Concordia community,
"Randy"
Hall marked
Hall. The amenities in its
than in a Concordia Horne, says
or by writing the firm, Concorthe
firm's
15th
year
with plans
designs increase the comfort of the firm. The firm's staff of dia Homes, 408 South Stoddard
for four new family-oriented
raising a family, says the
Avenue, San Bernardino,
communities located in Riverfirm. Amenities include
CA 92401. 6
With
a
commitment
to
the
highest
side, Palmdale, Rancho San Jacsuch features as long-life
into and Temecula. To date, the
and fire-safe concrete tile standards of ethics and Integrity, Confirm
has built more than 3,500
roofs, high efficiency cencordia says It continually strives to

F

and satisfaction that come with
owning a quality home. These
"traditional" values have earned
Concordia the trust and respect
of many, and the recognition of
being a leading builder in the

PRE IDENTS BIRTHDAY CLEARANCE
KONICA 1803
• 18 Copies Per Minute
• Automatic Document Feeder
• Konica Combo Stand
• Zoom, Reduction & Enlargement
• Editing & Color Capable

LWEFORS58
Pfi~PLa TAX

KONICA 4290
• 42 Copies per minute
• Rated to SOK copies/mo.
• Reversing Automatic Document Feeder
• Automatic Duplex Unit
• 20 Bin Sorter
• Konica Combo Stand
• Zoom, Reduction & Enlargement

--k============:::!>--

T

residen-~.---~-.-..--!
tial units
in
the
Inland
Empire.
Concordia also
is de veloping
new communities
in
Victorville
and San Bernardino, with models to open late this year. 6

PER MONTH PLUS TAX

• 55 Copies per min.
• Rated to 120 K Copies
• Reversing Automatic Document Feeder

C

tral heating and air condiprovide homebuyers with the confiConcordia Homes
tioning, brand name applidence and satisfaction that come with
Celebrates Sucances, energy saving doucess
of Sales at
ble insulated windows and
owning a quality home.
Windsor Crest in
high quality cabinetry, as --~============::po-
Loma Linda
well as well-appointed
seasoned professionals and
he team of Concordia
master suites and "stylish" winexpert craftsmen guarantees a
Homes and Tone Yee
dow designs, are many reasons
very personal involvement and a
Investments shared a
Concordia believes it has lots of high level of attention to detail,
toast at the recent Windsor
satisfied hornebuyers.
customer service and ultimate
Crest grand opening in Lorna
With a cornrni trnent to the
owner satisfaction for each cusLinda. The venture partners
highest standards of ethics and
tomer, says the firm.
also toasted the community's
integrity, Concordia says it co~
Concordia has built and sold
success with a VIP party attendtinually strives to provide
thousands of single-family
ed
by many friends and business
homebuyers with the confidence
homes as well as multi-family.
associates, including several

LEASE FOR $105

KONICA5503

• Automatic Duplexing Unit
• 20 Bin Sorter

• Larger Capacity (2(XX) Sheets) Thty
• Zoom, Reduction & Enlargement

LEASEFOR $138
PER MONTH PLUS TAX

Umited to stock on hand
All u ·t
Lease, Rent, Purchase • One Year Satisfaction Guar antee On
II s
CALL IWKE ARMSTRONG FOR ADEMOSTRATION

(714) 588-7526
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~h. )3our Caknkr for the 'Third ~nnual

Generations of Dedication ...
In n world where medical knowledw• is updated by the minute, the traditions of intt•~nty
nnd individual dedication become increasi11gly wlluable .

f\Vomen

& ~usiness expo

...lt IJ.UM C, we've set7./ed the health care needs of over four genemtions of Southem Califonuam.
Durin'( those )V!ars, we've groum to become the major teaching and research hospitaL within the lnlmul
Empire, prot•idmg sen.•ice to an area one-qruu1er the size of Calijor11ia. U , [},l/C now offers you

Mav 21, 1993

teclmologically adt•nnced, comprehensit•e medical care- from n11 emel"l(ellcy surget)' to pret•entit•e
health educaliOII-<IIId the entire range betu.V!ettthe tu.VJ.

We may be known to the world for ow ·
mnjor projects-such as our itt/ant heat1
transplant pml(rnm, our new proton accelerator, or our soon-to-he-opened children's
hospital-but our goal remains catrdidly
simple: uncompromising dedication to the
health of each person we serve.

Lorna Linda University
Medical Center
11234 Anderson Street
Lorna Linda, CA 92354
For Physician Referral
Cal/7141824 4011 or
11800-872-1212

t ionallv· Rec

ognized Keynote

Hear Four Na
Speakers

.
workshops
d Three Learn•ng
Atten
f mJ
(48 to select ro
125 Sooth Displays
Over
.
0 portunitieS
·ble Networktng p
lncre d '

Kathleen Brown, State Treasurer
Kathleen Brown is the state of California's official banker. As
state treasurer, she is responsible for the management of the
state's $20 billion plus investment portfolio, including daily
investment transactions totalling approximately $600 million. Additionally, Brown serves as chair or member of more
than 40 financing boards, authorities and commissions.

Stephanie Edwards
Stephanie Edwards has enjoyed a varied career that includes fifteen appearances on the uTonight Show," co-starring roles in
three network series and two films, and co-host of uA.M. America," with Peter jennings. Stephanie is presently the very-recognizable spokesperson on the West Coast for Lucky Stores and is
in her 12th year as co-host of the ((Tournament of Roses" Parade
telecast each Jan. 1st.

There are several opportunities to become involved with the Women & Business Expo 1993!!
• Corporate sponsorships (cut-off date: March 1, 1993)
• Booth sponsorships (first come, first served)
• Advertising in "special" women's supplement in the Inland Empire Business Journal
• Advertising in the program brochure for Women & Business Expo
(passed out to all Women & Business Expo attendees)
• Participation on the Executive Marketing Committee

Please call Rebecca Gordon for further information about the above opportunities at:

(909) 391-1015 ext. #21
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The Big Business of Skiing
Conli.ruwl From Page J

area ski resorts.
Snow Summit and Bear Mountain, both located in the Big Bear
Valley have seen an increase in the
number of "Skier Visits" in recent
years. "Skier Visits" represent the
number of people who actually ski
during a given season. The Big
Bear Valley is now referred to as a
"ski town," something that would
have been unthinkable in 1950.
In the early 1970s, both Snow
Summit and Bear Mountain generated between 100,000-200,000
skier visits annually-a good num-

T

ber for that time. Now, even in a
recession weary economy, the
resorts have more than doubled that
number. For the 1990-1991 season,
Snow Summit reported 546,000
skier visits, and for 1991-1992, saw
the resort pulling in 513,000 skier
visits. In the same manner, Bear
Mountain reported 365,000 skier
visits for 1990-1991 and 341,000
skier visits for 1991-1992.
The increase in skier visits can
be attributed to not just the popularity of the sport and natural beauty of the area, but to carefully

0 TA

planned expansion on the part of
the ski resorts.
Due to inadequate water and
power supplies, Snow Summit
installed a water line directly to the
lake in 1979 and built a generator
plant that made the area self-sufficient in power as well.
This type of expansion and reinvestment continued throughout the
1980s with both Snow Summit and
Bear Mountain making millions of
dollars in improvements to the
facilities, lifts, buildings, ski runs
and snow-making capabilities.
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Although expansion and
improvement have helped to boost
the economy of the ski resort communities, there are still obstacles to
hurdle. The continuing drought that
started in 1984 has averaged lower
than normal natural snow for the
area, forcing resorts to supplement
the more costly man-made snow to
their operations.
Another challenge that faces
local resort operators is the cost of
workmen's compensation insurance
and liability insurance.
For a five-month period last
year, Snow Summit paid over
$1.2 million in workmen's com.
pensation insurance, and they
now have become self-insured
for their liability insurance.
Profit margins have also been
squeezed due to increased competition from resorts in other
areas, forcing local operations to
change much more rapidly to
meet consumer demands. The
bottom line has also met with
resistance on the part of some
segments of the general public
who believe that skiing is expensive. To counter this notion,
Snow Summit, in combination
with Oshmans is offering a special first-time skier's package.
For $20, the beginner can have
two hours of lessons, the chairlift ticket and rental of boots, skis
and poles. For the more advanced
skier, lift tickets run around $38,
and rental of boots, skis and
poles at about $9.50. With lodging averaging $50-$60 per night,
a day on the slopes is in range of
just about any pocketbook.
Local ski resorts are optimistic
about the future of the ski market, and look with enthusiasm to
what could become a Mexican
ski market. Direct flights from
Mexico to Ontario International
Airport opens the way for an
entirely untested market and a
new type of tourist; one who may
be interested in skiing, but totally
unfamiliar with the sport outside
of television commercials.
Even if such a Mexican marlcet
does not materialize, the state of
local skiing is healthy. The nearby Inland Empire and Southern
California population, along with
the reliable skiing provided by
snow-making, assures a healthy
local ski industry for years to
come. .1
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Building &Development
Rlmkcd hy llllalltll.mplf<' l'rllf<'CI\
I LE. Proj.
(CGmpleted)
11182-1992

Cmmd. Bldp. In I.E.
lndstrt. Bldp. In I. E.
(!lq. ft. completed)

M..U. J. Jasb, l~~e.
10723 BeD Court
Rmdlo c-mp. CA 91730

241

1,570,000
3,150.000

J.D. Dl'fs'-IJI lllc.

215

Address
Clly, State, Zip

l

2

3

..
5

'
7

2315 Oticago Ave.
Riwnide, CA 92507

Man:e o...a: c....l'1ldloll
CS5 RAirpalt Dr., Saile 110
OaDrio, CA 91761

...

...

3,746,000
3,612.000

220.000
75,000

II o1 Llctnsecl Contndon

3
Rmcho Cucamonp

Rivemde

2
Ontario

Phone/Fax

DesigoJlluild

San Bern. Co. Counhouse-Victorville,
Rollins & Ryder Trucking,
Diocese ci San Bernardino

Concme Tih-up.
Mid-Rise Office
Comm., Ind., Relail

Price Oub,
Beaver Medical, Food 4 Less,
Wal-Mart Site Improvements

Dan F1anlgan
Exec. Vice Pres.

Tenan1 lmproYemeot
Commercial Ranodeling.

Pomona UnifJecl Scbool District
Chaffey CoDege,
StepbeD Daniels Property Management

Bud! Marrs, Jr.
President

Comm ./lndust./Relail,
Tenantlmprov./Remodel.

8.Hl6,021
11,708,932

4
Uvine

Cornm. lndust., Relail,
New ConstJUc:tiont
Tl/Remodel

Prblo 1: l'rtll. Ga. CeMndon 123
16480 Hlrbar Blvd., Ste.IOI
FCIIIIIIIia VIDeJ, CA 92701

1.018.()92
2.375.547

2

Comm.Jind. Till-Up Construction
Comm.Jind. Tl Rehab.
Conaete OnlyJSuperllal Cone. floors

Caldlus Development.
TIIIIUIIdl Crow Company,

0.... Caalndlaa Co.
liXXl5 MiAiaa Mill Rd.
Wbiaier. CA 91l601

1,475.000
14.500.000

JmDe. CA 92714

..,..........

5010 c.p. Dr.. Site. 100
Newpall a-., CA 92MO

lOOt

69

1.120.000
1,4SO,QOO

Fountain vtl1ey

8
Whittier

39

~CwlbediNC...IK.

31

23655 Via Dd Rio
YCIIbl.u.la. CA 92616
29

29

21

David P. Prlzlo

CEO
(714) 775-3366{175-7354
JoluiGormly
Vice President

(310) 948-42421699-3128

Robert A. Fullmer
President
(909) 947-9467f)47-5241

A&B Lic:ellle

Mulli-Foods lntematicaal. Inc.,
&andad Brands Pain& Co.
Toys-R-Ua, Kids-R-Ua

RlchardJ. Wolftnger
CEO
(714) 692-94001692-002

Concme Till-Up. Resul!/
Oub Houses, Residealial. Dislribulioo,
RetaiiiComm. Impov. Medical

Xerox.
Hyundai,
NikeTown

Alldrew L. Youngquist
President

(714) 643-7100/643-2931

Clbla Properties.
Cloodyar,
Tile Cadilllc

BIIMyen
Plaident
(909) 625-sm1625-5334

Rclail,
r - ImJIIVYemeul

Monldlir East Sbopping
Cauer, Vineyanl
Freeway Cenler

Kirk S. EPiotl
Plaident
(714) 724-4000/851-5845

Concrete Tilt-Up.
Tfllllll Impnmmaals.

Fa~~~« Bros. Coffee.

Qulil.y

UPS

Canmen:iai/IDdl
HeallbCue,

Kmut~

Public eM

Delat Holpilal

Delip. Build,

~Medical Clr.,

Concrete Tili-Ups.
TenantlmproYanents
Commercial Rehabs

20
II

2
Yort. LiDda

GeneaJ ConlniCUln.
All Alas

1.100.000

2

Shopping Centers.

200,1100

Clmmonl

AIIIO Dealenbipl.
U.Up Buildiap

574.000

3
Newpcxt Bacll

Commen:iai.IDdllllrial.

2,920.000

Angus MacPherson
President
(714) 660-9400,975-1690

Gillette,
Superior Engineered Products

I

Ontario

nJa

(909) 986-613QfJ84-16!5

Conair Centre,

N/A

lAguna Niguel

(909) 684-2820/684-3604

Peter J. Last
GeneaJ Manager
(714) 851-2211/851-2410

Commercial, lndUSirial.

Heallh Cue, R&D, Relail,

8.229,000

:Z.OS9,326
9,064,680

Roger M. Jaska
President
(909) 94!-1500f)41-1300

Wwon Laboratories,
Mervyn's,Kmut,
FujiLt. Auto Club, Price Co.

I

Newport s-:b

TOCII Sq.-ft.. 1.209.000

c-swayne

Superflat Floon, Concrete Wark, Toys-R Us. Coca Cola, Dart Tnnsp.
Bwer Medical. Pier One Imports,
Ind.JOff~et Buildings. Tenant
lmproYanents, Conaete Restontion Hayes Office Bldg. {panialliSI)

TenanllmproYement

1725 Soalb Grove Ave.

Top Local Exec.
11Ue

143

~

zCarpcnle l'llt. Sle. 200

a..io. CA 91761

t

Cl~ntde/Projects

Sp«<aalles

Company Headquarters

The Home Depot,
A1uandet Haagen Co.,
Wal-Mart Stores. Inc.

....... c........
I

170
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Building &Development

The Top Commercial/Industrial Contractors
.,.
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Mllllc:al.

U.S.Bom,

Kailu Hospitals,

c.u. Deftlopnfllll ec.p.

I

JudullliaJ,

S..DieF

MedicaliHelltb.

RIDdJo CAw. . Dilllict
ee-mut
Oty ol Riwnide

Rdlll

~Jkidlel.

GndiD&

Wwa.......

Is,-) lln&crc:baDp
30(J30 Inten:banp

Smidl'a Foods (Hdq. RiY.)

Focus

Amta·s Mexican Food Adds
to O'Donnell Property
Services Inc's Record
Leasing Total
nila 's Mexican Foods, an estatr
lished family tortilla chip manuacturing business, has leased a
«),(XX) square-foot industrial building at
the Rancho Cucamonga Distribution
Ceolcr for approximately $576,000 during ils lease term. The building is marb:llld and managed by O'Donnell Pro!}aty Services' Ontario regional office
O'Dormell's San!a Fe Springs' office
bas lea<led 1,072,000 square feet this year
f« a total consideration of approximately $23 millioll
November's year-to-<latc new business
leMing activily at O'Donnell is 1.8 millioo sc,we feet, as compared to tre 1991
new busiress figure of 1.4 million square
feet.
The Irvine-based finn's leasing goal
u 1992 was 3.5 million square feet The
IIOIIhly leasing activity brought the total
.,4.4million square feet tl

Century 21 Beachside
Announces Plans to Open
Rancho Cucamonga Office

emury 21 Beachside, tre largest

Blvd. to be managed by Bob Murray, a
well-known Inland Empire real eslate
broker.
The new office is scheduled to open
in February and will occupy the 8,000square-foot ground floor of The City
Center office building. It will accommodate up to 75 agents, according to the
announcement by Thm Denny, president
of the six-offtce Century 21 Beachside
network of offices. 6

Digital Equipment Corp.
Leases Office Space in
Rancho Cucamonga
igital Equipment Corp., a computer company based in Maynard, Mass., has leased 14,500
square feet of offtce space in Rancho
Cucamonga at 8577 Haven Ave. in
Arrow Haven Corporate Parle for a tenn
of five years, according to Grubb & Ellis
Commercial Real Estate Services.
DEC is slated to occupy its new space
in May 1993 and will be consolidating
its offices in San Bernardino and West
Covina to the new location, which will
SCIVe as a sales office and service center.

D

tl

Sun City Sales Exceed 300

C

company in the 6,600 office
Century 21 worldwide system,
•ouncedplans to open a new office in
at 10681 Foothill

The UCR
Executive Management Program
April1-June 17, 1993

F..dwn D. Qlll•bJ

EXCLUSIVE- For senior-level managers in private business and

Vice Pmiclent

public agencies.

(714) 557~/557-3886

CHALLENGING-Topics include leadership, strategic
management, managing change, human resources, team-building,
cornmunicatiton, economics, ethics, and marketing management.

Millioo l'llclullriel.

Pdiliel

REAL ESiATE

Stepllell c. M..-llle
President
(619) 291-63301293-7620

CONVENIENT-Following a two-day retreat in
Palm Springs, class meets weekly on Thursdays in the
late afternoon on the UCR campus.
PRESTIGIOUS-Participants will be awarded
UCR's Certificate in Executive Management issued by
the Graduate School of Management.

University of California. Riverside
Graduate School of Management
For Brochure and Application

CONSTRUCTION

CALL (909) 787-4592

1992, bringing to 307 the number of
homes sold during tre active adult com·
munity 's ftrst six months of operation.
The total number of home closings,
which began during tre quarter, was 110.
Oosings numbered 33 in October and 27
in November. 'These closings re!Iesented 29 percent and 21 percent shares,
respectively, of all new lxlme closings in
the desert area of Riverside County. tl

1993 Riverside/San
Bernardino Counties Sales
& Marketing Council Board
of Directors:
ery top in back (I to r): 0. Randolph Hall of Concordia
Homes, 1992 president of the
Building Industry Association of Southem California swearing in Michael Hixson of Goodman/Hixson & Co., president of the new board. Front Row (I to
r): Corrine Smets of Homebuyers Guide,
past IIesident; Shelly
Fischermann, past
president; Marianne
Brown of Forecast

V

Associates, past president; Bill Aory of
Homes For Sale Magazine; David Lakshin of West'ITeOO; Mary Johnson of Premier HOOlCS; Stephen Woodson of Forecast Homes, immediate past president;
Wilma Purcell of Griffith Homes; Roger
Green of CfX Mortgage; Darlene Bourland of Century Homes, fiiSt vice president; Geoffrey Graves of Geoffrey
Graves Advertising & Public Relations,
Inc., second vice president; Randy Hutr
lik of Randolph Hublik Associates;
Colleen Dyck of Lewis Homes, secretary; Roger Anderson of Lewis Homes,
past president; Mary Farnham of Marlborough Development, treasurer; Liz
Griffm of Concordia Homes; Ron Vallandingham of Home Warranty Group;
Larry Kruger of !nco Homes; Joyce
Montgomery of Century Homes.
Also liOl slxlwn is Mary Stark of 'I're
Fieldstone Company tl

IJ,J.-' s~~

Kaufman and Broad Celebrates Start of
Sales at May Ranch

Building &Development

Top Architectural/Engineering Firms
N11 nl..t d

nr.

1991 BIIUD&

.u.-

CltJZip
J.F• .,..,... ~IDe.

L

3880 lemon SL
ltiwnide, CA 92S02

BMCGROUP
2. 3210 Eullnlaod En¢e Blvd
o...rio, CA 91764

1

Wol~ Arddtedllllc.

lllYd.; TOftr Ste.
bdlo Cwwnnnp CA 91730
'l'llellitll Coapults
4. 22690 Cll:tUs Ave.., Sle. 300
Maeao Valley, CA 92553
10470

c=~
$14,000,000
s14,000.000

4

~.,....
Aptq,

~PIIblic A&-ia.

An:lileclare, Meclw!icll.t:
Eleclrical ~ ~maier
Desip. Plulina
An:hikclure, ~ Jnuricn

Hedban, E.ducalioa,

5
Rivasicle

N/A
S5,800,1ro
$26,000,000

5

Aaldated ~IDe.
f. 92S9Utica A,, Sle. 100
bdlo Cacwnoap. CA 91730

S2,200,1ro
$2,200,1ro

I

"-*--""
,__,CA.

L 510 It Pllk A'"-

..... IDe.

sI ,BOO,(XX)

545.000.000
St,IOO.Iro
$1,200,1ro

CA 91768

:W...Ardtlllctl,lllc.
I. ~ItS... A-.
yPW. CA. CA 91116
WllllilrA ~AlA ArcYecU

1t J33S.~
~

u.

$6SO,OOO
$400,000
$450,000

91711

Y........._Ardlllld_.Moc.
15487s-Rd.,Sit.. 20S
VX..,CA9252

~~

CA9J766

Land Plamin&
Surveyinii'Mappin&

~~
CAD DlaJiin&
Land Pbmin&
Surveying.

0
R.Cuamonga
I
17
Alllheim
I

2'10,000
210,CQ)

SISO.Iro
SlSO,IXXI

.,..,.
D/a
D/a

Civil~g

Public~ies,
Schools .t: ospillls

AprB Morris
Presidenl
(909) 941~91

April Morris
Praidenl
(909) 98G-1982
Rldwd~ky

L.W. Alldenoo

(909) 386-0200

Civil~

PublicAp:ies.
EduattionaJ.

G.-y P. Aadrwen
Presidenl
(909) 620-0016

G117 P. ADdreuto
Presicled
(909) 623-1595

Cartmoul

Ci&yl'luDna

1
I
Vic.flnille

Arc:biledure

I
3

Pomom

Ouldoor IDatairmed.
Historic ~Use,
CCDIIIII!Icial

1

Civil~

An:bileCIDnl,

cmc.~

IDdulrial. RaidaiaJ
Connercial.
F4lalioall.

lnlaior Design,

Public

S~a~e

Residallial

Arclilettln, Land
Pllmin& CADD Services,

~ hcriorDesip

1
1
Oallp

WfiiiiDillricU
Devtlop<n.

DoalhlWub
Vljay S. Telklkar
~ Senicea Mlnapr DiRe!« of fn~ineenng
(909) 920-503
(909) 920-5040

Vice President
(909) 888-5107

PIIDiing.
Surveyills

lnduslrial,

Commacill, Medial,
Reaidtsdial, RCIIlllriiCI,
Rd.ail. Religiou

w=.t:Pllmina

s Civil~
.
.
,

~P'IIIIII,

Jobn K. Mandrell
Sr. Vice President
(909) 653.{)234

01)',

I
I
Upllad
I
I

4
SadaMoaica

Institulionll
IJ1ililiel,

BoblJDdauer
Director
(909) 653-5308

Cclanly.

Aslessmlft~

2
SIIIDiepl

Cormnelcial/lnd.
Public Sector,

Sberrl Gomez
David H. Grosse
Mlrkelin& Coordinator Presideni.(:EO
(909) 686-5954
(909) 686-0844
Gwam NortCJDoPtrry JamtS D. Chase, AlA
Director of Markmg./PR Presideni.(:EO
(909) 483-1400
(909) 989-9979
Larr)'WoiiJ
Larry WoliT
O!aiman of the ilolrd Otr. of Bd/Bus. Dev. Cor.
(909) 980-9980
(909) 987-0909

Pla!iua.

I

I

lndulrial
Cily, Cclanly, S~a~e GcMmmem. School Districu,

Top Local Exec.
Title
!'boot

Civil~

Pomom

S6SO.OOO

Govenmac. Connacial.

PllblirHrinle~

Civil~

14

$3,000.000 (eeL)
SJ,Iro,lro (eeL)

7. MOibpiatlitylA.,Sit..«<D
S.llcnilntiaD, CA 9J408..3l17

Cilifa llld c--. RaiclcaWI
l...mdlcape An:bUctln, l!n<iOIIIIICial Ccmmeltill/lndiBuildcn

Onurio
I
I
R.c.c-.p

Marketing Cootact
Title

Fu

I
4

Home Buyers Can Now Purchase at California Sunrise, California Skyline

Uilfu1t.:'

IDdUitria S«Yed

Alillflp
I tilaSemca
5. «lSB.2Sib
UpiiDd, CA 91186

1ftltlla UodiMI

mptll

TJP11oiStnlal

CoslaMesa
I
I
Upland

Frt

I

LE.Oftka
Co. Wldt
Hadqtn.

$8,.500,000
$25,500,000

$8,000.000

J)\ / 1N//nland

MD:ipal Senicea

.&t\18---A9illloa,

~ 1illllpcrtlliaa

........ !!apilllriac

........

~SePal

Rt11111M. Vecdll

Paul s. Wbeeler
CEO
(909) 624-5095
Re..., M. Vecdll
~

(619) 241-7858

~

Charla Pilcher
V.P. Adminisulli<WI
(909) 620-8613

Jobn Kasperowlcz, AlA
Praidmt
(909) 620-7208

Gov--.!~

Jolll Mylln

8meu D. Nuland

Privale.

MuiiLJGIII

Markelin& Cooni
(909) 682-3379

J•M.Gama
Regicml v.P.
(909) 787-8421

MJ. Cyd JlnacMea
loJrA1c. VP~Mirtelina

Peter J. McMahoa, Pb. D., P.E.
Vace Pmidt:nl
{909) I8.S-440.5188S-0676

Patrtda L. 8111'011

Patrtda Herroa
Presicled Nrinc. .
(909) 652-4431

Theme l'lrb, RdliVCatmxrcial,
HiAorical ReiUJnlioo
Raidenlial
Camlacial Dnelopned
l'llblic

Ciliea, c--. Spedll A&enciel

Pri- Dndopcn,QJipcnlio

Pllblic Ulililies

,..,

(909) 621-ns1

Mu E. WIJIIams
Architect/President
(909) 981-2845

~

~

Aldtilldlrlf;&l'

em

Managa:

(619) 241-7854

Residaml,

~

Mu E. Williams
.An:lilecl/l're

(909) 985-4836
Paul s. Wbeeler

Regional

.........

~,:s-eer

(909) 2&S-0102

l'telided~

(909) 652-0373

~~~

1:-!1 Vlltly

~VIIIIJ
~
(909)'7U8913
Jerry Dmtllp
~<:r_jlJV.P.

....................
...,

JerryDu.bp
Reg. Office MgrJV.P.
(909) 888-1401

~Todtlt.W.
An:lilei:t

B._ O.Rullaaa, AlA
An:lilct

Public A&-ia.

Peter J. ....... AlA

Peter J. l'llulf AlA

Clltdlll M.r, FAIA

aut. MIIT,FAIA
Prelitllat

~

~WOib,R........

),fjliiiiJ
Spa:ill Dihl C:lliel,
c--.
Fedlnl
Ap:ill, Dnllopln. Bleb.

s...

......PitlllloA

Ra.~
Camlacial

(909) Q4.6'l16

=~S814

r;;;:.=~ee~

.........
Medial,

IDIIilllional

~·
Oltaailldll
Pllblic~
Deweloptn

......... RicnlliaDal.
~
Public~

lulaaTDnler

o-r

~

(909) 684-4664

~~1361

(909)-llllt.TllrM'

o-r

(909) 62.4-0043

(909) 624-1447

•c;,.

. . c;,.

SeaiorV"a~

(909) 676-12AO

Dllllllts.-.

B•. Dn. Coord.
(909) 712-0723

ufman and Broad has good
ews for potential first-time
orne buyers-you really
can find the home of your dreams at

a price you can afford.
On Saturday. Feb. 6, the company
will celebrate the stan of sales at
california Skyline and California

SUIIJise, the first two communities at
May Ranch. This exciting commu-

ily.
Worldng families will also appre·
ciate May Ranch's easy freeway
access, as well as Kaufman and
Broad's innovative and cost-saving
community van pools.
Numerous nearby recreational
opportunities will also be available.
Located near the entrance to the
Lake Perris State Parle, the community offers the opportunity to swim,
watersld, sail or hike close to home.
Perris is also the hot air-ballooning

Introducing
~~\__
MAY RANCH

The most affordable master-planned
community in the Inland Fmpire!
From the $80,000's.

Preview Opening! ... Special Presale Bonus.

At May Ranch, you'll have awide selection of 3or 4bedroom floorplans- the sm~e story homes of Califorrna
SkYline, and the two-ston·homes of California Sunrise. Each community features master bedroom suites, gounnet
ki(chens with quality Ge~eral Electric appliances, front yard landscaping, and the many amenities Kaufman and
Broad is famous for.
So come visit us now before our model opening in February and gd m the priority Jist for the best dtak Yoo'll
find this is one introduction that could change your life forever.
CAUFORNL4. ~KYI~E aDd
CAUFOR'IIH SU'IRISE 11 May RaadL

'i-----------1 Pems(IXJI)657-6'l95 Takrlhrl>omonaFwy (60)

V.P~

(909)

PuaQ!Waler

~1\en..,P.E.

(909) 52222

-.... ----

California

Mllblia& CoanliaMar ........

ra~uollwy 215south. ExitRaroona~. and
nun left. Turn right on EVIns Rd. to lhr Sales

lnlonnalion Center Hour.; !Oa.m to 6p.m daily.
Or by~

SKYLINE&
SUNRISE
at May Ranch

....
PLANNING

infonnation on any Kaufman and
Broad community can be obtained
by calling I (800) 34-HOMES.
Los Angeles-based Kaufman and
Broad Home Corporation (NYSE:
KBH) is California's largest home
builder and the largest builder in
metropolitan Paris, France, where
the company also develops commercial propenies and a variety of residential investment properties in
addition to single-family homes. 6

nity is the first master-planned
development in the Perris Valley
uea targeting entry-level buyers and
continues Kaufman and Broad's r - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
commitment to offer buyers the
chance to have it all-qualitybuilt. affordable homes with plenty
of style and a low price tag.
''The 1990s have been called
tbc Value Decade, and Calif9rnia
Sunrise and California Skyline
will offer the kind of amenities
designs. quality and price that
today's buyers demand," said
Kevin Kirlc., president of Kaufman
and Broad's Inland Empire divisioo. "In addition to great homes
with standard amenities that many
builders consider 'extras, • these
communities will offer numerous
other features like community
parks, recreation centers. pools
and tennis courts without homeowner association fees as pan of
the master-planned community.
The final plan also calls for
If you're looking for something really special, you've found it. Kaufman and
ICbools and shopping within May
llanch, for even greater conveBroad, California$ largest homebuilder, is introducing our most ambitious masterDicDce. It's the best of all possible
planned community in the Inland Empire, May Ranch.
WOdds, and I encourage interested
This wonderful place offers everything you dream of when you think of
buyers to visit the sales offices at
California living. Acres of parks, new shops, and even new schools are planned
Clllfomia Skyline or California
here. And this special neighborhood is located just across the street from Lake
SUnrise for more infonnation."
Penis. Boating, swimming and hiking are always just minutes away from home,
All homes at California Skyline
so May Ranch is the perfect place for an active family.
.
. .
lilt california Sunrise will feature

Sealor V'a FNiitfed
(909}616-81142
RoiMrt A. S1eckta.

(909) 381·3590

capital of the world.
For more infonnation on California Skyline or California Sunrise,
call Lois Power or Jean Pollard at
(909) 657-6995. The sales office is
open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily. To
reach the community, take the
Pomona (60) Freeway to the 215
Freeway south and exit on Ramona
Expressway. Travel east on Ramona
Expressway and tum right on Evans
Road. following the signs to the
sales infonnation center. Additional

~

o•~ -----~---

-,,

Kaufman A Bro ad

The Home Morr Californians GJnt Home 10."'

......._.,..,......, ___...,.,_.,..P_............
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Eleven Homes Sold at Grand Opening of
Building &Development
Building &Development Concordia's Treasures at Rancho San Jacinto
Top Residential Real Estate Builders Serving the Inland Empire
orne buyers were able to
ing from $90,990, with V.A. and
washers, microwaves, and tile
picnic facilities . Beyond the
Rallkl'll h1

Ccnpuy
Addmor

Sales
1992Vol~tme

City, Slate, 1Jp

Units Coaslnlcteclla 1992
Single
Apts.
Condos

Sales
1993 Projedloll

Year End
Inventory

S600,000,000

nJa

2,000

0

600

200

426.215,000

n/a

1,999

0

0

240

SlteaH655 Brea Canyoo Rd.
Diamood Bar, CA 91789

367,827,000

8....-. ClllrGnla, Inc.
100 Bayview an:ie, Ste. 2000
Newport Beach, CA 92660

179,143,000

3.

178,844,000

Va Daele Dnelopmmt Corp.
2900 Adams St, Ste. C-25

95,1XX),000

100,000,000

ICafl.a a4 Brwd-IE DIY.
180 N. Riveniew Dr.
ADabeim. CA 92808

Richard A. Lewis
President
(909) 985-0071/949--6700

William L. York

Pres. So. CA Div.
(714) 598-1841/594.0030

n/a

680

0

6

116

Leon C. Swails
CEO
(714) 509-4600/509..4694

700

0

0

28

Michael B. Vu Datle
President,(:EO

Riverside, CA 92504

5..

Top Local ExN:uUvt

nue

Pbone/Fax

S550,1XX),(XX)

P.O. .Box670
Upland, CA 91735

2.

4.

olwm·

Family

LewlsH~~~aes

1.

/~Y!\

(909) 354-2121/354-2996

76,455,1XX)

98,300,1XX)

805

545

N!A

N!A

43

Kevin E. Kirk
Divisioo President

(714) 282-40001637-5070

75,000,000

I 02,000,000

330

233

35

0

{1992)

Michael D. Patlln5011
President

(619) 431.{)8()()/929--6429

&.

cat.-, a-e---we.

70,(XX),(XX)

n/a

58,825,(XX)

72.(XX),OOO

671

130,825,000

0

0

18

Ira Norris
CEO
(909) 981-8989/982-9784

0

0

70

Joh•P.vdak

1S3S Soada "D" SL
S. Beman1mo, CA 924011

President
(909) 381--6007/381-0041

14,100,(XX)

78

147

0

0

~)

9

H

get their flrst glimpse of F.H.A. financing available.
countertops.
park, residents can take advanConcordia
Homes'
Although these homes are
Buyers also get the benefits of
tage of a multitude of paths
rreasures at the big grand openpriced exceptionally low, they're
a concrete tile roof, a covered
available for bicycling and joging that resulted in 500 visitors
not short on value. Buyers will entry porch, direct access from
ging.
and eleven sales.
discover front-yard landscaping the garage into the home, designJust a few miles outside RanLocated in the master-planned
with automatic sprinklers, rearer-selected exterior stucco colcho San Jacinto, Treasures' resicommunity of Rancho San Jacinand side-yard wood fencing,
ors, and decorative windows
dents can also enjoy a variety of
large two- and three-car garages,
with white trim.
lakes for boating, fishing or
10, these three beautiful one- and
Each home comes with dualtwo-story single-family plans of an? walk-in wardrobe closets in
water skiing. Included among
the master bedrooms.
pane windows, high efficiency
Treasures. combined with Conthese are Lake Elsinore, Lake
cordia's reputation for quality,
Kitchens at Treasures feature
gas forced-air heating and air
Skinner, and Lake Perris.
value and integrity, will prove to
double sink with garbage disposconditioning, and thorough insuParents who move to Treasures
be a combination for sue- ---1::============~-- lation in all ceilings and
at Rancho San Jacinto can also
cess.
walls to comply with Calilook forward to a quality educa"A sense of community
"A sense of community Is what we
Cornia's stringent Title 24
tion for their children. Park Hill
Elementary School, which caters
is what we strive for for
strive for for each homeowner who
energy
conservation
to children from kindergarten
each homeowner who
moves Into a Concordia Home,,
requirements.
moves into a Concordia
In addition to the homes
through the fifth grade, is located
said Randy Hall, President of
at Treasures, buyers will
Home," said Randy Hall,
within the boundaries of Rancho
San Jacinto and has been in use
president of Concordia
Concordia Homes.
discover a life of recreation
Homes.
in the master-planned comsince November 1990.
To get to Concordia's TreaThe three- and four-bedmunity of Rancho San Jacroom homes range from 1,231 to als and high quality appliances into. Residents can enjoy a park sures at Rancho San Jacinto, take
1,570 square feet, and are now
that include gas ranges, ovens,
located next to their neighborInterstate 215 to the Ramona
available at special prices startand multi-cycle built-in dishhood that includes a baseball diaExpressway and head east. Then
mond and a tennis court.
turn right on Esplanade, left on
The park, which is a major
Commonwealth and then follow
portion of the 37 acres of open
the signs to the models. For more
information on Treasures, please
space available at Rancho San
Jacinto, also offers residents bascall (909) 654-9612. A
ketball couns, a playground, and
he new city of Chino the following areas of study:
land use and urban design, circuHills has embarked upon
lation, housing, conservation,
a one-year program to
open space and recreation, pubdefine a long-range plan for the
lic safety, economic developcity's future. Known as a Generment, and noise. While the Genal Plan, the document will establish a blueprint for future growth eral Plan will address parks,
:=•
open space and recreation, a sepand development of Chino Hills
arate master plan is currently
..• a "vision" to carry the city
underway to study these topics.
into the 21st Century.
A separate series of workshops
The creation of the General
Plan will depend on community and public hearings will be held
input. Opportunities for involve- for the parks, open space and
recreation master plan.
ment in the process will include:
The city of Chino Hills has
contracted with a team of con1) a General Plan Advisory
sultants to prepare the General
Committee appointed by the
Plan. Headed by Pasadena-based
City Council to provide advice
and/Associates, Inc.,
Cotton/Bel
regarding the content of the
frrms specialthe
team
includes
General Plan;
izing in transportation, economic
2) Open House Community
development, urban design,
Workshops;
environment, acoustical engi3) A Community Questionnaire;
neering, and public relations.
and
A General Plan newsletter,
4) regularly distributed newsletquestionnaire
and announceters updating the community on
ments of the first community
the progress of the General Plan.
meeting are forthcoming. For
Once a draft Plan has been
further information, contact Eric
completed, the community will
Norris,
project planner for the
have an opportunity to comment
J.F. Davidson Associates, Inc.
city
of
Chino Hills, 909/590on the General Plan at public
3880 Lemon Street • Riverside, CA 92502
1511,
extension
279.
A
hearings conducted by the Plan909.686.0844 • FAX 909.686.5954
ning Commission and the City
ENGINEERING • PlANNING • SllnVEVlNG
• t.AN05CAPE ARCHITECTUilE • PIJBUC ~GENCY SERVICES •
Council.
The General Plan will include

Chino Hills Begins General
Plan Program

T
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c.., Frye
Regional Manager
(714) 990-3006t'm-1739

TEAM

]1.

c...- a--.&

24,468,(XX)

30,(XX),OOO

139

0

0

13

Julie Newromb

6'20 Newport Clllr. Drive., Sle. 400

President/CEO

~Beach, CA

(714) 760-1455!760-5120

92660

FOR

li,Q5.S.OOO

40,(XX),OOO

165

103

~

0

0
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Peter Klldlluky
~Vice President
(714)~10

'93

~RESIDENT
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Building &Development

F:

om late 1991, the city of San
Bern~rdino has experienced a
spurt m new construction which
poorises to continue well into the foreseeable future. Construction began with a
$2 million downtown streetscape
improvement project which has
improved both the aesthetics and business climale of the central city business
andretaildisttict
The year 1992 saw the completion of
the $12 million Westside shopping complex, the $2.5 million San Bernardino
Coonty Central Credit Union building as
well as construction of new headquarters
for the Southern Califootia MA.
Downtown, construction crews have
beame a familiar sight as many projects
are completed or sites cleared for new
develoJXIlenL Construction is now well
under way on the half-million dollar

San Bernardino Downtown Main Street, Inc.
Building and Development

Court Street Square project being built
on a city owned parking lot on the corner
of Court and "E" streets downtown.
Strategically situated adjacent to the
Radisson Hotel and Convention Center,
the facility will incorporate lawns and
landscaping, classical-style shade trellises and lighting, as well as a large tented
area. A stairway will link the Court Street
Square with the city hall plaza, making a
civic venue suitable for all types of outdoor activity including farmer's and craft
markets, antique fairs, art exhibitions,
musical concerts, and festivals. City officials are confideru the square will considerably increase pedestrian traffic to the
area, boosting interest in the retail and
commercial center of San Bernardino.
Concurrent with the Court Street
Square project, angle parking was introduced along Court Street and will soon
be introduced along "E" aoo "D" Streets

on:
the
New Buzz Words of the '90s

the English-speaking world we have
an unwritten rule: if a word doesn't
·-......,... lhal ~ the situation, invent one.
example, "Reaganorni;:s," the "ClioEra," cn1 one or the lalesl, ~
Basically, it's where city and
agencies employ the services or
consulting, planning, design serIRI odJer finns on an "as-needed"
in order to minimize overhead, benllld administrarive oosts.
A IUilber ri aypes or services can be
This list includes civil engicontra:t paming, enviroomental
rep<ns. feasibility studies, redelve:Jopmelnt consulting, plan checking,

way dial ageocies are meetllii!E'DJroje:ca time and constrainu and
~~ buclpls is by employing firms
gj~~bacllal bMil, e.g., f<l' a )Rdelr:rLiiiiil....., .,._;,.... d tno-from Olle week 10

..-~~·· ~ loo8et--f<l' di08e limes when

p.l;f.c1em1aDCII are bigbesL This

M!fiaiJJJ• added fle:lili&y in dial m~ti.!l,qlii:J)U' . . blne the oplion 10
an ~ office for specified
week Cll pojecls dial need 10
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be completed. Or, they can woric
their home office and bill the agency
the hours worked.
Aside from the types of services
meet actual project demands, many
suiting fums are using another approach
to supplying services to agencies.
Fmployers are often faced with temporary vacancies due to military leave, suspension, jury duty, extended medical
leave or dissolution of a particular
position due to downsizing IPfllllirPmPr'"
These services include
manager/administrator, town
public WOOcs direcla", planning
hwnan resources director, city ..nni ....... l
and traffic engineer, among others,
are usually provided on a contractual
basis fa an established period of time.
This )X'Ovides cities and counties with the
kind ri help required to function during
time they are shon-staffed or
needed changes.
Privatization initially evolved
agtncies' needing to cut back on
to la:k or project activity, while recognizing the need to complete wm in a timely
III3DIIC'Z and meet the suingent denlancllsl
and high Slalldards that government

as well. This change replaces some of the
parking spaces lost in construction of the
square and also slows traffic, making
motorists more aware of the social and
economic opportunities that exist in the
downtown environmenl Surprisingly,
the angle parlcing has been greeted with a
great deal of enthusiasm by downtown
users. Court Street Square is a project of
the Economic Development Agency of
the city of San Bernardino, and when
complete, will be managed by Main
Street, the division of the agency responsible for the revitalization of downtown.
One block from Court Street Square,
building crews are busy leveling the
northeast corner at Fourth and "E"
Streets to make way for phase one of the
proposed "Superblock" project. The
develO!JDCnl, which saw the demolition
of several outdated retail outlets and the
much-despised Pussycat Theater, will
eventually cover an entire 10-acre city
block. The Superblock will include an

office tower incorporating pedestrian
level retail outlets, parking facilities, aoo
health and day-care facilities divided by
walkways bounded by restaurants.
Development continues to thrive in
the other major growth area known as
Hospitality Lare, adjacent to the 10 freeway just west of the 215 interchange,
especially since the new on-ramp to the
interstate was completed.
With many new building projects
recently completed, umerway or "in the
pipeline," San Bernardino is in a JX>Sitive
transition stage which is forecast to last
well into the future. Despite the city's
strategic location 60 miles east of the Los
Angeles metropolitan area, real estate
prices remain uncharacteristically low,
especially when considering Orange and
San Diego Counties. How long property
prices will remain at their current levels
is unknown, but at present, the city of
San Bernardino remains a viable, long
term, sound investment, 6

Mira Lorna Commerce Center
Attracts Anheuser-Busch

M

a Lorna Commerce Center,
development of Obayashi
merica Corporation and
The Koll Company, is the proposed
future home of Metal Colllainer Corp., a
subsidiary of Anheuser-Busch Companies.
The Mira Lorna Commerce Center is
a 297-acre development in the Mira
Lorna section of Riverside County.
According to James R. Brooks, vice
president at KolVLos Angeles, Metal
Container Corp. has placed in escrow
approximately 30 acres for a proposed
200,000 to 300,000-square-foot aluminum can manufacturing planL
Metal Container Corp., formed in
1973, operates ten can and lid manufacturing facilities. In 1991, Metal Container produced nearly 14 billion cans
and more than 15 billion lids. In addition 10 supplying more than 40 percent
of the containers for Anheuser-Busch,
Metal Container is a significant supplier
to the U.S. soft driric: container marlceL
"We are delighted with AnheuserBusch and Metal Container Corp.'s
decision to select Mira Lorna Commerce Center," says Brooks. "Metal
Container Corp. is a company of high
caliber. They will be a boost to our project, and will offer tremendous potential
10 the Inland Empire economy." The
poject is cootingett only to entitlement
questiom now being resolved, he said.
Brooks says Metal Container Corp.
viewed five odJer polelllial sites bel<X"C
choosing Mira Loma Commerce Cell-

ter. Mira Lorna Commerce Center rose
to the top of the list because it met the

can maker's major requirements: access
to transportation, abundant land in a
quality development and proximity to
customers.
Keith Butler, vice president of the
IEEP, assisted in the two-year search
that eventually led Metal Container
Corp. to the Mira Lorna Commerce
Center. Much of his work focused on
getting Anheuser-Busch to understand
"our proactive business environment
and !ringing together various entities to
meet their needs." Some 95 meetings
later, Butler is elated with the resuiL
Metal Container Corp.'s proposed
plant wiU be adjacent to another rewcomer to Mira Lorna Commerce Center: Unit Distribution or California, Inc.
Earlier this year, Unit built a 250,®
square-foot facility at the business palt.
The company is a subsidiary of Jacksonville, Fla -based Unit Properties, the
nation's largest supplier of logistics services.
The Koll Company/Los Angeles
Division is one of seven, independentlyoperated regional offices of The KoU
C~y based in Newport Beach
Obayashi America Corporation has
been active with construction and development pojects in the Western United
States since 1972. Its parent company,
Obayashi Corporation of Japan, is the
11 th largest general contractor in the
world. A
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Apartment Benchmarks

Building &Development

Inland Empire Apartments: Operating Expenses, Reserves, Vacancy, Collection Losses and Value Indicators
uring this last year I morutored the
parttnent market in the Inlan~
Empire, to get a handle on what ll
13krS to run a project well. There is a wide
1311ge of projects wtthin the region which
~ire classification. Locational factors are
impacting certain areas. The effects of a
twO-)'W recession are manifest throughout

D

~market area.

I have had the privilege of appraising

more than 2,000 units within the Inland

are experiencing an increase in rental concessions to be competitive and maintain
high OCCUJllOCY levels. The effect is that the
net income level may decrease slightly this
year. The avenge regional value indicators
have declined in two years from close to
$50,(XX) per unit to less than $40,<XXJ. Several 1992 sales were less than $20,(XX) per
unil In 1993, the numrer of sales less than
$20,000 per unit is likely to mushroom,
while the number of sales more than
$40,(XX) per unit will decrease.
Selkn will be faced with accounting for
realistic vacancy/collection losses, rent con-

adequate expenses and reserves in
the net income projections. A lower net
income may be used, but capitali7Ation rates
may stabilize between 9.0 and 10.0%. Protr
erly piced projects. which include realistic
vacancy/collection loss rates, concessions,
expenses and reserves, will sell well at the
beginning of the year. Overpriced JXUjects
will not sell, but may help sell other JXUjects.
Investors may begin using a stabilized
income analysis that includes realistic
income during the current recessiOn and
projec~ increases to begin in two or three
years. It may not be possible to sell projec~
CCSSIOIIS,

that are listed OOsed on blue sky numbers,
excqx to someone who has a trust deed on
vacant land in another slate., that they want
to lrade at full face value. Iocreasingly, however, comparables are being analyzed and
reduced to their cash equivalent value. If
you see a high sale JXice, think of it as being
a structured deal, not a cash sale. Unless you
know the details and can properly analyze it
and reduce it to reality, a high price may
only mislead you and your clients. 11

Elqlire this last year. I have worlced on proSteven R. Smith. SRA, Principal Appraiserfor
jed$ from Adelanto, to Corona, to Indio,
The Appraisal H~. !m-798-8855
~tana and Redlands/LOrna Unda.
My assigrunents
included a new five
uniliJOject
with have
large units, to a 512-unit, r-----------_1.____________..1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

bigiHiensity affordable housing project
will small unit sizes.
High density projects with more than
15 units per acre tended to have higher
viCIIlCy/turnover rates and collection
losses, in the range of 15-20+%. Their
ope13ting expenses and reserve requirements were higher than average, in the
mnge of $3,(XX) to $3,300 per unil Many
of the newer high density projects were
Mit with lx>nd financing which included
an affordable housing quota at restricted
~CRS. Many of the bond loans have less
than five years remaining. Much of the
financial advantage of ftxed rate bond
financing was eroded as the interest rate
martel decreased and the length of the
loan diminished. Projects that are located
in lower soci<H:COnomic neighborhoods
have tended to suffer the greatest value
kisses due to high vacancy and turnover

IF YOU HAVE THE NEED

••••

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION!

IlleS.

Vkll-Jocated JXUjects that are not sutr
ject to social problems are doing better
than average because of higher OCCUJliOCY
levels, fewer rent concessions and lower
exper~Se/reserve requirements. The best
kx:alioos have expe.rieoced vacancy rates
in the 5-10+% range, due to increased
IIIDOVer caused by the recession. Operating expenses and reserves are typically
lqing from $2,750 to $3,(XX) per unil
Generally, apartment values have
declined 2D-30% sioce the p:ak in 1989.
Calain sub-markets were/are substultially overbuilt and are suffering from a combilalion of social and economic factors
lbal will continue to cause value losses
ckuing the next year. Problem locations
can expect an additional value loss of 10.
71>+-% this next year. Projects which are
b:ated in close proximity to Norton or
George Air Force Base and had a large
llllmber of military tenants, will suffer
from higher vacancy rates and lower
elfeclive rent levels.
Those projects that were well located
by not be subject to inuninent declines
in value this next year, although some
value loss may have already occurred.
~U located and well managed projects

NEED:

Office space without the overwhelming overhead
but with superior secretarial support, fully equipped
conference rooms, reception and lounge areas,
private mailbox, and access to 125 offices across
the US and Europe.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER
NEED:

Telephone operators and lobby receptionist without
the headaches of hiring, firing, benefits, vacations,
sick days or payroll.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER
NEED:

Maintenance free copiers, fax machines, state of
the art telephone system, and wordprocessing
equipment.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER
PLEASE CALL OR STOP BY TODAY SO THAT WE MAY SHOW YOU THE SOLUTION TO
YOUR SERVICE, QUALITY AND VALUE NEEDS.

• Safari Business Center • 35351nland Empire Blvd Ontario, CA. 91764 • (714) 941 0333 •
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California
+---------------------------------+ !Ask nt
Vtnture Forum

I

•AJt the ColifomiiJ Vm1ure Forum" addressqwstions <finlt:reJt to buswss owners and
tJ
mDITS IJ1IIi is a project <!faculty from
Stole Polytechnic University, local
/JIISiNSS ftoders,IJIIIi the lnlond Empire Busiltii$S Joumol. The CalifonUo Venture Fcrum
slfowcases enlrepreneurs and businesses
other monlh in an effort to help thml
Jinollcing . If you are inlerested in
btcoming a presenter or would like more
il{ormolion about the California Venlure
F(}llllfl, COIIII1CI Prrfessor Deborah Brazeal oJ
(7/4) 869-2368. TIUs monlh's column was
wri1JDt by Lymt111 SIJicky.
Q: Wbat guidelines can I use to evalua1e
wbetber venrure capitalists will consider
bEing my business?
A: A David Silver, venture capitalist and
IIJIID, in his excellent book, Who's who
in VellliU't Capital, Usts wbat be calls
cl&bt Demoostrable Ecooomic Justificalillls (DFJs) f<X' a business investment11111 lbc very existence of the business.

:zn

THE
CENTRE
OF
TENTION
tarlo's outstanding business address. 70Jft4ttt.r-planned to offer the best of everything.
;i:~-~III'C·:9f1~~e buildings. State-of-the-art telecome-lftiflmCQ1tfOJ'ls services. Covered parking. On-site
amtenmes. including hotels and restaurants.
rnenffonthelakes? ~
:vot:tfiEJif why Centreinh•-~·MT~ir of attenlnkmd

I

CEN
+

1-10 F
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KE
Avenue

NOW LEASING: ONE LAKESHORE CENTRE

+

A joint development of:

CENTREMARK/MISSION lAND COMPANY

1bese are summarized as foUows:
I) Existence of Qualified Buyers.
111ae owst be a need fa !he poduct or
.m:e. 1be JDIX'e aware lhc buyers are IX
lbcir need-and the more critical the
Deed--the beaer.
2) Existence of Competent Sellers.
Dlsuibution effectiveness is critical if a
fast-pwtb situation is to succeed.
3) Holmgeneity of Buyers. The prodact or service each buyer needs is the
8De <X' vinually !he same---standard
lim of a product tine as opposed to cusbn-developed for every purchaser.
4) Large Number of Buyers. The roore
buyas, tbe better.
S) Laclt of Imtitutiooalized Baniers 10
SelliDg. Buyers are DOl organized nor in
• awx:iation Products, advertising, etc.
BDOlsubjecttoregulationbygovern..-J agcocies such as Food am Drug
AdiDiislralioo. etc.
6) "Hey, It Really Wlxtsl" \\Ud-ofIIIOUih adwnisiDg will ~ pml)te and
all lbc~IIIDig pospeciS.
7) Optimum CosriPm Rclatimsbip.
1be pk:e oflbc solulioo equals wbat tile
llayer is now paying as the opJD1UDity
-oflbc problem.
8) InvJsibillty of the New Ccqany.
1be 1esa publicity aod fillfale a finn can
- . 1 wilb, tbe looger time it will have
aaew mBct 10 ilself befcre prospective
GUII'fdibs nodce lbc firm and ltCOgllize

lieoppcrllllily.
The above criteria are among the
_ . . facbs c:oosideftiCI by most w:o-

c:apilaJisls in relalioo 10 a particulll'

lllliaea oppouwity. Some can be doc:u-

llelled .... iltCIIIIIIioo available ftom

.. u.s. Bulall oflbc ea.s. ~ of

,.

Olmmen:e, oo.Jine COiJ4iUia ............
*'I a bolt ol Olber . , . . belen pro-

...,.__ro~------

these DFJs. Can I still get veuure capilal?
A: The lack-a relative weakness IXooe a several DFJs is not falalto a business nor necessarily means it caimt win
financing. But the more and more promux:ed roost DFJs are, tbe higher prol:a!Uity of both the fum's being a success,
am (Nor coin:idenlally) being fmaoccd,
accmJing to numerous investtn.

Q: What is tbe roost imp<xtant single facll:r as to wbelher a business plan will be
financed7
A: The experieJx:e of Molly Thorpe of .
Th>rpe AssociaJes matches lha1 of Olhers
involved in coooecting businesses with
investors: "If there's one thing lhal's men- ·
tioned over and over and over, it's the
management team," sbe says. Her
Caroga Park firm specializes in ~!ping
companies develop realistic business
plans f<X' either of two objectives: intema1
direction a external financing. "I call it
focus or finance,"* says.

I

Q: What is "Due DiligenceT'
A: "Due diligence" includes a dxlrough
independent analysis of the business
pan's claims IX ~ market's size and !he
firm's capability to capture significant
maiket sbare, pri<X' to investing capital.
DFJs rmst be cmmunicatcd effectivdy
., the inveslm in bard-fact lennS wbicb
lbey can ampare agaimt their own market research and plug into their sprcad-

~f<X'anmility~

Q: Wllll is a typical Cal Poly ~
Rlrum mecliDg IKe?
A: The forums are designed to assist
c:nlrepl'eDCUB get aa:ess to lOOse in lbc
finlllcial ().II !iiilily. Brief praerUiions
by several business owners are made,
after wbicb a fmmllft$"1"l"ion is made
by the main presenting business. The
main preseur.adoo and business plan is
aitiqued by a .-e1 IX expens in a rqe
of relevant areas such u marketing,
fiDmce, dMIDbution, piiCI8 and IJIIDIIFment. Eubqaeueurs In aUf:Ddance bave
pined pal br.lldD by obe'Ying bow 10
J*:bF lbclr business pJan 10 dfectively
- Y11tou1 pRM•MIIoo media. A

22.,.,.,.

&.:DriiGic.IPDIIV..,..FtiiWIIfllll

.......11$»-CCIIBraH. .,
(1U)IINW».

........ --- ---

__ .... --- --·
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' u,\l'{'U~~~\,
\'. -,\W~!~ -----~\
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, ·nuu~-\J•'~u

~ ._()C.\\.
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The J>res.lilllelprile, iln'ellide Couruy's !up daily IICWipllpCI', allen }'011:
• 31K>,OOO daily readers (435,000 Sunday)
• Zoned local a>Yef118e
• Display and classified advertising ~ suit yow- needs IIIII bul9c
• Convenient, dependable horne detivery
• The best COYef28e of news, sportS. business lllllenllel.-liiiMRl

THE PREss-ENTERPRISE
Riverside County's Newspaper

~--------------------------------~----~---*~·

Q: Wlli2'C can I lind these venture capilalists?
A: Besides meeting investors at sucb
organizations as the Cal Poly Venture
Forum, there are two excellent directories: Pralls Vennn CopiiDl Dim:tory and
Who's Who in VDIIIR Capilal, medioned
above. Most veoure capilal firms specialize in SMralll'eaS rdaled to lbc ll'eaS eX
expertise IX lhc firm's pincipals, a panm:rs. 1be Pratt's book is roore COIDIIOIIly
available at libraries, wbile the Who's
Who book is publisbed by Jobn Wlley
and Sons and available through most
boc:*siDies.

._ll:ltlitiiiW/111,.,.,, Fib.

Your Best
Business
Contact.
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ommerce
salutes

The League of Women Voters

What's Happening!

as they present

at the Rancho Cucamonga
Chamber of Commerce:

THE STATE OF THE
COMMUNITY LUNCHEON
- A Regional Update February 17, 1993
Orton Center
University of Redlands

FEBRUARY 1, 1993

FEBRUARY 4, 1993:

Applloatlons Available for the
1993 Business
& Community Expo
May 14 & 15,1993

Sunrlae Worl<shops
for Small Business
"Making the Grade:
Straight 'A' Customer Service"
Preaanter: Laura Miller

For more Info, call (909) 987-8671

For more Info, call (909) 987-1012

CORONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Cresla Verde Golf Course

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1993
RAIN DAY MARCH 3, 1993
$70 Membets and GuesiS $85 Non-Members
10:00 un. Shot Gun. Corvette Hole in One (Provided By Corona
Chevrolet). Hole in one courtesy of Eliminalor Boa! Company.
Drawina for Round Trip for Two 1o Maui, includes air fare and 5
niJhiS Jod&inl (provided by Corona Travel Service Inc. and
Halcomb .1: Associates), plus many olher prizes.

©~fb~fM@~OO

The Essential Tool For A Successful Business

The Temec:ula Valley~ o f c - is dedicaled 1o __.in&. promoq and
suppartina lbe leal buliJaa-iraama wilh four -.dina~: Civic and
J:leveJopmeuW. MarbQna. Wayt and W..., and Manbenhip Growth and Retention.

Get involved with the lArgest Business
Networ/c in Temecula Valley!
TEMECULA V/IJ.lEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
27450 Ynez Road o Suite 104 o Temecula, CA 92591

1U Plaming Sttategies for the '90s. Individual estare plaming sttalegies, including
that may decrease taxes, will be explained in a two--hour saninar Feb. 11 at Cal
San BernardinoQ>-sponsored by the university and the Riverside-based law fum of Best, Best &
this free seminar will review important aspects of general estale planning from 4
p.m. in the Cal State Recital Hall.
AdYarx:cd reservations are required. For more information, call Cal State San
(900) 880-5006. !J.

13
1be rllSt Armual African American Business alkl Education Spaghetti N~
.,....__ ~,;n be held Saturday, Feb. 13 at Cal State San Bernardino. The dinner will be hdd
tbc university's Commons Panorama Room.
Adooalion of $10 for adults and $7 for chiknn includes lhe price fi.lhe CSUSB vs.
Pomona basketball game immedialely following the meal. Dimer bcgim. 6
lhe game stans at 8:05 p.m.
IU more infonnalion, caD Lawrence Daniels al (900) 887-5370. !J.

(71-4) 676-5090
LoMA LINDA CHAMBER oF CoMMERCE
Committed to Excellence

• Weekly Breakfast Club Meetings
• Monthly Mixers
• LunCheon Seminars
• Uglslatlve UpdateS
• Advertising and Promotional Opporthmities
We work for you.
For membership information, call (909) 799-2828.

Moreno YaUey Cllanlba" of Commerce

'

Ful seMce Commercial Business Printer
Complete Offset Printing
Glaphlc Del9"e
Dellctop Publllt'*1g
High-Speed Copying I Duplicating
U:lt~ ag, CUstom Binding 8t Finishing
aero Cl'1d Darkroom Services

can

allace J. Paprocki was
born and raised in
Nebraska. After serving
in the U.S. Navy during World War II

W

in the Pacific, he returned
to the University at Lin-

coln. He later moved to
California where he started his career with J.C.
Penney Co., Inc. which
eventually led to his opening of the Montclair Plaza
store in 1969, from which
he retired as manager and
coordinator of Government Affairs
for the state of California. Paprocki
ooids the distilx:tion of receiving the
J. C. Penney Olainnan's Award for
seven consecutive years, the highest
acknowledgement of management
skills and results given by the company.
During the past 25 years. Paprocki
has taken an active role in the community, serving as presideut of the

.......,..,

14&15
1be 1993 Raocoo Cucamonga Busiress and Conununity Expo is scheduled b Fmay
Saturday, May 14 and 15. Location of the Exp> is k> be announced at a 1attr dale.
1Joduced by the R.arx:ho Cucamonga Ownber of Commen::e.
1bemed, •A Grand Slam for Business," the event will feature lhe new local miJu

"Good Bui11tu B•ilds a Beller Co••••ity"
The Moreno vaJiey Chamber of Commerce exists to
Pro-te. Support, and Educate our Business Community.
c.o-.IU...
Ambassadors
Publicity
Education
Merchants
Membership
Economic Dell'elopment
r.-odllcte • se-wta.N
Rfterrals
Monthly Newsletter
Community Maps
Economic Dell'elopment
Business Direclory
Educational Seminars
NetworkiJii
ShopMVCampaign
SCORE Counseing
Trade Show

Governmenlal Affairs
Ways & Means
Military Affairs

Cbamber Offtce:
22620 GokiM er..t Dr.• Sle. llO
Mo.-.no Valley. CA 92553
(71 .. ) 697 .........
•
._u.

GAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
Participate in the

PRINTING & COPY CENTER

league ~ team, the Rancho Cucamonga Quakes. as weD as local busillleSSCll.11iltt1t
"A 'Illsle of our Thwn" aoo a '"llme of our Vmeyards," which ligbligbl area ~.arlil
llld wineries.
IU further information on application or spons<nhip opportunities. please call
987-8671. !J.

11

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Call (909} 737-3350 for Information

Make 1993 the year you become a part or ito
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~ ~OOOO~[L W~~if ~~00
li3~~~000@ ~@(!!JOOlfll
[;}l!:D~OOO[!~~ ~[f>@
at the

MONTCLAIR PLAZA
AprU 16, 171r 18, 1993

CO-Sponaorad by
The Montclair & Upland Chambers of Commerce
Early Regi.....Uon Discount:
Chamber Members - $500

f rt·c Pick -up and Delivery!

Non-Members- $600

W•···K<'nrj Services on request.

After February 15, 1093
Chamber Members· $585
Non-Members- $815

call (909)

624-4569 or (909) 982-8816

Biography: Born Oct. 11,
1961, Riverside Community Hospital.
IGnowed Corona Senior High School
1979, and graduated Riverside City
in 1981 (Associale Ans DegreeIBisiness Adminislralion). Attended Cal
San Bemardioo 1981- 1983 wilh a
on marketing/public relations.
IO.asa1w Communications Division of

Orange County rue Departmenl/
l&aqmcy Managtm!ol Divisioo rrom
m 1986. PurCbased Corona Tra'Vd
Inc. in 1987. Elected to the
1\.IIUII'CIII Clamber of Cormnerce Board
I 'I[GfDRc:bn inl9 87. Appointed to the
~ Conlla Li1Dy Board in 1990.
a: llr.nrer! Married in I986ro Tt:resa.

Moorclair Pliza ~·s Aaociation for eigm terms.
pesided of
the Montclair Chamber of Commen:e, a three-year tam on the Olaf-

a-

merce 1993. Successfully oversaw
Sueet Flire as Committee CbairmliDI~]i \1

=

fey College Foundation Board and
also serving the Mayor's Advisory
Committee in the city of Upland. He
was also active in the United Way ill'
many years, serving as campaip
chainnan of the West F.nd umted Way and two terms as Pft:Sl·
dent. When the Greater West
End United Way and United
Way, Inc. in Los Angeles
merged, he served two terms as
chairman of the board of tbe
newly fonned ML Baldy region.
In addition, he served three
years as the first president of the
diner Springs Society for tbe Performing Ans in Ontario.
P~isa~rm~

the San Ailonio Society and wa
member of the San ADiooio ~"-·•

Execudve Committee. In JanDH'lrl
1987, he Wll deCied 10 lhe San
nio Hospital Foundation Board
~ and one year laler, f!lf!lt'!ll!d·• :

as c:bainnan.

J..CI_.._.,

Paproc:ki and bis wife,
have five grown cbildren lllil
gnndcbildralllld reside in uw-;•
A

1988-'89-'90. 'lOOk the event !:~~~~;;;i~~=======:;:;:;:;;;;::~~i:i:f.:

~ed':::

~:OO.~~~a~~MaD:~ance~t;

the busat illlerleCiion ill Ull\. . . \:tllllll
andM&
Best Thing About The Inland
Empire: Ita close proximity to
beaciV~IIMithe

b(el@WJ1inW fFllr®illl~

Aaron D. Knox
Occupltlon: Joined Harley Knox
IDl Asaoci~US in 1989, a Jand development and coosulting aervic:e tbat

Los .AJweles MII!Cip)lillo IIQ.
provides penuneotal consuldn&
What Is your Jrealelt - - n 7 1. aervfces md COOUDUiity lililoD IC:r•
OurvaDsbinl~
vices to profeasionalliOd develop-

Last Book Reid: More...., Wltii0111/Wk, by a.les OivCIII.
Favorlll Dltl*: Dir:lQk
Last V8C1tlon: Coata Rica
Beli7L
Favortlllport a.blll.

ment companies aeeting devclopllledo•tdeitterU

Short BlogriiPhJ: Mr. ICaox . .
.. A.A. nta-ln ...........

. . exlellllw aperiela Ia c:a..
claltal-. He ...... tbe
FavorHe Reetaurant: R.ababo•rl Army ftaD 1981 ...... 1916. md
Room,Niw 'M~Odll.
In die UDitlld NI6D Oeewld Cll
ed wiiiiiD ... Rilz Cllb Ia bM:Iaol DMZ Ill Kellla
191211 1981

u.s.

a.

Halllllll: . . . . . . . . . . . llldllta
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Who is Education's
Customer?
Dear Editor:

Who do educators try and please? Is it
society? The boards of directors of the
scmol district? State ani federal governrrents? PrAs? 'Ire needs of tnsiness?
'Ire desires of parents? The kids?
This difficuh question would likely get
a different answer from a teacher, principal, or superimendent In talking to a
variety of people in education, it was
appareru that everybody m:nti<Xk!d tried
10 please everyone, except the kid~.
As any business person knows, to
operate a successful OOsiness, you have 10
koow a lot of infonnatioo: What is your

market? Who is your customer? What
are their wants and needs? And what are
they willing to pay for those wants and
needs? In watching what happens with
our education system, it is apparent that
the kids suffer the roost, based on the way
budgets and olher issues are handled.
Furthennore, it seems that no single
person in most school districts takes
charge of making sure our children
receive a good education. This education
will either allow them to continue on to
college, or enter the job market prepared
to wort in a variety of fields.
Business has put down education for
the last few years, claiming they do not
produce students who can adequately
read and write. Business and industry
want a worker who is OO.sically an honest,

L--_A_n_o_th_e_r_N_e_w_R_u_le_a_n_d_N_e_w_F_e_e_s_

_,j

dependable, courteous, C3JXII>Ie and hardworking persoo.
Capable means someone who is computer literate, able to read and comprehend inslructions to operate machinery,
has the skills to deal with the public,
shows up for work every day, does not
whine ani complain, oor tum in fraudulent workers' compensation claims or
steal from their employer. These tasks
are easy to say, but difficult to do. Are
schools and education required to produce that type of irxlividualto meet business needs?
Consider all these wants and needs,
what are the solutions to these problems?
Trere is not sufficient space to discuss all
of the solutions, but one comes to mind
i.rnrrediatcly. The parents or guardians of
a school-age child must emphasize the
need for education to that student Without it they will never attain the lifestyle
that child might want when they get
older.
Parents should emphasize that watching television will not get their kids the
education they need. Television should

rot be lliired on until they have completed their homework. If they are not
assigned homework by that school district, then the pareru should assign homework.
You cannot speak well if you cannot
write well. You canoot write well if you
cannot read. Unless students are forced
to read more, they will have difficulty
being able to communicate in writing or
in speaking to others. Those who do mt
want to go on to college can be trained to
be mechanics, computer technicians,
· cafeteria workers and other such jooo.
Many problems go on with our school
system. Many forces are acting on our
school system. Our educators have to
deal with many problems. Some do a
better job than others. However, almost
every educator says that parents need to
emphasize the importance of an education, and demand that they do their homework instead of watching television or
going out to the mall. If we did that, we
would have students who would make it
on to college or attain a decent job after
high schooL-Harris M. Plotkin tJ.

W_h_y_M_an_d-=-a_t_ed_L_a_n_d_D_is-=p_o_s_a_l_
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dooe by the way of more annual emission fees and revenues that would be realized
from fines generaJed from the many improperly prepared reports, and fines from
diose ~ that srowed they exceeded their permitted pollution level by one
pound or more in any one-day period
The reporting requirements under tbe new PROPOSED RECLAIM RULE; and
the me&hodologies and mooitoring called for to establish validity to your calculatioos are, in fact, identical 10 that required in the recently ~ AB2588. The
excqlion is that SCAQMD will require you 10 phone the resulting calculations in
each day, using the software and the computer hardware called for by the
SCAQMD. H you do not have the required software or hardware, you must purchase it, IRI it must be compalitx with tbe SCAQMD's canputer hardware.
The ,.sage of the REa.AIM rule ooly shows that all the past rules passed by
the SCAQMD Board failed 10 fill tbe ecooomical requirements of the SCAQMD
needs. Therefore, we can CODiinue to look forward 10 new rules, being created on
the pretense that the air will be c~ wben we all know the outcome is more revalue k) support lbe hueaucratic agencies of California.

Conclusion
H the people of California ooUinue to believe thal more rules and more funds
will cJeao up the air C"Nel Southern California, and believe that if business and manufa:lmm ooUinue to ignore each small dose of legislalioo and passage of new
rules, dieD as a result, people will cmtinue to lose jobs, and businesses will cmtinuc m be forted to move out of CalifcnUa--aU because they cease being canpelitive because of die aJSt oompliaoce with the rules 1R1 regu1alions imposed oo tbem
by evtZ'J county! city IRI federal agency in California.
The people of Califmlia cao look forward m more lost jobs. You can continue
to look forward to increases in warer. gas. eleclrical. aod die rost of education and
buying a home.
You cao look forward to the California pemmem getting bigger, each agency
iD CalifOrnia doing 1beir own thing and wbrn they feel the need And you. the people of CalifOrnia, wiD pay each time they raise raxes for corporalioos IRI increase
fees 10 buliDr.sl. You cao look forward m paying that tab.
1be boltom liDc is dill we all have to get involved, invesdgare the news media
adidea, cbedt Oil evtZ'J rapat for increases in taxes. ~ fees or gas tax or
....... \tie for dae liDs wbo doo't need ~ to make their day or

IIJilPllllbem.

How c:ICIIl is dciD. how much is roo JDUCh. and wby sbould they make the ~

IIIODC)', 'Wbeo we CIIIIIOt afbd to pay die bill Protesl16JY kind of till or legislalioo

dill R'lqiJiJcl eveo die IIIUIIIclt kind of local or llafe increases. Write, write, write,

pueea. pmtat. to 16JY !DOle II* boods,11111Sp01t81ioo boods or scbool boods.
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ping fees, cost levied on dumpers by landfill operators, in 1990, averaged about $27 per
ton. In 1993, the cost averages $57 per ton. By 1995, the average tipping fee levied by
landfills will exceed $120 per too, as long as government agencies are in charge of such
facilities. But those who continue to use disposal landfills, can look forward to two
things, either thc cost will get prohibitive or landfill space will soon disappear.
By contrast, the Jl"esenl system tends to make landfill dumping more a risk than an
opportunity. Alroost any party associated with disix>sal sites--even those only rerootely
linked to landfills--like a bank that forecloses on the property, or a company that leased
equipment for use at the site, or city ani county controlling agencies, and trose who use
the sites--all can be held liable f<J" the toxins fmmd there. And, for years, we have been
iruegrating toxic substaoces in our industrial and household garbage, and placing both
in city and county landfills.
Realizing the economic value, city and state governments got involved in your
garbage disposal, as well as a percentage of the landfill, as a way to offset their losses
from revenue loss due to companies rooving to other states and job losses. Such revenue is paid to every city and courty of Califorrtia, depending who owns the landfills,
10% of the tipping fees charged to lrash haulers at the landfill, as a participating partner,
arranged through their Ecooomic Developmeru Departments with industrial bonds.
Conclusion
As the environmen1a1 activists and lobbyists contime to influence the goverrunent 10
have more control in the way we handle our household waste, ani greater regulatory
COIIIrol over l:miness, so will the cost f<J" sucb controls continue to rise. The cost rJ
cleaning up oor envirormert bas tripled over thc last five years.
And what have we got to show f<J" this cost? Stringfellow Pit, that originally started
at ~ million to clean up is oow costing S800 million, and the job still is not OOrle. The
145 landfills thai Slarted at oo cost to the government is oow costing the cities and
counties of California millions of dolllars to operate. And most of those now are pojecled for clean-up because of contamination to the groun1 water around them.
Why not just simply let the IJ)Venmett oo what they oo well, speM money and
oversee what is happening around them. Stop cities and COIUlties from going iniO tbe
disposal and waste management tnsiness and becoming business partners in the management of our garbage glut and COIIIrolling oor pollutioo. Let those wtx> koow how 10
oo iL Let 1:miness recycle, reuse and reOice our garbage glul Let those wtx> koow tbe
disposal and waste management tnsilas. manaae our w~Ste Jl"Oblems- Let environmenu.l OOsiness show government how 10 eliminale landfills, reduce tbe need for large
outdated waste control S)'Sielm, and large govmunert COIIIrol agencies. and the need
for large bureaucratic agencies. tJ.

-
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Weekend Time Out
offers 121 lovely rooms done with an
Indian motif. The lodge is built of
rocks and sugar pine logs, with
exposed timbers, sensational views
and a fantastic dining room. (Expensive)

Yosemite: A Place of
Matchless Beauty
By Camille Bounds

is recorded in the great book that
God made the world in six days,
what wasn't recorded was that during one of those days God might have
wondered where he was going to
spend his R and R on the seventh day.
It was then that he must have decided
to create Yosemite.
Yosemite is the Indian name for
Grizzly Bear and the National Park
swrounds the visitor with inspirational
beauty, giant trees, spectacular waterfalls, wildilowers and lofty precipices
with names that ring throughout the
world beckoning rock and mountain
climbers with the greatest of challenges.
El Capitan, Half Dome, Royal
Arches, Cathedral Rock, Clouds Rest
arxl Three Brothers draw climbers to
test their expertise and nerve.
Over 30 waterfalls, each with a personality of its own, cascade over high
sheer cliffs creating a changing masterpiece of power and unmatched
beauty.
Yosemite Falls, at 2,335 feel up,
was compared by John Muir, author
and preservationist, to a throng of
oomets. (For a true idea of its height.
CXlnSider Niagara Falls is only 164 feet
higb.) Ribbon Falls at 1,612 feet. ani
Bridalveil Falls drop 620 feet iniO an
alcove from a hanging valley. The
wind often blows the tumbling water
no a flimsy mist that gives Bridalveil
ilsname.
One of the first recorded travel
agents was a man named James
Mason Hutchings. His claim 10 fame
llOUnd 1885 was 10 organize tbe first
tourist group to see the wonderful
li&lls of Yosemite-and, as they say,
1bc rat is history. Over three million
people a year drive, take trams or
buies, backpack, ride mules or horses
or walk aD over this aazingly glorious place of nature.
Tbe entire park. extends across

I

1,200 acres with 360 miles of primary
roads and 750 miles of trails. Its landscape ranges from 2,(XX) feet to more
than 13,000 feet above sea level and
features alpine wilderness, groves of
giant sequoias, and, of course,
Yosemite Valley.
Known to rock climbers as simply
"the Valley," it accounts for only seven
of the park's 1,189 square miles, but is
the world's best known glacier-carved
canyon. The Valley's thundering
waterfalls, towering cliffs, rounded
domes and massive monoliths rise to
heights of3,500 feet
For an overall view of the High
Sierra, Glacier Point is your best bet It
can be reached by a paved road that
leaves Highway 44 at Chinqapin,
passing through a forest of pine and
fir.
To view some of the most rugged
and glorious scenery in the Sierra, take
the Tioga Pass Road, Highway 120,
which crosses Tuolumne Meadows at
8,600 feet, the largest subalpine meadow in the Sierra. Tioga Pass crosses
the Sierra crest at 9,945 feet, making it
the highest automobile pass in California. Here, two contrasting vistas can
be seen: to the west are peaks and
meadows; 10 the east, high desert
Thirty miles south of Yosemite, in
the southern end of the park, is the
largest of three sequoia preserves, the
Mariposa Grove. Visitors can ride
through the forest in trams or use the
trails for hiking. The grove'S most
famous resident is Grizzly Giant, a
2,700-year-<Jld tree, thought to be tbe
oldest of all the sequoias. It stands 210
feet tall, with a base diameter of 30.7
feet and a ginh of 96.5 feet This magnificent wonder is in the company of
other giant sequoias that make tbe area
a unique pan of this planet

Yosemite Lodge, offers a choice of
comfortable rustic motel-style rooms
or basic cabins without bath. The
lodge is within walking distance to
Yosemite Falls. (Reasonable)
Curry Village has cabins with or
without baths and there are also tent
cabins available. The village is comfortable and more than adequate, and
as close to camping as you can get
without lugging your own sleeping
bag and tent (Very reasonable)
Early advance reservations are nee-

II
essary. They are made through the
Yosemite Park and Curry Company.
(209) 252-4848.
When to Go
June, July, August and September
are the most crowded months especially in the valley area. For campsite
reservations, (a must) call Ticketron in
your area. If you can go off peak,
(before Memorial Day and after the
first of October), you may find it cooler and the rates a little lower, but all
the grandeur is still there without the
crowds. Something to think about 11
Camille Bounds is the travel editor for
Sunrise Publicalions and a free-lance
travel writer. She will be happy to answer
anyofyourq~stions. Write her aJ P.O.
Box 1005, Morgan Hill, CA 95038.

II s rhe perfect'"" to !(O Jtthc ne" \\":ucrfrom Hrlton Be-Jch Re,on
•)\<:rlook•ng 8 1 m11<:' of the \\ldt't \\hllc:'t .md '3nd1c't hc:ach 1n '>outh<:rn
Caht(Jrnla
21 mecun!( Jnd funcuon roonb. 14.000 'quare fcettn .Ill. mduding a
Grand Ballroom, plus II hoanlroom' mcrlooklng the Pacrfic All high-tech,
h1gh .styled. and f(>ur-tliam<l!ltl r:ll<"d wnh vnur own m<:~tmg '"rnces nun·
ag~r ro nuke sure }OUr m<:ctmg runs smoothlv from stan to fm"h
~oo spacRms o~eanfrom roonh, e.1ch wnh pri,·are halcony Connerge
lloor' with pri\ .nc check m and specullounge Con11nemal d1n1ng Casual
din1ng Dancing .md cnt<:rtammem
For rccrc:lll<>n. there\"' rmmmg In pool or occ:-Jn, sunbath I nit 'urfing
and sa1hng. tenniS, hc:teh hikmg. h1k<: ndmg, km: flying, golfing nearby, and
our private fitness ccmcr and spa
Close t<>the besr of Los Angeles and Orange County, you"ll find the
Waterfront Way the perfect way for your next meeting
Ask about our hotel video.

Where to Stay
If you do not choose to use the
campgrounds. there is a wide range of
lodging available that runs from
expensive 10 the low eamomy end.
Tbe stunning Ahwahnee Hotel

On

~outbt•m

Califomia"s Best Beach

R00/1!.!2-~lr'~

• ~H/960-~8~3

.21100 Paciftc Coast Hwy. Huntington Beach, CA 92648
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From Concept to
Customer!
March of Dimes

Need a
Professional Video
Production?
Call Us!

Full-Service Marketing

WalkAmerica

ONE OF THE AREA'S MOST
LAVISH DINING ENTER·
TAINMENT HOUSES

Saturday, April 24
Red Hill Park, Rancho Cucamonga

Let Professional
Media Sei'Vices
put together a
profe. .ional
product or sei'VIce
videotape for your
business/

• Proclld

Perris Hill Park, San Bernardino

• Public Aelationa
• Porhlts

Hunt Park, Riverside

• Brochures
•Adva1img

Your organization or company can be
a tremendous help 1n the ftrght aga1nst
birth defects. $330,000 needs to be
raised 1n the Inland Empire, and we
are hop1ng you w111 be part of the team
that makes this possibe .

Color or Black & White

(714) 181·6959
6722 Brod<ton Ave
In the Brockton Arcade

{714} 964-0542

to/from:
LOS ANGELES· ONTARIO
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
LOS ANGELES HARBORS
AMTRAK STATIONS

COCKTAILS LUNCH & DINNER
BANQUET FACIUTIES

(714) 626-6599

8189 FOOTHILL BLVD.

Services

• Video Production
• Computer-Graphic
Slides
• Brochures
• Photography
• Demographic Reports

ENTERTAINMENT

[!8f:86~

Day!d Oden Productions
4236 1/2 N. Sierra Way
San Bemardino, CA 92407
(714) 882-8803

CUCAMONGA

AUTO PHONE

RJYers~de, CA 92506

Call for information about joining our
team and starting one at your office.
"California doesn't
want to talk about it
because they don't
want people to know
it's out there as an

:~~~~.·:

Helen's Place
DQINTING

·

-

909-889-0803

,

~~~~~~--~
' · =·~·~e
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lAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES, INC.
m 89701

nwropc*tan • • in CahfOfn\8 and Nev.sa.

981-5715

FREE NATIONAL
ADVERTISING!

Monday- Friday 8:30-5
Pickup & Delivery
Visa, Mastercard, American Express

1-800/648-0966 FAX (702}883-4874

LA Celkow on... l"" ,,. 5.4* Colkolal - · Whldl-.
you to rnlllke and recer.. call when you tr..,elttvaugh mapr

OFFSET PRINTING
COPYING e MAILING
714

1ooo E. wmiam St. Carson City,

Join TeamWalk

Since 1970

893 WEST NINTH STREET • UPLAND

~

<8>

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

For··Sales & Marketing
Corporate Image
Trade Show
Direct Mail
Training

[Q)tiD~DW ~DtiD[fi)®tr
Publishing &
Productions

We pay to advertise your product,
service or opportunity in national
media. You pay only for "Free
Information Service" requests.
("FIS LEADS") on a Per Inquiry
basis. Our 5 yr. old program has
helped hundreds build their OIJ!a·
niz.ations.
NEW PARTICIPATION BONUS
We'll mail 1000 sets of your
literarure at no additional charge

800/238-2862

(714) 391-1015
Ask For Art Kemp

The RHI Group, Inc. Box 520
No. Arlington NJ 07031

MEMBERS INCLUDE:
• Auto Maintenance
• Restaurants
• Legal Services
• Family Recreation
• Clothing Stores
• TV & Appliance
• Flower Shops
• Fitness Club

• Gift Shops
• Print Shops'
• Accounting
• Veterinary
• Hair Salons
• Video Stores
• Construction
•Jewelers

Five yeara ago our eagle was
born Into a Blow but simple postal
ayskm. He learned ways to speed
up mall, and to cut through postal
regulations to make an efT<:ctlvc

mailing.
Many poetal changes later, our
eagle ialltJII growing In wledom.
Often tim~ aJIULI'tcr than the Poet

-

Otnc<:.
If,.,u need help with a mall·
1ng from 6,000 to 6 million pi~

We will help you ""rl through
the maze of po8lal regulatJons, to
save ,.,u the mo!ll. mon~y -lblc.
We serve buslne..Mefl that mall
newslrtttrs, magazines, pmmos,
selfmailcrs, catalogs, or any other
type or mall. Our customers bcneflt
from c.xpertcnce wt have obt.aJne.d
from working wl th the Poet Office.
Let our wledom help ,.,u work
smarter not harder.

.,... ....., ,.....

13626-F Montr VillA Ave., Chino, CA 91710
(714)628-9517 • FAX(714)628-3987

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
Learn lzaw your business, clietlfs, and employees can benefit
t/zrough Museum involvement

"lHANK

"OUfOR

HOLDING"
.·.hello?

Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter
members tor your business, personal and family bexpenses.

Personal Computer Training

"MAKING

Example ... Pay a $200 cash equivalent credits for your mechanical and printing
needs from your accumulated credits.

COMPUTERS

Using your wholesale barter credits (equivalent dollars) you are purchasing at
your cost (wholesale). Doesn, that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET- SOUND INTERESTING?

WORK"

Our services include:
• Training on-sile, or Ill our
facililies in Chino and N~pon
Beach
• Custom group or personalized oneon-one training
• Skills assessment

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 North "E" Street

San Bernardino, CA 92405

SIGN-UP MEMBERSHIP OVER 320
Soallael'll Calllol'llla
Bindery lr MaUiag. Inc.

The San Bernardino County Museums Foundation
invites YOUR business to join the

For further information, contact
Linda Nordstrand at (714) 798-8570

Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business needs when you can be
bartering for them with the addrtional business we send you?

WISE ABOUT MAIL

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM

Fax 2011997-9885

(Membon ar BXI)

Additional
Business
Through
BARTERING

ACT NOW to take advantage of 1mlimited opportunities
to experience worlds of discovery at the

Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 8 Years

(714) 881·6130-34 • (FAX) 881·6135
Ask tor JoS§Rh. JuUe. Maryann or Tony

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long..... .
But am:~ 'on-hold' can seem like an eternity, unless you
provide them with yaluable information that can help them
make informed decisions about doing business with your
company.

We train popular DOS, Willdows,
Word Pron:ssi11g, Spretulslteet,
DaliJbase, aNI Graphics applications.

Creative .9Lwiio MarK!,ting
(714) 550-9550

For a class scbedule and registration information, call: (714) 966-1180

'CrwuinJJ tF.. ~ your~u-ws·

Business Information Solutions Inc.
A

Full-Scrvic~

Ccttlptlur IWourrc CCIII•r
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Last Month's Inland Empire Busfness Headlfnes
EcoNOMIC SP01UGHT
Housing Starts to Climb c•n1ons of Units)

01•.., ucedl rS lbc RV Cl!l*:l', me d
- - ·...... OwuerBobBIIOUii is
..... widllbc evedS . .bpi lbc finn
ill Upllal .....oar c:usiDIDelS llld lbc city
of Uplaad sbowecl us complete suppod.••," saicl Baroad. "We're not ooly
lllle 10 RlllliD in lbc ce:mer « OlD' market. bat DOW we've been pven the
dine 10 add IOIIIC cDnn llld beally 10

~

I

Office Space Glut
c...,_dl>--3

cy rates at 23.67%, and the Inland
Empire East bas a 19.90% o~ce
vacancy rate. These figures, wbicb
may seem large, actu~y represent
an improvement from mid-year 1991
when office vacancy rates hovered in
the mid-30s.
.
Gross absorption rates for 1992
represented 1.2 million square feet.
down from 1991's activity of 1.3 million square feet. 1bcse figures, when
broken down by region. indicate that
the Inland Empire West absorbed
3S3,7S2 square feet of office space
in 1992, compared to 1991 when
446,947 square feet of office space
was absorbed. For the Inland Empire
East, office absorption rates are
868,536, compared to 902,380 for
1991. These absorption rates are
fairly constant, "the largest impact
on the vacancy rate bas been the
reduction in number of tenant vacating tbe area," ranartcd Lee.
Lee also remarked, ..This is a
owtd thai is exballely sensitive to
triDSpOrtalioo pattems. Many finDs
a.ve 1cased apace witbin one-quarter
of a mDe of tbe freeway. Tbe I'CIIOD
is that these firms are trying to
address a buge geograpbic --. tbe
Inland Empire is 1aJFr lban El Salvador or Israel. They are drawing
~ from a wide area; conse-

Jaland Empire Business Chronicle

~~~~ GlldC••"'"""'.G""""•'...,
12475

quently, this market is tu~.ing ·
an extremely freeway sens1Uve ow

c.ntnl Avo.• • 320, Cldno;

clebll: 51 ,oso.ooo. assets: $990,000.

QllptCI' ll.

lldW'd D. Burgin dba Rose End
It appears that for now the o
ColtaP• Candace J. Burgin, 511
market has yet to bottom out Clarion place, Claremont; debts:
Buy/sell negotiations will contin
808, assets: $205,931. Otapter
to be the cat and mouse type of g~ . '
1
that they have been for the last 18 '\tlllalll T. Schlose dba William T.
months. There is some good new
Sdllose; pediatric respiratory.
for the office market, and if one
KeiiJ M. Schlose, 380 s. Prospectens carefully, they can hear
1018 Rd. 187, Diamond Bar; debts:
sound of distant thunder.
~l.323. assets: $153,470. Otapter
quantities of all types of
1.
and industrial property will
Jb.AS Advertising Inc., 2007-1
reclaimed by financial
Silver Hawk. Diamond Bar; debts:
and wholesale rather quickly.
$164,322. assets: $0. Chapter 7.
increase in the number of
PIIDllp L. Berry dba Pacific West
sures sbou1d peak by the 4th
Pioll, 14226 Valley Rd, Fontana;
Vacancy rates are expected
debcs: $201,769, assets: $161,900.
decline during 1993 due to no
c!lpcer 13.
office buildings being created,
6JI J. Miller m, dba Alltronic
total absorption anlicipated to be
Service, 16820 Ceres
about 1992 levels. As the
debts: $12,472 assets:
Empire begins to recover from - ..... ,,..
recession, all of tbeae factors
Aviation Corp., dba KDS
combine to make lease rates
and SCTW, 1889
upward sometime in 1994 and UIIJII, Jfil~iO:Iey, La Verne; debts:
early 199S, possibly crealing a
assets: $6S6,S22. Otapter
IF in 199S.
Did you ever think you
bear tbele wolds again? A retum
Co., Andrea Montes
speculative office building in
1240 Baseline, La Verne;
199S and early 1996. b.
$4S8,S24, assets: $237,600.
7.
B1rum dba Bowman RV
Ellen Marie Bowman,
Hawthorne, Ontario; debts:
assets: $1SS,171. Olapter

ket.
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Bankruptcies
debts: $694,626, assets: $641,342;
Chapter?.
Shelagh Ann Wang, aka Sheila A.
Chowsoongrerw, faw Mandarian
Garden, 44042 Highlander Drive,
Temecula; debts: $211,656, assets:
$10,875; Otapter 7.
Robert E. Ward, Kathrine M.
Ward, dba Mt. Valley Cable TV,
718 Esther Way, Redlands; debts:
$443,527, assets: $132,020; Chapter
7.

David Warner, dba David Warner
Masonry, aka David Warner Company, 14284 Elm Wood Lane, Chino
Hills; debts and assets schedules not
available; Olapter 7.
James Byron Whittington, Marta
Rae Whittington, aka Rae Whittington, faw Whittington Enterprises, Inc., dba Economy Homes,
a California Corporation, 48215
Anita Circle, Palm Desen; debts:
$990,S99,assets:$532S48;0tapter
7.
John Gordon Black, Jac:kquellne
Sue Black, aka Jackie Black, fdba
HMB Paving Co., 1896 Redding
Way, Upland; debts: $456,156,
assets $317,840; Chapter 7.
.fa. G. Cantu, 'l8ela Cantu, dbe

• Lawsuits
• Foreclosures

All Weather Heating and Air Conditioning, 33118 Sky Blue Water
Trail, Cathedral City; debts:
$264,390, assets: $95,505; Chapter
7.
Chino Valley Foods, Inc., dba
Chino Valley Produce, 12490 Central Ave., 1230-D, Chino; debts:
$779,513, assets: $82,435; Otapter
7.
Dealer Transportation Services,
Inc., dba Thrifty Car Rental, a
California Corporation, 2750 Vista
Way, Hemet; debts: $440,149,
assets: $141,703.23; Olapter 11.
Michael J. DeAndrea, aka Michael
John DeAndrea, Sunnle S. Deandrea, dba M.J. DeAndrea & Aslociates, fdba DeAndrea & Asaod·
ates, Inc., 53-745 Avenida Mendoza, La Quinta; debts: $749,485,
assets: $146,900; Qapter7.
Robert Dale Guffey, Kimberly
Colleen Guffey, SuperAuto and
Truck Repair, 18138 Wesdawn St.,
Hepseria; debts: $202,347, assets:
$130,310; Chapter7.
Eddie Guiterrez, fdba Speetra
Construction, 11027 Smotetree
•398, Oakbill, debts: $928,703,
aaets: $614,323; Olapfer7.
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NEW
A A Computer Services, 3625 Banbury Dr., Apt 17G, Riverside 925051856 Augustine Anijielo
A B C Computers, 1243 Via Aorence, Redlands 92374-3978 Roben
Imel
A B H C Behavioral Health Center, 9554 Summit Drive, Forest Falls
92339 Response Industries Inc.
Able Realty, 25257 Yucaipa Blvd.,
Yucaipa 92399 Oifford Pohren
Act 1 Publishing, 32767 Orchard
Ln., Forest Falls 92339-9734 Chris

Howard
Action Bear Property Management, 2985 Silver Ooud Cir., Norco
91760-1190 George Stauber
Action Medical Transcription,
20744 Pahute Rd., Apple Valley
92308-6925 Shirley Rozema
Advanced Business Consulting,
22794 Gray Fox Dr., Canyon Lake
92587-7535 Another Bates Co Inc.
Agape Builders, 13124 Balboa Ln.,
Moreno Valley 92553-7862 Agape
Builders Inc.

Agape Copier Service, 22132
Grand Terrace Rd., Grand Terrace
92324-4417 Kevin Woodbridge
Airport Boulevard Properties,
1570 Linda Vista Dr., San Marcos
92069-3817 Warner Lusardi
A Low Cost Legal Assoc., 24281
Postal Ave., Ste. 223 Moreno Valley
92553-3095 Emmanuel Okharedia
A M A R Medical Group, 15030
7th St., Victorville 92392-3811 John
DAmar, M.D., Inc.
A M National Advertising, 2008
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Wmdemere Ct., Upland 91786-7901
Tom Thompson
Acanthus Construction Services,
34351 Pecan Ave., Yucaipa 923994125 Andrew Pierson
All-American Tax Service, 13070
Bryant St., Yucaipa 92399-4815
Steven Aimar
Almer & Sons Construction, 4246
Village Dr., Apt J Chino 91709-3720
Jeffery Almer
Alpha Desktop Publishing, 735 N.
Holmes Ave., Ontario 91764-3511

------------------------~------------------------~--------------------------~
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Coffelt Graphics, 11665 Valverde
Ave., Riverside 92505-3336 Gregory
Coffelt
Complete Office Solutions, 45 E.
Morgan St., Ste. 2, Perris 925713150 Aaron Dishno
Computer Concepts, 42134 Cosmic
Dr., Temecula 92592-3201 Deborah

Wall

Computer Development Patterns,
741 S. Date Ave., Rialto 92376-7008
Hildegard Crocker
Education Center, 1026
Computer
YadiraBell
American Construction Clean w. I St., Ontario 91762-2208 Julio
Up, 22709 Marganh St., Perris Pineda
92570-6232 Antonio Rubalcava
Computer Expo, 1902 S. Bonita
Awelcom Holme Construction Ave., Ontario 91762-6403 Joe ButCo, 27219 Hwy., 189 Blue Jay ters
Creative Building and Design,
92317 Joe Holman
B J Professional Business Ser- 12726 California St., Trlr 17,
vice, 652 N. Central Ave., Upland Yucaipa 92399-4765 Steven Olson
Creative Communique Publica91786-4242
Beaumont Dental Center, 1080 tions, 14464 7th St., Ste. B, VicBeaumont Ave., Beaumont 92223- torville 92392-4226 Deborah Gilben
Dalla Construction and Mainte1833 C. Dennis Zingler, DDS
Bennett Construction Services, nance, 932 La Salle Cir., Corona
25442 Lavender Cir., Murrieta 91719-7726 Azia Dinkha
Day International Travel, 2011 E.
92563-5355 Terry Bennett
Best Performance Communica- Bonnie Brae Ct., Ontario 91764tions Con, 5720 S. Ptolemy Way 23CJ7 Seiko Hacopian
Mira Lorna 91752-2055 Bob Del/Ex Graphics, 2025 Chicago
Ave., #13, Riverside 92507-2315
Waller
Best Plumbing, 6880 Pine Ave., Tom Martinez
Twentynine Palms 92277-3336 Dermot Property Associates,
12863 Mountain Ave., Chino 91710George Ruggles
Breeze Environmental Services, 4556 Dickey Realty Ltd.
3495 Sweetwater Cir., Corona Desert Empire Realty, 12380 Palm
Dr., #B, Desen Hot Springs 9224091720-9113 Michael Dyer
C R S Business Centre, 7908 3920 Betty Bolton
Mango Ave., Apt K6, Fontana Desert Estate Sales, 68870 E. US
Highway 111, Cathedral City 9223492336-3321 Charline Smith
California Legal Assistance 1306 Chrystal Waters
Centers, 7006 Magnolia Ave., II Desert Valley Medical Inc., 17450
165, Riverside 92506-2803 Peter Main St., Ste. B, Hesperia 923456262
O'Hanlon
California's Finest Cellular, Desert Valley Medical Inc., 41889
9824 Magnolia Ave., I B River· E. florida Ave., IH, Hemet 92544
Duddy Development Co., 558
side 92503-3591 Daniel 0 Toole
California's Finest Cellular Birch St., Ste. 3, Lake Elsinore
Supers, 2175 Sampson St., Ste. 92530-2743 James Duddy
115, Corona 91719-6013 Daniel 0 Dynamic Engineering & Maint.,
319 Rexford St., Colton 92324-1804
Toole
California's Telephone Markel· John Peretin
place, 1233 Kelley Ave., Corona East Valley Medical, 41511 E.
Florida Ave., Hemet 92544 Kali P.
91720-4207 Gordon Williams
Carlon Communications Group, Chaudhuri, M.D.
1271 Columbia Ave., # 10, River· Eldon C. Me Kell Realty, 16715
Skycrest Dr., Riverside 92504-5840
side 92507-2124 Telcal Inc.
Chicago Mortgage Group, 901 Eldon Me Kell
Driftwood St., Upland 91786· Elite Construction Co., 11305
Mountain View Dr., Apt 219, Ran1574 Linda Cisneros
Christie Construction Corp, 51· cho Cucamonga 91730-7204
374 Tyler St., Coachella 92236 Christopher Puglisi
Environmental Sound Systems,
Christie Desert Construction
Pw-SaPage69
218 W. Pennsylvania Ave., Redlands

92374-2245 Raymond Klimbal
Epoch Graphics, 3887 Vine St.,
Norco 91760-1870 Shannon Koester
Eric Townsend Construction Co.,
54240 Strawberry Valley Drive,
Idyllwild 92549 Eric Townsend
Forest Realty, 54875 N. Circle
Drive, Idyllwild 92549 Charles Boss
Forrest flyers & Balloons
G M Printing, 11817 Alabaster Ct.,
Fontana 92335-2883 Gregory
Mohler
Ganzer Printing, 4850 Canfield Ct.,
Riverside 92509-3959 Roben Ganzer
Gin E. Graphics, 17875 Quailwood
Lane Victorville 92392 Ginny Egan
Graphx To Print, 390 Orange Show
Ln., San Bernardino 92408-2023
Cathy Cooke
H P A Publishing, 2686 W. Mill St.,
#68, San Bernardino 92410-2024
Herben Adams
Hampton Inn Riverside, 1590 University Ave., Riverside 92507-4449
Riverside New Century Inc
Hi-Desert Mesa Really, 11720
Bartlett Ave., Ste. B, Adelanto
92301-1705 Harold Meza
Homecraft Construction, 3469
Valencia Ave., San Bernardino
92404-2420 William Hanson
Homme Property Management,
43-585 Monterey Ave., #5, Palm
Springs 92260 0. Michael Homme
Hughes Publications Co., 7190
Jurupa Ave., Riverside 92504-1016
B G J Enterprises Inc.
Imagine Business Systems, 22365
Banon Rd., Grand Terrace 923245037 George Brusten
Impala Properties Ltd., 2020 S.
Lynx Ave., Ontario 91761-8010 Carl
Ross
Inland Builders, 8215 Pepper Ave.,
Fontana 92335-3435 Hans Schodlbauer
Inland Business Service, 9841 Indiana Ave., Riverside 92503-5516
Austin Slack
Inland Debt Management, 11565
Steeplechase Dr., Moreno Valley
92555-1746 Patricia Hlauaty
Inland Empire Realtors, 10970
Arrow Route, Ste. 208, Rancho
Cucamonga 91730-4839 Jaime
Amor
J Haber Attorney Service, 1765
Me Pherson, Perris 92570 Jon Haber
J P 's Attorney Service, 23813
Cushenbury Dr., Moreno Valley
92553-3232 Joseph Huband
K M C Construction, 11031
Juniper Rd, Apple Valley 923087836 Kenzal Me Curry

L R Construction, 18680 Sequoia
Ave., Bloomington 92316-1427 Lino
Rodriguez
Lifestyle Realty, 29379 Rancho
California Rd., Ste. 101, Temecula
92591-5208 Bud Hougdahl
Lionel Luna Computer Service,
1456 E. Philadelphia St., Trlr 331,
Ontario 91761-5746 Lionel Luna
M & D Computers, 3922 American
River Rd ., Ontario 91761-0248
Michael Patterson
M D Care Medical Group, 1738 N.
D St., San Bernardino 92405-4418
MD Primary Care Medical
MD Care Medical Group, 2390 E.
Aorida Ave., IH07, Hemet 925444705 M D Primary Care Medical
M D Primary Care Medical
Group, 2390 E. florida Ave., 11107,
Hemet 92544-4705 M D Primary
Care Medical
M L C Construction, Co., 2276
Griffin Way,# 105-112, Corona
91719-6510 Michael Cacciatoni
M N M Construction, 1350 Sonora
Dr., Corona 91720-4500 Michael
Magana
M P Construction, 33607 Clinton
Ave ., Hemet 92545-9564 Mack
Philippi
Medical Diagnosis Ultrasound,
2255 Cahuilla St., Apt 101, Colton
92324-4747 Juan Sanchez
Nationwide Waste Management &
Envir., 3950 San Benito Ave., San
Bernardino 92405-1054 Jeffery
Love
New Age Communications, 10700
Jersey Blvd., #160, Rancho Cucamonga 91730-5116 Ricardo Rubalcava
New Life Publications, 48-00
Arrowhead S rin s, San Bernardino

92414-0001 Campus Crusade For
Christ
P A T Construction, 16832 Boyle
Ave. , Fontana 92335-7504 Pearl
Ann Tomlinson
P D Q Construction, 3584 Autumn
Walk Dr., Riverside 92503-0909
Allen flanagan
Pacific Construction Managers,
30710 12th St., Nuevo 92567-9746
Patricia Burdette
Paragon Properties, 826 W. 6th St.,
Corona 91720-3237 Deanna Garrett
Physicians Care Medical Group,
1455 N. Waterman Ave., Ste. 120,
San Bernardino 92404-5327 Lucius
Hill
Printing 2000, 6709 Indiana Ave.,
Riverside 92506-4263 Fadi Kazzi
R & S Properties, 1950 Market St.,
Riverside 92501-1720 Justin Me
Carthy
R M S Construction, 10535 Anderson St., Lorna Linda 92354-1801
Roben Stewart
R W F Construction Co., 2220
Eastridge Ave., Ste. M, Riverside
92507-0753 Stephen Bills
Republic Properties-Ontario 1,
1156 N. Mountain Ave., Upland
91786-3633 Ralph Lewis
Riverside Construction Co., 111 N
Main St., Riverside 92501-1007
Harmon & Assoc. Inc.
Riverside County Publishing Co.,
7190 Jurupa Ave., Riverside 925041016 B G J Enterprises Inc.
Rodriguez & Sons Construction,
57855 Carlyle Dr., Yucca Valley
92284-4401 Alex Rodriguez
S & R Printing Inc., 4071 Greystone Dr., Ontario 91761-3100
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Sunrise Medical/Bio Clinic, 4083
Airport Dr., Ontario 91761-1567
Sunrise Medical/Bio Clini
Surgical Simulation Training Center, 2273 S. Cactus Ave., Bloomington 92316-2809 Herbert Washington
Survival Information Services,
14376 McArt Rd., Apt. 70, Victorville 92392-2576 Kenneth Karess
Timberline Realty, 514 Lark Road,
Wrightwood 92397 Rowena Naranjo
Trans Rail, 10177 Beech Ave.,
Fontana 92335-6355 Larry Adams
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ U B Management, 1650 S. Belle
Ave., Corona 91720-4803 Vincent
Ball
U S A Realty, 2300 E. Katella
S & S Construction, 55938 Buena
Vista Dr., Yucca Valley 92284-2619
Scott Cloutier
Shelter West Realty, 5885 Brockton
Ave., Riverside 92506-1863 Cal 1
Inc.
S K Design, 4251 Quail Canyon
Rd., San Bernardino 92404-1511
Susan Thomes
Small Business Support & Assoc.,
7653 Longs Peak Dr., Riverside
92509-5441 Patricia Furrow
Smalling Construction, 67780 Val-

ley Vista Dr., Cathedral City 922342322 George Smalling
Southern Calif. Orthopedic &
Sports, 5278 Francis Ave., Chino
91710-1925 Ismael Silva, M.D.
Spectrum Construction, 5920 S.
Ridgeview Ave., Mira Lorna 917522228 Albert Carpenter
Speedway Graphics, 357 N. Sheridan St., Ste. 133, Corona 917202030 Michael Larson
Spirit Designs, 4771 Evart St.,
Montclair 91763-3615 Richard Olin

Star Graphics, 1413 W. "F" St.,
Ontario 91762-2412 Richard Johnson
Star Painting, 14854 Perham Dr.,
Moreno Valley 92553-3662 Kum
Boyter
Streamline Technology Group,
9774 Crescent Center Dr., #504,
Rancho Cucamonga 91730-5745
Shirley Brodbeck
Streamline Press, 1599 W. 13th St,
#E Upland 91786-2979 Mark
Mawhorter

A'mud qamie
THE 90'S

LIMOUSINE SERVICE

Ave .• ste. 235. Anaheim 928066047 Michael Munoz
U S Land & Homes, 28455 Front
St., Temecula 92590-2722 U S
Land & Ranch Co. Inc.
Unicon Construction, 28200
Whittier St., Winchester 92596
Steve Hostetler
United Home Loans, 16930 Los
Cedros Ave., Fontana 92336-1587
ThnLe

When Getting From A To B Isn't Enough!
Avant Garde is a Full Service Transportation Company. We
can satisfy all of your corporate and personal needs and
make them memorable. We take pride in servicing our
clients on a regular basis and catering to every detail. Call
us and find out what we can do for you.

•Corporate Accounts
•Airport Transportation
•Concert Specials
• Tickets
•Group Rates
10 FWY

Holt

ONTARIO
5 :_sio:_n:...__+---- AIRPORT
:.:.:M:.::.'

Avant Garde is conveniently
located near the Ontario Airport
80 FWY

1332- B South Grove
Ontario, CA 91761

(800) 924-4914 • (714) 923-4411

Universal Construction Supply,
2734 Avalon St, Rubidoux 925092011 P. Louise Morris
Urban Environs, 300 E. State St.,
Ste. 420, Redlands 92373-5200
Patrick Meyer
V M F Construction, 5339 S.
Concha Dr., Mira Lorna 917522903 Victor Aores
Valle Building & Landscaping,
1460 Marshall St., Redlands
92374-6353 Teodoro del Valle
Valley Building Maintenance,
43978 "C" St, Hemet 92544-5319
Albert Smith
Valley Vista Printing, 133 N.
Gilbert St., Hemet 92543-4011
Donald Dawes
Vista Realty, 66350 Pierson Blvd.,
Desert Hot Springs 92240-3658
Colleen Peters
Western Constructions, 11264 W.
Big Dipper Dr., Mira Lorna 91752·
2112 Donald Billetts
Woodbridge Physical Therapy,
222 N. Mountain Ave., #108
Upland 91786-5714 Anthony Cati·
noRPT
World Wide Screen Printing,
11939 Pascal Ave., Grand Terrace
92324-5021 Tim Holm
Xsel Marketing, 2389 N. 4th
Ave., Upland 91786-1377 Xsel
Marketing Ltd
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